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The Rise of Apartments and Apartment Dwellers in
Winnipeg (1900-1914) and a Comparative Study with Toronto

Murray Peterson

ABSTRACT.This paper examines the phenomenon of the apartment block in Winnipeg prior
to World War I. In particular, it features a broad comparison with evidence from Toronto
between the years 1900 and 1914, demonstrating a higher occurrence of apartments in
Winnipeg. Quantitative analysis is accomplished through the use of contemporary news
accounts, city directories, assessment rolls and building permits, as well as a number of
secondary sources.

The growth of this housing type is attributable to many factors, economic, social and climatic.
The size, design and construction of apartments were determined by the individual players
involved, the contractors, investors and tenants, by the civic response through bylaws, and
also, by climatic and spatial factors.

SOMMAIRE. L'article examine le phenomena des immeubles a. appartements a. Winnipeg
avant la Premiere Guerre mondiale. 11 compare en particulier la situation a. Winnipeg et a.
Toronto entre 1900 et 1914, montrant le pourcentage plus eleve d'appartements a. Winnipeg.
L'analyse quantitative repose sur les reportages de journaux de l'epoque, les repertoires
d'adresse, les listes d'evaluation fonciere et les permis de construction, de meme que sur des
sources secondaires.

La croissance de ce type d'habitation decoule de plusieurs facteurs economtques, sociaux et
climatiques. La superficie, Ie plan et la construction des appartements etaient determines par
les personnes mises en cause, c'est-a-dire les entrepreneurs, les bailleurs de fonds et les
locataires, mais aussi par les preferences de la collectivite exprimees dans les ordonnances
municipales et par des facteurs relies au climat et a. l'espace disponible.

An Historical Overview

Between 1900 and 1914 a unique new residential form, the apartment
block, was popularized in many urban centres in North America. This was
an especially prominent development in Winnipeg. A comparison with
figures from Toronto, with a population that was never less than double
that of Winnipeg's, shows there were nearly 50 percent more apartment
blocks built in Winnipeg over the same period. Not only was the total
number significantly higher, but the scale of individual blocks was much
greater on average in the western city.

There were two main types of apartment blocks constructed from
1900-1914- the purpose-built apartment block and the mixed block. The
former contained only residential space and rooms connected with this
function, such as common kitchens and recreational space. The second type
combined retail space on the ground floor with suites on the upper levels.
Only purpose-built blocks are considered in this study, although the later
type was extremely popular in Winnipeg as well.

Winnipeg's first purpose-built apartment block was completed in 1884,
an imposing four-storey brick structure, costing approximately $50,000
(Figure 1).1While major North American centres such as Boston, New York
and Chicago already had a significant number of apartment blocks, other
cities such as Los Angeles, Detroit, Minneapolis and Philadelphia would
not have these buildings for many years? While it would be another two
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156 PETERSON

,Figure 1. The French Flats or Westminster Block,Winnipeg's first purpose-built apartment block, corner of
Ellice Avenue and Donald Street. Built in 1884, it was originally owned by the Scottish Canadian Loan
Company and cost$50,OOO. Architect was C. Osborne Wickenden and the contractors were Blackmore and
Williams. <Photocourtesy of the Provincial Archives of Manitoba)

decades before Winnipeg began toseriously utilize this residential form, it
was a remarkably early beginning for such a small centre.

The North American apartment block had its origins in Paris, where the
wealthy family or bachelor could live in high style. In New York, "French
Flats," as they were known, rose to popularity in the 1870s, with six to ten
rooms per suite, servant quarters and many amenities similar to conven
tional detached homes. In Boston, "apartment hotels" were built as luxuri
'ous as the New York structures, but with centralized laundry, restaurant
and recreational facilitiesto lessen the need for domestic help.'

In such heavily populated cities, land was scarce and extremely expen
sive, thus pushing the contractor or investoraway from the detached home
market. "French Flats" and "apartment hotels" withtheir host of amenities
were placed in exclusive neighbourhoods with a conscious effort made to
distance them from the poorer tenements. They would attract, therefore,
some of the many affluent families and businessmen living in these cities.'
Large, elegant blocks filled quickly, and returned a steady, moderate
annual profit. As one author observed, the wealthy chose apartments "not
so much [for] the number of rooms as [for] a fashionable address, excellent
views, service, and being among people much like themselves/"

It was North America's middle-class "efficiency apartment'" that out
numbered both the luxury apartments and the tenements by World War I.
These small structures were of simple design, boxlike, with little relief or
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ornamentation. They were built mainly as speculative ventures, con
structed sturdily yet cheaply, often with few creature comforts. In Chicago
alone, 1,142such blocks were built in 1883, creating vast neighbourhoods
of lower- and middle-class apartments? They were successful because they
were cheaper and easier to maintain than houses, were nearly always
located near the downtown business section or on a major transportation
route, and were a good investment for contractors and entrepreneurs. In
fact, many contemporary accounts placed rates of return on investments
higher for efficiency apartments than for either low-income or affluent
blocks,"

The original apartmentblocks, however, faced early opposition in many
North American cities," It was a new form of residence, leading to some
trepidation: critics argued that apartments lacked privacy, supported lazi
ness among women, encouraged immorality and transiency, and threat
ened family life. While these concerns were never totally answered, they
were replaced by a grudging acceptance of the appropriateness and need
for the building type. By the twentieth century "apartment living estab
lished itself as a noteworthy shelter form in North America.?'"

By 1900, therefore, enough of the original hostility towards apartment
blocks had dissipated across North America and all that awaited a new
community was businessmen and entrepreneurs with the capital to finance
the ventures and a perceived need for the buildings within a firmlyestab
lished middle class. Winnipeg had ample supplies of each: its new popula
tion and economic success provided it with the will and the need for
apartment blocks.

Winnipeg by 1900

Winnigeg was incorporated as a city of approximately 1,900in Novem
ber 1873. lOver the next twenty years the population would swell phe
nomenally to over 32,000,12 a result of the completion of the
transcontinental Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) in 1885, speculation
booms in the city in the early 1880s, and improved technology in the
farming sector. By 1900,Winnipeg, and indeed all of the Canadian Prairies,
wasbeing inundated by train after train of immigrants, flocking to the open
spaces and cheap land of the West.

The flood of new settlers also meant an economic bonanza for Mani
toba's capital. Positioned on the main line of the CPR between the burgeon
ing consumer population of the West and the established manufacturing
interests of eastern Canada and the United States, Winnipeg became a
major distribution centre for the West. Utilizing its established economic
base, Winnipeg developed into the financial and manufacturing centre of
western Canada. In 1900,its growth continuing, its future bright, Winnipeg
was becoming a major centre of commerce and population in Canada.
Table 1 illustrates Winnipeg's rapid rise to prominence, moving from ninth
to third largest city in only two decades.
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TABLE 1
Ten Largest Cities in Canada, 1881, 1891, 1901 and 1911

1881 1891 1901 1911
Montreal-155,238 Montreal- 219,616 Montreal- 267,730 Montreal- 470,480

Toronto - 96,196 Toronto - 181,215 Toronto - 208,040 Toronto - 376,538

Quebec - 62,446 Quebec - 63,090 Quebec - 68,840 Winnipeg - 136,035

St. John - 41,353 Hamilton - 48,959 Ottawa - 59,928 Vancouver - 100,401

Hamilton - 36,661 Ottawa - 44,154 Hamilton - 52,634 Ottawa - 87,062

Halifax - 36,100 St. John - 39,179 Winnipeg - 42,340 Hamilton - 81,969

Ottawa - 31,307 Halifax - 38,437 Halifax - 40,832 Quebec - 78,190

London - 26,266 London -31,977 St. John -40,711 Halifax - 46,619

Kingston - 14,091 Winnipeg - 25,639 London - 37,976 London - 46,300

Charlottetown - 11,485 Victoria - 16,841 Vancouver - 27,010 Calgary - 43,704

Source: TheFifthCensusofCanada, 1911 (Ottawa: 1912), Vol. I, p. 554.

The Apartment Block in Winnipeg

Winnipeg's earliest apartments were large-scale luxury blocks, in
tended for the businessman and professional (Figure 2).Theirconstruction,
however, became increasingly outpaced by that of the efficiency blocks for
the middle-income earner (Figure 3).In general, there were four factors that
combined to produce this shift in the type of apartment built in Winnipeg.
These were: location, the investor, climate, and demographics. These fac
tors worked in concert to create a favourable environment for the buildup
of the smaller apartments.

Location

This factor was one given for the buildup of inner-city apartment blocks
in Winnipeg. Analysis of this factor as a catalyst for apartmentconstruction
is speculative. Once built, however, the downtown blocks were located on
major thoroughfares and close to much of the city's employment and
therefore appealed to many residents.

Prior to 1900,few purpose-built apartments existed. Rather than face the
expense of designing and building the tall, masonry structures that apart
ments had developed into, Winnipeg builders and citizens were more
amenable to the row house, boarding house, residential hotel, or terrace.
All of these could be built cheaply, or involved a simple alteration of an
existing structure." Also, there was an oversupply of cheap, centrally
located, single-family detached homes, left over from the boom of the
1880s. The overabundance of multifamily or multitenant structures and
these detached homes would only become unsuitable for middle-income
tenants as they aged.
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Figure 2. The Roslyn Apartments, northeast comer Osborne Street and Roslyn Road, built in 1909 for
$205,000. Architect W.W. Blairdesigned this large block that was the most elegant and luxurious of its time.
Costing over $5,600per suite, it ranks as one of the most expensively built blocks of the pre-1914 era. (Photo
courtesy of the Provincial Archives of Manitoba)

Figure 3. Balmoral Court, southwest comer Balmoral Street and Sargent Avenue. Built in 1905, it was
designed by John O. Atchison, D.O. Wood was the contractor, the final cost totalling $32,500.It is part of a
group of 1905 blocks that are some of the oldest apartments still in use in the city. (Photo courtesy of the
Provincial Archives of Manitoba)
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TABLE 2
Cumulative Distribution of Pre-1915 Apartment Units:

Distance in Kms, from City Centre, Metropolitan Winnipeg, 1980

Km. 1.6 2.4 3.2 4.0 4.8 5.6 6.4 7.2 8.0 >8.0

% 73.7 91.4 96.6 98.9 100.0 - - - - -
Source: David Spector, ApartmentHouse Architecture in Winnipeg to1915 (Winnipeg: City of
Winnipeg, 1980).

With the influx of immigrants in the twentieth century and the growth
of the distribution activity, however, came a fundamental change in the
city's established residential neighbourhoods. Over the first decade of the
twentieth century, much of the original downtown space was converted
into warehouse, industrial and commercial space, replacing the city's first
residential districts.

Therefore, the stockofcentrally placed, detached houses had few vacancies
due to a depletion in their overall numbers that coincided with a lack of
moderately priced empty lots downtown. This combined with the large influx
of new citizens seeking accommodation near their places of employment,
usually downtown. Multitenant housing quickly became one of the only
possible alternatives to the downtown housing shortage.

Another product of the buildup of the business district was the creation
of new residential communities further away from downtown. This proved
to be a hardship during the long, cold winters for the growing numbers of
employees of Winnipeg's business section, even with the advent of the
automobile and street car. Instead of an increasingly long commute, many
turned to the centrally located apartment buildings.

A 1980study emphasized the centralized nature of the earlier structures. It
compiled an inventory of existing, pre-1915 apartments, totalling 175 struc
tures (Table 2). Over 90 percent, 160buildings, were located less than 2.4 km
(1.5 miles) from the centre of the city, Portage Avenue and Memorial Boule
vard (seeFigure 4).Again, this centralization may have been more a reason for
the continued popularityofapartmentblocksrather than a factor in their initial
development. The existence and type of entrepreneur in the city was a more
important factor in the growth of this residential form.

TheInvestor

The presence of a large number of investors was crucial to the large-scale
construction of apartments in Winnipeg. Spector's 1980study of Winnipeg
apartment blocks concludes that whereas the needs of the tenant population
were a factor, the role played by the investor was also of key importance.

Many small-scale success stories were written in Winnipeg from 1900
1914, as businesses expanded, investments paid dividends, and personal
wealth increased. Several players became national and international in
scope, such as the ].H. Ashdown Hardware chain and 'the Great West
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Figure 4. Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1966.Map showing the major transportation routes and the concentrations
of mul tiple-famil y dwelling units. Arrow indicates the approximate centre of the d ty (Memorial Boulevard
and Portage Avenue) and each drcle represents 0.8 km. Map reproduced from Analysisof Apartments in
Metropolitan Winnipeg (Winnipeg: Reid, Crowther and Partners, Limited, 1969),85.
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Saddlery Company, which was founded in Winnipeg and grew to become
the world's largest such enterprise." Many businessmen, while not reach
ing these heights, found themselves with enough capital to seek local
investment opportunities. Winnipeg newspaper articles and other media
reports extolled the virtues of investment in apartment blocks," As re
quests for small-scale investment property increased, a number of small- to
medium-size construction firms began to supply the demand, building the
blocks either for immediate sale or for long-term investment property.

Investing in an apartmentblock was popular for manyof those involved
in the real estate sector across North America. All types, from the tenement
to the high-rise luxury flats, were capable of returning a safe, if not sizable,
annual profit. In Chicago, a 1912 survey placed rates of return on high-class
blocks at 4-5.5 percent per annum, tenements at 4-5.2 percent, and middle
class efficiency apartments at 6-6.8percent.I 6 Trade magazinescontinued to
promote small-scale apartment block investment throughout the early
decades of the twentieth century, successfully distancing the new blocks
from the tenements of the poorer neighbourhoods. J.C.Weaver asks:

What could be better than a good revenue generating, possibly appreciating,
and comparatively inexpensive structure which received generous terms from
lending institutions?I7

In most North American cities, builders and realtors recognized the fact
that the private investor would be the most active in the apartment sector.
To this end, smaller, eight- to twelve-suite units were built and put on the
market. Their attraction was their relatively small equity which appealed to
a broader base of investors, their quick turnover, which appealed to the
small-scale builder, and the swelling ranks of the middle-income employ
ees, who were looking for small apartments to call horne."

In Winnipeg, the rate of return was estimated at not more than 7 or 8
percent. While this was "nothing to get excited over or to cause a stampede
to Winnipeg," an observer in 1911 did see the investment as comparable to
most other real estate investments and relatively safe." It has also been
argued that this type of investment was a means for middle-income immi
grants to enter the Anglo-Saxon dominated economy of the city. Most
prolific were the small-scale Icelandic builders and investors, who de
signed and completed many small efficiency apartments in northwestern
Winnipeg. To a lesser degree were the Jewish owners and builders, whose
structures could be found throughout the city.20

Winnipeg had an extremely high number of small- to medium-scale
investors and builders between 1900 and 1915, who were willing to invest
in an apartment block. The size of this investmentdetermined the size of the
blocks, usually built of brick and three storeys high. The number and
wealth of city investors was a partial answer to the large number of
apartments dotting the city.
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TABLE 3
Winnipeg Population Growth, 1900-1914

Year Population

1900 42534
1902 48,411
1904 67,265

1906 79,975
1908 118,252

1910 132720
1912 166,553
1914 203,255

Source: Annual Reportsof theTrustees of theSchool Districtof Winnipeg, No.1, in G. Bugailiskis,
"Quiet Dignity: Aspects of Building Schools in the Winnipeg School Division No.1,
1871-1928" (M.A. thesis, University of Manitoba, 1990).

Climate

Winnipeg certainly was and is known for its extremes in climate. A -40°C
winter morning quickly erased all memory of the summer day, only a few
short months previous, when the thermometer read +40°C. The apartment
block came to be seen as a perfect solution for many from the trials and
tribulations of the climate.

Substantial numbers of the newly arriving clerks, office assistants and
salesmen who would occupy the new suites came from more moderate
climates. While most were familiar with a Canadian winter, many of the
rigours of keeping a home heated and free of snow in Winnipeg proved
more difficult than, for example, in southern Ontario..With a caretaking
staff looking after shovelling, sweeping and coal heating, many middle-in
come residents, older citizens and retirees made the move into apartments.

The climate also had a profound effect on the location of apartments.
Similar to most North American cities,the apartment block in Winnipeg was
on the fringe of the business district or on or near the main transportation
arteries (Table2).

Demographics

More than any other single factor, Winnipeg's population accoun ted for
the boom in apartment blocks prior to World War I. Other factors discussed
previously tended to reinforce and to emphasize the construction of blocks,
but at the heart of the activity was the tenant population.

Winnipeg's population grew 377.9percent over the period under study,
1900-1914 (see Table 3). The average yearly increase was 12.0 percent,
reflecting the rapid growth of the city during this time. While the number
of new inhabitants is a partial explanation for the growth of multitenant
housing, more crucial is the type of inhabitant looking for residential space.

As early as May 1903,Canadian trade journals were citing the need for
increased apartment block construction due to urban overpopulation and
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housing shortages." The urban population, a writer for Canadian Architect
and Builder argued, was transient by nature, and therefore temporary or
rental accommodations were appropriate. Winnipeg always had sup
ported a large group of highly mobile workers, usually single or married
with small families. They were a varied group, ranging from hired hands
and job seekers to travelling salesmen, branch plant employees and clerks.

It was estimated that by 1909,there were 1,900"commercial travellers"
or travelling salesmen using Winnipeg as their occasional home - 1.6
percent of the population.f Many found homes as they established them
selves, married and began families, but many more chose apartments as a
simpleralternative.Withsomanytransientworkersalreadyinthecity,and
the new arrivals looking for temporary accommodations, apartments were
a necessity rather than a luxury or fad. Finding tenants, it seemed, would
not be a problem.

Even civic officials recognized both the importance of this residential
type, called "tenement houses," and the need for control over their size,
location and construction. By-Law No. 5850, "A By-Law of the City of
Winnipeg to' regulate the erection, ventilation and safety from fire or
accident of Tenement Houses, hereafter erected or altered," was passed by
the Winnipeg City Council on 22November 1909.It set out a series of rules
governing everything from number of windows and lot requirements, to
interior organization and room size.

One of the most important aspects of the bylaw was Clause 8, the stipula
tion that buildings over three storeys in height be of "fireproof construction."
The financesofbuilders and investors, and the income of tenants combined to
reduce the sizeofblocks,but this clause played an equally importantrole.This
clause and others prohibited the construction oflarge wooden, and potentially
dangerous, apartments. Builders, realizing the enormous expense of design
ing the taller "fireproof" buildings, only rarely erected blocks over three
storeys. The three-storey block remained the overwhelming design for apart
ments well into the twentieth century.

Toronto and Winnipeg- A Comparison

An extensive study on a similar theme in Toronto was cond ucted in 1989
by Richard Dennis, Departmentof Geography, UniversityCollege London.
A comparison of the construction and assessment figures for the two cities
- Winnipeg and Toronto - provides useful insight into the scope of
Winnipeg's involvement in apartment construction compared to that of a
larger centre. The Toronto study made a differentiation between a building
exclusively used for apartment living, and a mixed-type of structure with
shops and retail space at grade with living quarters above. In both cities, the
latter type is extremely prevalent during and after the period of study, but
is not included in this discussion.

Toronto's first purpose-built apartment was built in 1899,fifteen years
after Winnipeg's first block was built. The most important differences in
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TABLE 4
Toronto Building Permits, 1899-1914

Year <$5,000 $5,001- $10,001- $20,001- >$40,000 Total Cumulative
$10,000 $20,000 $40,000 Total

1899 - - - - 1 1 1

1900 - - - - - - 1
1901 - - - - 1 1 2
1902 - - - - - - 2
1903 - - - 2 - 2 4
1904 - - - - - - 4

1905 - - - 1 1 2 6
1906 1 2 1 1 1 6 12
1907 2 1 1 1 - 5 17

1908 - 5 5 2 2 14 31
1909 4 - 5 4 - 13 44

1910 2 7 8 6 - 23 67
1911 7 23 20 9 2 61 128
1912 2 19 23 16 8 68 196

1913 - 14 5 7 3 29 225
1914 - 9 10 5 - 24 249

Source: R. Dennis, Toronto's FirstApartment-House Boom: An Historical Geography, 1900-1920
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1989),18.

regards to apartments between the two cities were the size of blocks
constructed and the reaction to their presence.

The vast majority of blocks built in Toronto during this period cost below
$20,()()() (Table4 and Figure 5).These structures were small, cheaply built, and
featured littleornamentaldetailing. Partially as a result, manycitizens objected
to the construction of blocks in their neighbourhoods, and by May 1912,civic
officials had enacted bylaws virtually grohibiting apartment blocks from
locating in established neighbourhoods.

The degree of urbanization was another important variation. Winnipeg
was still in its infancy during the first wave of apartmentblock construction in
North America, 1900-1914. As such, a novel new form of residential structure
could be fit into new areas without disrupting existing patterns of housing.
Toronto, on the other hand, possessed more stable, well-established districts,
and these established residents perceived a greater threat from these large,
multiple-family blocks. Opinions that these apartments caused a decline in
property values were often expressed by Toronto's citizens?'

The older established districts of Toronto likely provided the prospec
tive tenant with a considerably better choice of rental homes than did the
older sections of Winnipeg. The latter were filled with houses dating from
the 1880s boom and would not have been considered suitable by the
middle-income tenant,"

In Winnipeg, apartments were not only seen as an important part of the
residential market, but citizens realized the need for theirexistenceand saw
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their constructionas a measure of success, gaining civic pride through their
development. This again was partially attributable to the type of structure
being built. Almost one-half of all apartment blocks constructed in Win
nipeg before 1915cost over $40,000, over 75 percent cost more than $20,000
(Table 5 and Figure 5). Included in the price tag was a fair degree of
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TABLES
Winnipeg Building Permits, 1899-1914

Year <$5,000 $5,001- $10,001- $20,001- >$40,000 Total Cumulative
$10,000 $20,000 $40,000 Total

1899 - - - - - - 0

1900 - 2 - - - 2 2

1901 - - - - - - 2

1902 - - - - 1 1 3

1903 - - 1 2 - 3 6

1904 - 3 5 - 1 9 15

1905 - 2 6 6 3 17 32
1906 2 1 1 9 7 20 52

1907 2 2 - 1 4 9 61

1908 - 2 1 2 5 10 71

1909 - - 9 9 9 27 98

1910 1 1 7 10 22 41 139

1911 - - 5 15 16 36 175

1912 - - 3 21 32 56 231

1913 - 2 4 14 24 44 275
1914 - - 4 21 43 68 343

Source: City of Winnipeg, Building Permits.

ornamental detailing, including the use of stone accents, and classical
elements, that added to the aesthetic richness of the new districts.

The total of apartments builtin the two centres, 249 in Toronto and 343
in Winnipeg, is even more startling when compared with. population
figures. The former had a population of 208,040 in 1901,growing to 376,538
by 1911,while the latter's figures grew from 42,340to 136,035 over the same
period (see Table 1). With nearly one-third fewer residents in 1911,Win
nipeg still built almost 100more apartment buildings.

TABLE 6
Comparison of 1911 Apartment Block Figures for Toronto and Winnipeg

Toronto Winnipeg

Total Number of Blocks 41 156

Total Number of Suites 701 1984

Average Number 17.1 12.7
of Suites Per Block

Sources: R. Dennis, Toronto's FirstApartment-House Boom: An Historical Geography, 1900-1920
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1989),20; City of Winnipeg, Assessment Rolls, 1911.

Another interesting comparison is made between information found in
the 1911 assessment rolls for both cities (Table 6). Toronto's blocks cost
much less on average than those in Winnipeg, and yet they averaged more
suites per block. The figures suggest that Toronto built a large number of
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inexpensive blocks holdingsmaller sized suites. Winnipeg concentrated on
larger, more expensive blocks with grander suites.

Other 1911 assessment figures in Winnipeg show a total of 6,883people
living in apartment blocks (4.7percent of the total population), or slightly
more than forty-four tenants per block, and 3.6 tenants per suite (not
including vacant suites). Of that total, only 785tenants were between the
ages of 6 and 16, figures that reinforce the contemporary view that apart
ment suites were not suitable for children."

While comparisons with these figures from Toronto are interesting,
information such as wage rates, construction costs per suite, lot sizes,
housing figures, and other demographic information would allow for a
more complete comparison of the two centres. What can be concluded from
the above comparison is that Winnipeg, with a smaller population, had
many more apartments than Toronto. Also, the apartments were more
expensive per block in Winnipeg than in the eastern centre.

Conclusions

Winnipeg was Canada's leader in apartment block construction be
tween 1900and 1914.This resulted from a wide variety of factors, including
the climate, location, economic development and demographic makeup of
the city.When taken in concert, they allowed, and supported, the growth of
this new form of residential housing. Large, moderately decorated blocks
were built all over Winnipeg's central district and into the developing
suburbs nearby. Inside, spacious suites were filled with middle-income
tenants enjoying both the conveniences of living close to the business
district and the lack of chores associated with detached homes.

But the above is not to suggest that the apartment block replaced the
single-family detached home as the favourite residential type. It did not.
The block was usually seen by the tenant, and most others in society as well,
as a temporary or interim step towards a house. The apartment, then as
now, was most often the home to single tenants, married and retired
couples, or at most, couples with small families. But the apartment was,
especially in Winnipeg, an important part of the urban landscape and part
of the fabric that made the city unique.

NOTES

This project was made possible by a grant from the Manitoba Heritage Federation Inc. It is
based on research undertaken in Winnipeg during October and November 1991. The idea for
this project came from my association with Giles Bugailiskis, Historical Buildings Officer, City
of Winnipeg, to whom I am gra teful for his years of friendship and professional support. I am
also grateful to Randy R. Rostecki and Henry Trachtenberg for their long-standing support for
all my endeavours. The staffs at the Provincial Archives of Manitoba and the City of Winnipeg
Archives were very helpful. Finally, thanks to Sandy for her suggestions and support.
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Pre-World War I Elementary Educational Developments
among Saskatchewan's German Catholics:

A Revisionist View
Clinton O. White

ABSTRACT. Since 1915, numerous scholars have written on elementary education among
Saskatchewan's German Catholics to explain how they sought to preserve their language and
religion on immigrating to the Prairies. Unfortunately, owing to limited research, their works
emphasize the operation of German-English parochial schools. As a result, they portray
German Catholics as shunning or misusing the public school system for religious or ethno
centric reasons. Had scholars examined local and German-language sources, particularly for
the period from late 1903 to early 1905,and thereby determined what German Catholics said
and did regarding the creation and operation ofboth public and parochial schools, and learned
of such matters as the results of a call by the clergy for the establishment of a multitude of
parochial schools, they would have reached different conclusions. For example, they would
have discovered that at practically all times prior to the war many more German Catholics
were involved in establishing and operating unilingual English public than bilingual paro
chial schools and that a large, indeed growing, majority of German Catholic children were
receiving an elementary education essentially the same as that available in Anglo-Celtic
districts.

SOMMAIRE. De nombreux specialistes se sont penches, depuis 1915, sur la question de
l' education primaire des catholiques allemands de la Saskatchewan, afin de montrer comment
ceux-ci ont tente de preserver leur langue et leur religion apres leur etablissement dans les
Prairies. Mais des recherches incompletes les ont regrettablement amenes a mettre l'accent sur
les ecoles paroissiales germano-anglaises, donnant ainsi a penser que les catholiques alle
mands evitaienties ecoles publiques ou les exploitaient a des fins religieuses ou
ethnocentriques. Leurs conclusions auraient ete differentes s'ils avaient depouille les sources
locales et de langue allemande, surtout entre la fin de 1903 et le debut de 1905, afin de
comprendre les propos et gestes des catholiques allemands au sujet de la creation et de la
gestion des ecoles publiques et des ecoles paroissiales; ils auraient appris, entre autres, le
resultat d'un appel du clerge a la creation d'un reseau d'ecoles paroissiales. De plus, ils se
seraient rendu compte qu'a presque toutes les annees avant la Premiere Guerre mondiale, le
nombre de catholiques allemands etablissant et soutenant des eccles publiques unilingues
anglaises etait bien superieur a ceux qui favorisaienties ecoles paroissiales bilingues. Enfin, ils
auraient constate qu'une majorite deja importante et sans cesse croissante de petits catholiques
allemands recevaient une education primaire a peu pres semblable a celle offerte dans les
districts anglo-celtiques.

Since 1915abouta dozen scholars have written on elementary education
among Saskatchewan's German Catholics to explain how they sought to
preserve their language and religion on immigrating to the Prairies and the
process by which they were assimilated into Canadian society.' Unfortu
nately, they either neglected to examine or superficially researched a large
body of local and German language records which cast much light on those
subjects. As a result, their works do not accurately describe such things as
pre-World War I German Catholic attitudes respecting the Territorial and
Saskatchewan school system, what such settlers did to establish and oper
ate schools during the period, or the strength of their commitment to the
use of their language in education. Because of such deficiencies, scholars
could not chart with precision the path German Catholics took to assimila
tion. This article constitutes a small but important step in rectifying the
neglect.

Among the works discussing provisions for elementary education
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German Catholics made prior to World War I, only one, by this author,
provides data on the numbers of each type of school (public, separate and
parochial) they established during the period. Those statistics show that
they opened many more unilingual (English) public than bilin~al (Eng
lish-German) parochial schools during the time in question. Without
exception, other writers place great emphasis on their creation of bilingual
parochial institutions, one even suggesting that before the war they set up
no other type of school.' To illustrate what they allege occurred, scholars
have also, again uniformly, dwelt at length on a large German Catholic
settlement, St. Peter's Colony, in the Humboldt area, where most of those
schools were located; and a theme common to all their writings is summed
up in a statementby one of them. With reference to St.Peter's, as well as St.
Joseph's Colony about seventy miles further west (the second of the two
largest settlements German Catholics established in Saskatchewan), Keith
A. McLeod asserts: "Perhaps the greatest deviation by this group of Ger
man Catholics was their reliance upon private schools, rather than govern
ment supported ones ... ,,4 To all intents and purposes, it is from such faulty
assertions that scholars have proceeded to discuss both education among
and assimilation of Saskatchewan's German Catholics.

Writers have not only presented a distorted picture of elementary
educational developments and hence of the assimilation process among
German Catholics, they have also often supported their interpretations by
means open to criticism. To validate certain positions put forward, for
example, that German Catholics made great efforts to perpetuate their
language by means of schools, that they offered substantial resistance to
assimilation, or that they enjoyed a significant measure of success in
pursuit of those ends, various writers, in haste or unconsciously, have
misused evidence, claimed that German Catholics failed todo things which
they did, alleged that they did things which they did not do, and made
assertions which range from half-truths to utter falsehoods. Though many
more examples could be provided, only one illustrating each type of
deficiency is set out in this article.

Tailoringevidence to suit one's needs is evident in the followingexample.
One author, when discussing schools, asserts: "Large numbers of private
schoolswere founded particularlyby German Mennonitesand Lutherans, but
also by Catholics." He cites as his source another author, who merely states,
without reference to any religiousgroup: "many German communities estab
lished private rather than public schools."

In order to account for what he wrongly viewed as failure by German
Catholics to establish public schools promptly in such areas as St. Peter's
Colony, a second author makes the following undocumented assertion:

Naturally, [public] schools were erected first in those sections in which there was
a keen desire for them, while the foreign elements, who either disapproved of or
feared the public school system, were often left without schools for years. This
procedure worked satisfactorily for the colonies of German Catholics who were
won over without difficulty to the cause of public education some time later.7
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This article will demonstrate the actual situation as being the opposite.

A third author, who acknowledges the presence of public schools
among German Catholics, claims that they were frequently used to per
petuate Germanism and Catholicism. Following a discussion in which he
fails to distinguish between separate and parochial schools, he states:

Some [public schools] ... were evidently indistinguishable from the separate
[read private] schools insofar as they were definitely orientated to German
Catholic traditions and used the German language extensively, while others
probably used some German and still others possibly some German. In short, it
is safe to conclude that during the Scott period [1905-1916] the vast majority of
schools, separate [read private] as well as public, in the colony [St. Peter's] were
strongly orientated toward ethno-religious group control.8

When documenting his conclusion, the author merely supplies the names
of eleven public schools," the records of which, he did not examine. The
ratepayers residing in one when it was founded were all Protestant'? and in
another, almost all Protestant." In addition, those districts, together with a
third, lay outside St. Peters Colony.12 Residents of a fourth, which he
describes as "strongly oriented to the German Catholics," were notGerman
but Ukrainian." A fifth, between its founding in 1914 and 1925, employed
only three teachers, all of Irish background." Among the other schools
named was one which had a teacher of German descent for a short period
during the war; but that fact lends no support to the author's claim. When
interviewed recently, the teacher in question stated that she did not teach
German and could not have taught it had she been requested to do SO.15

A fourth author, who maintains that before 1914 German Catholics
enjoyed a significant measure of success in their efforts to retain their
language by means of educational institutions, also acknowledges the
presence of public schools among them. However, in concluding his dis
cussion, he declares: "Before the War, the effect of the [public] school
system on the German language was probably minimal. Few solely Eng
lish-speaking teachers were willing to go into non-English districts and a
shortage of teachers generally gave them considerable choice.,,16 The state
ment is at best a half-truth. While a dire shortage of teachers existed when
St. Peter's German Catholics established their first public schools, that
situation soon became less serious. Moreover, the typical teachers in the
settlement when war erupted were unilingual Irish Canadians," who
readily took positions there and often taught in the area for more than a
year.

Finally, no less than three authors make the same comment, two in
precisely the same words and the other with only minor variations: ''The
earliest schools in 51. Peters colony were parochial schools... Missionaries
were the first teachers... ,,18 The facts are that the first schools were not
parochial and that 51. Peter's Benedictine clergy rarely taughtin elementary
schools.

The foregoing examples make certain things perfectly clear. First, schol
ars have described the educational situation prior to World War I in such
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German Catholic settlements as St. Peter's quite differently than it actually
was. Second, without knowledge as to what German Catholics really did
regarding public schools or without data on which to judge the strength of
their determination to provide their children with German language in
struction in elementary schools, those scholars could not accurately de
scribe German Catholic assimilation into Canadian society. By heavily
emphasizing bilingual parochial schools, they also portrayed the educa
tional situation in settlements like St. Peter's as differing markedly from
that generally prevailing throughout Saskatchewan,and GermanCatholics
as strenuously resisting assimilation. However, when one delves deeper, it
is apparent that the schooling experience of their children was not nearly as
different from that of the offspring of Anglo-Celtic Canadians as it has been
made out to be. It also becomes obvious that German Catholics did not
resist assimilation as strongly as has been suggested.

When describing and interpreting elementary educational develop
ments among Saskatchewan's German Catholics, certain scholars have
dealt exclusively withSt.Peter's Colony. Those who did nothave discussed
that community more extensively than any other area settled by people of
that background. This article therefore examines only what occurred in St.
Peter's. In doing so, it does not argue that St. Peter's Catholics established
what might be classed as merely a negligible number of parochial schools.
They organized seventeen prior to World War I. In addition, about two
years after settlementbegan, their religious leaders published a plan calling
for such institutions everywhere in the colony where members of their
flock were essentially the only residents. Rather, this article has a number
of other purposes. First, it will demonstrate that at all times prior to the war
many more German Catholics were involved in establishing and operating
unilingual public than bilingual parochial schools. Second, it will show that
St. Peter's first three parochial schools were the product of a special set of
circumstances and came to exist quite by accident. Third, it will indicate
both why the Benedictine clergy put forward their plan for the creation and
operation of additional parochial schools and why that plan must not be
taken at face value. This article will thus layout, with reasonable accuracy,
the position of St. Peter's German Catholics on education and assimilation
and will more correctly describe the views of the entire Saskatchewan
German Catholic community on these matters.

Since the founding and growth of St. Peter's Colony are discussed in
various works, they need only be summarized here. Late in 1902about two
dozen German-American Catholics briefly visited and took homesteads in
the western part of what became St.Peter's. They followed a scouting party
which included Bruno Doerfler, a priest in the Order of St. Benedict and
Rector of S1. John's University, Collegeville, Minnesota. In response to
appeals for help in obtaining priests by German Catholics intent on moving
from Minnesota to the Canadian West, Abbot Peter Engel chose Doerfler to
travel north. Peter Windschiegl, another Benedictine, states that Doerfler
was "to investigate conditions and, if possible, select a location for a more
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or less closed [German Catholic] colony, in the center of which eventuallya
monastery of the Benedictine Order could be erected as a unifying force.':"

Early in 1903, before settlement began, the colony's borders were de
fined. Roman Catholic, not government, authorities laid them out. In
Catholic eyes, the area to be colonized lay in the Vicariate Apostolate of
Saskatchewan or, as of 1907, in the Diocese of Prince Albert. In January
Apostolic Vicar Albert Pascal approved the creation, subject to papal
ratification, of a Benedictinemonasteryand made the Order responsible for
ministering to Catholics in fifty surrounding townships."

When German Catholics began migrating to St. Peter's in 1903,the area
was sparsely populated. But immediately its population rose rapidly: by
fall its homesteads numbered 700 and by 1906 it had about 6,000 inhabi
tants." Most settlers were German Catholics but some of other ethnic
backgrounds also put down roots. People from eastern Canada, the British
Isles, the United States and continental Europe were moving in increasing
numbers to the Prairies. Among the reasons for St. Peters growth were the
work of the Catholic Settlement Society in the United States, created to
promote immigration to the colony, and construction of the Canadian
Northern Railway's main line, which crossed the colony in 1905.

As things turned out, German Catholics took up the vast majority of
homesteads in St. Peters interior townships and in certain peripheral ones.
ByWorld War I, numbering about 8,000,22 they comprised about 70percent
of its residents, and St. Peter's was considered the largest German Catholic
settlement on the Canadian Prairies. In addition, it differed from similar
settlements in western Canada in that about 85percent of such new arrivals
were former residents of the United States."

Laws governing elementary schools at the time St. Peter'swas settled
are also dealt with in various sources. Consequently, this article mentions
only provisions relevant to matters being discussed. By1903,settlers could
no longer establish either Roman Catholic or Protestant public schools, and
legislation had placed the nonsectarian, public school in a preeminent
position. If residents of an area proposed to set up a school and wished to
obtain government financial aid to run it, they had to establish that type of
institution. Only thereafter could a religious minority within the district, if
large enough and possessing sufficient children, set up a separate school.
The boundaries of the two districts, if both were created, were identical;
and their boards had equal powers in respect to hiring teachers and taxing
their ratepayers as well as equal access to government grants. The major
differences between the two types of schools related to textbooks and
school furnishings and were of interest mainly to Catholics. Their separate
schools could use Catholic readers, rather than the allegedly religiously
neutral works employed in public schools, and within them religious
emblems could be displayed.

Catholics were often favourably impressed by the provisions for separate
schools, but in practice only a small minority, which essentially excluded St.
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Peter's German Catholics,benefited directly for obvious reasons. Immigrants
tended to settle in blocs and in rural areas with people of their own kind. The
resulting segregation generally made each group the majority within its own
area, a situation eliminating access to a separate school. Then there was the
permissible size of school districts, four by fivemiles at most. Research shows
that few, if any, such rural areas could support two schools. Thus, financial
constraints also denied religious minorities separate schools,"

In 1903,except for a primary course in French, English was the language
of instruction. But others were at times taught. If specific conditions were
met, a school board could arrange for lessons in any language (German,
Ukrainian, etc.) between 3:00 and 4:00 p.m. School legislation also dealt
with religion. A school could open with the Lord's Prayer, and the last half
hour of each day could be devoted to religious instruction.

Two other legal provisions must also be noted. To obtain government
financial aid, separate and public schools had to follow a set curriculum
and employ teachers certified as First, Second or Third Class. If, as often
happened during the prewaryears, such a teacher was unavailable, a board
seeking to hire a person it considered suitable could request provisional
certification, which might or might not be granted. Finally, there was
attendance. Public and separate school districts with ten or more children
of seven to fourteen years were to hold classes for at least six months each
calendar year, and each pupil was to attend for a minimum of sixteen
weeks. But that did not mean all school-age children had to attend either a
public or separate school. Parents who did not wish to enroll their children
in such institutions could meet legal requirements by sending them to
private schools."

When German Catholics had settled S1. Peter's in sufficient concentra
tions to warrant opening schools, they held certain views on elementary
education. First, with few exceptions, they wished to establish schools as
quickly as possible. Second, most of the settlers, though disagreeing on
what constituted adequate religious instruction, wanted their children to
receive such instruction. Third, many settlers, though somewhat fewer
than a majority, wanted their children, in addition to being taught English,
to be taught the German language and a portion of other subjects in
German as well. At the same time, if for financial or other reasons their only
choices were a unilingual English school or no school, such people were
often willing to set aside that desire and opt for the former. Lastly, when
German Catholics began to establish their colony all seemed prepared to
use the Territorial public school.

Generalizations can likewisebe made concerning German Catholicactions
both initially and in subsequent years respecting education as well as the
reasons for those actions. During the first eighteen months of residence, their
attention centred almost exclusively on public schools, a number of which
were organized and in some cases opened. Not until early 1905 did their
religious leaders callfor parochial schools,and they had by then reasons to do
so.Educational authoritieshad failed tohonourcertain commitments. As well,
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numerous colonists no doubtbelieved they faced a crisis in recruiting teachers.
Many wanted teachers who could speak both English and German. Such
personnel were rare in Canada, but the crisis was more acute. Pioneer living
conditions, coupled with an extreme shortage of teachers of any type,
convinced at least partof the clergy and community thatunless promptaction
was taken a portion of St. Peters children might be doomed to illiteracy. As a
result, though settlers for the most part continued to establish public schools,
a number of parochial ones also appeared.

In view of what has been written of Gelman Catholics and education,
the foregoing generalizations might seem far-fetched; however, there are
ample grounds for them. Three types of evidence exist: what German
Catholics said of schools and education, what they did respecting schools,
and an arrangement a Benedictine, Father Chrysostom Hoffman, claimed
was worked out with educational authorities.

St. Peters German Catholics made their first important statement on
schools within months of establishing their settlement. On 11 February
1904, Benedictines published the first issue of their German language
newspaper, St. Peters Bote, which contained a full page discussion of
schools. That article, the first Benedictine pronouncement on elementary
education, states that St. Peter's had reached the stage where schools could
be considered and discusses three important questions. Should German
Catholics set up public or parochial schools? What languages would be
taught? And how should schools be named? The responses are indicative
of both the nature of the German Catholic community assembling in St.
Peters and its actions concerning schools.

According to the Bote, the type of school to be established required much
·thought. Most settlers migrated so their children might obtain a good
religious upbringing, an objective best achieved through parochial schools.
Such schools, however, could not be set up immediately because certain
districts were too sparsely settled, colonists were not in a position to pay for
them and teachers were scarce. On the other hand, if public schools were
established, the government would assume part of the cost. Grants based
on enrollment, attendance, and other factors could equal 30 to 40 percent of
the teacher's salary. Given those considerations, and not wishing their
children to forget what they had already learned, parents would have no
choice but to set up public schools, at least in the short term.

In reply to the same question, the Bote also discussed the rights of
majorities respecting public schools and noted that they included arrang
ing religious instruction for children during the last half hour of the school
day. The article urged parents, trustees, priests and teachers to agree on the
need for such instruction and expressed hope that no parents would deny
it to their offspring. It also cautioned ratepayers when opening public
schools to elect trustees who understood the Catholic way of life, their
electors and their priest. And when making important decisions, it advised
them to seek their pastor's opinion as he understood his parishioners better
than anyone else.

-----------------

---------- ------
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On the subject of language instruction, the Bote noted that English
received priority in all publicly supported schools. However, this did not
rule out German which could be taught if trustees consented. Since
Germans were settling St. Peter's, the paper asserted, German should have
equal status with English; and, if necessary, colonists should make the
justice of that position clear to authorities.

The last question dealt with the naming of schools and the Bote's remarks,
in view of what scholars have said of the settlers' desire to remain distinctively
German, are surprising. St. Peters, it asserted, is a German colony and,
consequently, its schools should have German names. Names are important
becauseof their impacton pupils. Lookat the Mennonites! Everywhere in their
settlements, German names are found. Look at the French! They would be
ashamed to give an English name to a parish, a district, or anything else. St.
Peters settlers, having as much reason to be proud of their heritage, should
follow such examples. Through the names of their schools, they should
proudly proclaimboth their nationality and faith. But implicit in what the Bote
next stated was recognition of the fact that all settlers would not follow such
advice. Unfortunately, it continued, there are people among us who, through
their long stay in the United States, have lost their German heart and spirit
those who, when they speak with an Englishman, try to hide their nationality.
Some .colonists, it also observed, took offense at the use of German and
Catholic names in association."

Before examining subsequent comments by the Bote on education, four
points should be noted concerning this initial pronouncement. First, the
creation of parochial schools was seen as impossible at least for a while.
They were portrayed as more costly than public schools. When promoting
their establishment some months later, advocates often took the opposite
position. Second, the Bote did not state that public schools set up on a
temporary basis would necessarily become parochial institutions. Third,
the fact that only half an hour per day of religious instruction was permitted
in public schools was passed over without comment. That too is worthy of
note, no reference having been found to a half hour being insufficient until
after a decision to establish parochial schools was made. Finally, at the time
of the pronouncement, German Catholics had completed the organization
of one public school district and were creating others.

Three weeks later, the Bote spoke of teachers in greater detail. Obtaining
them would be a problem. German nuns could not be brought in from the
United States for even a majority of schools which might be set up because
a shortage existed there. In addition, while American teachers might obtain
permits to instruct for a year, they had to be tested and approved by
educational authorities to take charge of public schools. For regular certifi
cation they would have to spend three months in a Canadian Normal
School. Employing Canadian Catholic teachers likewise presented difficul
ties. Most such teachers, being of Irish or French descent, had no knowl
edge of German. Under such circumstances, the Bote concluded, settlers
would have to do the best they could."
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What the Bote said of teachers was probably not intended to be a full
discussion of the subject. For example, had German-American nuns been
available, acquiring them might well have been described as an unrealistic
means by which to obtain teachers. Importing them during the first couple
of years of settlement could have amounted to seeking to solve one prob
lem by creating others. Both securing suitable accommodation for them
and providing for their special religious needs would have been major
undertakings.

Subsequent issues of the Bote contained additional, though often briefer,
references to education. In April an item designed to attract immigrants to
the colony portrayed the Canadian school system as more suited to Catho
lic needs than the American system. It also claimed that Catholic children
attending school were being educated in a Catholic atmosphere, as their
parents wished. And in May it announced that a number of public school
districts had been organized and that German Catholic teachers were bein§
sought. However, it reiterated that a shortage of such personnel existed.
To increase chances of obtaining desirable instructors, someone contacted
L.L.Kramer, a teacher at the Regina Catholic Separate School, who acted as
agent for educational authorities in locating qualified Catholic teachers
willing to work in the Territories. In June Kramer advised Prior Alfred
Mayer that applications could not be filled in less than six to eight weeks
because practically all teachers would have to be brought in from Ontario
or further east. When advertising, he went on to point out, it would be
useless to call for teachers fluent in German since there were exceedingly
few. To facilitate hiring, Kramer also suggested that he be given final
authority."

Kramer's letter appeared in the Bote, together with comments by Prior
Alfred on the school situation. Few boards, he observed, seemed to be
applying to the authorities for teachers. The reasons were numerous. They
wanted Catholic teachers who could both instruct and offer catechism in
German. Since educational officials appeared unable to supply such per
sonnel, there was little point in contacting them. The colony was still
sparsely populated; hence, it would be difficult to pay certified teachers the
$50 per month they would request. In addition, most settlers lived in
sparsely furnished log houses. Suitable lodgings for teachers were there
fore very difficult to find. Nonetheless, boards desiring teachers were
advised to contact Kramer.

Given the situation confronting his people, Prior Alfred felt obliged to
offer advice: the most appropriate solution to settlers' needs for the coming
year was for them to establish a private school wherever necessary and hire
their own teacher. His use of particular phrases deserves attention. He
referred to "the coming year" and "wherever necessary." He thus laid out
a short-term solution for a limited number of areas. He then added that he
firmly believed there were people in every district with enough knowledge
to teach, though some might not be highly educated. They could, he
asserted, at least teach the important things, instruct in German and teach
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catechism. The settlers alone would pay such individuals. In instances
where public schools existed and qualified teachers were not to be had,
Prior Alfred advised boards to ask the govemment to grant persons of their
choice emergency certification and pay them with district funds."

To keep the Bote's discussion of schools in its proper context, it is
necessary to turn for a moment from German Catholic statements about
schools to a brief synopsis of some of the actions settlers were simultane
ously taking to provide their children with such facilities. In August,
shortly after Kramer's letter and Prior Alfred's advice appeared in print,
Epsen Public School opened. It was briefly preceded or quickly followed by
others: S1. Bernard, S1. Aloisius and Hat Creek. Three of the four teachers
were German-American Catholics who received temporary certification.
St.Benedict Public would also have opened had a teacher been available. In
September S1. Peter Parochial began functioning with a Benedictine in
charge. In addition, a temporary private school had opened in Leofeld.

Problems encountered and experience gained in making these schools
work did much to set the stage for the Benedictines publishing a plan for
parochial schools in February 1905. To a limited extent, other factors may
also have encouraged them to do so. Perhaps both increasing knowledge of
the school situation in English Canada as a whole and what certain Canadi
ans and Americans were sayingabout the place of religion in education had
some influence upon them. In January 1905, the Bote carried an item critical
of American public schools in particular and non-religious schools in
general. It referred to sacrifices German Catholics had made in the United
States to have parochial schools; noted that English-speaking Canadians
seemed to place a low value on religious education; cited calls by a
Manitoba Mennonite, an American Protestant Prohibitionist and the
Chicago Chronicle for better religious instruction in schools, and suggested
that support for such a change was growing, or at least becoming more
vocal, on both sides of the border." However, one cannot say that either
such considerations or some grandiose plan led to the establishment of S1.
Peter's first three parochial schools. Quite the opposite, a specific remark
about one and events which led to the opening of the others point to the
conclusion that they came into being almost by accident. Hence, a detailed
examination of what German Catholics did rather than what they merely
said concerning schools is best begun with those three.

When German Catholics opened their first school late in 1903, it was a
private one. Located in Leofeld, the first community they established, it
came to be known as St. BonifaceParochial and functioned until 1928. But
its founders probably never intended it to evolve as it did. Not long after its
creation, a trustee from St. Aloisius Public School District, a short distance
to the northeast, referred to it in a letter to the Deputy Commissioner of
Education as "the temporary school.v" Since the trustee could not have
been referring to the structure in which classes were taught,33 he could only
have meant that the operation of a private school was a stop-gap educa
tional arrangement, perhaps hastily agreed upon since it quickly enrolled
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about fifty children, some of whom soon switched to St. Aloisius Public.
That its founders did not see their actions as ruling out establishment of a
public school is strongly suggested by simultaneous developments else
where.

Between the opening of the Leofeld school and February 1905, the
establishment of two other parochial schools, St. Joseph at Fulda and St.
Peter at the Benedictine monastery is discussed in certain sources. Theyare
said to have opened in the fall of 1904and so they did as regards offering
classes. But comments about them must not be taken to mean that German
Catholics had by then decided to set up such institutions. The opposite is
true. One of the two actually began as a public school and how they
emerged illustrates what German Catholic intentions really were. When
examining such matters, one might even call to mind a German stereotype,
the highly practical person.

The first thing to note respecting St. Joseph and St. Peter parochial
schools is that both were set up in already established public school
districts, Epsen and Monastery respectively. Research shows settlers in
both, practically without exception, to have been German Catholics. When
polls were held to approve or reject establishment, no negative votes were
cast. In Monastery, all voters were German Catholics. Even the Benedictine
Prior took part in certain proceedings. And the trustees elected were all
German Catholics." Does it stand to reason that reputedly practical people
like Germans, or anyone else for that matter, would create parochial
schools in such a manner?

Oncedistrictswere set up, theirboards began functioning.Accordingto the
Bote, Monastery trustees met in July, agreed to use part of the church as a
temporary classroom and to offer instruction for six months (as required by
law). The report also stated that since no teacher fluent in German was
available and because one able to teach catechism and other subjects in
German was desired, Brother Adolph Fuchs would fill the post. The trustees
would ask the government to certifyhim." That certainlyconstitutes action to
open a public school. However, none opened; rather, St. Peter Parochial did.
Exactlywhy is open to speculation. But my belief,reached through a process
of elimination, is that Brother Adolph was denied certificatiorrf: and, on that
account, action to open a public schoolceased.

Early records for Epsen are less clear as to developments, though
fortunately not on the critical one. There action began in December 1903to
create a public school. Later, polls were held and boundaries set.37 Finally,
after Mass on 22 August 1904, participants at a meeting which Father
Chrysostom Hoffman attended decided to hold classes in the church that
fall with Heinrich Kalthoff, a German Catholic homesteader, providing
instruction." The trustees also wrote to the Commissioner of Education:

We cannot get a teacher holding a certificate. We would engage a teacher who
has taught over ten years in Minnesota, U.S.A. and held there a second grade
certificate and is known [to be] a good competent teacher. We therefore beg you
to permit us to engage him for the comming [sic] year.39
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A month later, the Teachers Agency advised the Commissioner of its
failure to supply a teacher for Epsen because it was sixty miles from a
railway.t" No further contemporary records exist, except reports that a
school opened with Kalthoff in charge." But what occurred is clear.
Kalthoff must have been certified for the remainder of 1904 and served for
a time as a public school teacher. In 1911 a school inspector visited Peter
Schneider, an original Epsen trustee and at the time secretary-treasurer of
the nonfunctioningdistrict. Discussions with Schneider led the inspector to
report: "the district was organized about six years ago, and the school
conducted as a public school for only three months.,,42

Why was Epsen Public converted to St. Joseph Parochial after operating
only briefly? The key to the answer, as will be seen, is the phrase"only three
months." Authorities granted Kalthoff certification for that length of time.
When ratepayers wished to open their school the following spring certified
teachers were in very short supply, and Epsen's ability to attract one had
not improved - the district was still sixty miles from a railway. Rather than
conduct what would probably have been a second futile search for such a
person, settlers opted for a parochial school. Not only was their decision in
line with what the Benedictines were by then recommending, it also made
sense from a practical standpoint. Their children's education was immedi
ately taken care of since Kalthoff would continue to conduct classes in the
church. The only loss incurred was the government grant, funds at least in
part offset by postponing for ten years investment of capital in a regular
school house,"

What has been said of events leading to the establishment of St. Peter's
first three parochial schools point to one conclusion. Two, and probably all
three, were products of unforeseen developments and particular circum
stances, the result of chance rather than planning.

While Epsen and Monastery Public School Districts were being estab
lished, German Catholics created an additional eight within their colony:
St. Aloisius, S1. Henry, Hat Creek, S1. Cunigunda, St. Benedict, Iron Spring,
Rock Valley and St. Bernard. They also helped set up Hoodoo and Wil
fred," but consideration of them may be omitted. Hoodoo had no ethnic
majority and Wilfred almost as many Protestants as Catholics.

There is no doubt that German Catholics not only created, but strongly
supported, establishmentof these eightdistricts. Practically all residents were
German. Only in two were Protestants present, one in Rock Valley and one in
St. Bernard. In six districts where petitions for formation survive, all petition
ers appear to have been German save one, a French Catholic. In the seven
instances where original trustees are known, all seem likewise to have been
German, except a Danish Catholic in one district and a French Catholic in
another. And finally, in the seven cases where pollingdata on the formation of
districts is available, not a single negative vote was cast45(see Table 1).It might
also be noted that not until five months after publication of the Benedictines'
parochial school plan isa single GermanCatholic known to have voted against
the establishmentof a public school district.



Table 1
Public School Districts Established by St. Peter's German Catholics Prior to 14 February 1905

Religion Ethnicity of
of Ratepavers Ballots Rate}:ayers

School Petition Roman PolIto School
District No. to Create Catholic Protestant Establish Yes No Opened Majority Minority Remarks

St. Aloisius 935 Sept. 13, 1903 20 Nov. 2, 1903 10 0 1904 G (AC)

St. Henry 1046 Apr. 5, 1904 14 June 6, 1904 6 0 1907 G (S) Parochia11905-34,
June 3, 1904 11 except in 1907

Epsen 1055 Dec. 14, 1903 22 Apr. 11,1904 9 0 1904 G Parochial 1905-29
Feb. 22, 1904 19 June 23, 1904 6 0

Hat Creek 1069 Jan. 6, 1904 10 June 28, 1904 5 0 1904 G

Monastery 1086 Feb. 27, 1904 22 May 25, 1904 4 0 1933 G Parochial 1904-32

St. Cunigunda 1089 ca. March 1904 1917 G U,(AC) Used neighbouring
parochials to 1917

St. Benedict 1102 March 7, 1904 25 June 15, 1904 8 0 1905 G (F)
July 16, 1904 26 Oct. 14, 1904 5 0

Iron Spring 1107 June 17, 1904 12 Aug. 15, 1904 4 0 1908 G AC, (S) Boundary altered
Dec. 6, 1907 19 18

Rock Valley 1150 Aug. 4, 1904 12 1 Nov. 3, 1904 8 0 1906 G (AC), (D) Perhaps open in 1905

St. Bernard 1299 Aug. 9, 1904 19 1 March 27, 1905 10 0 1904 G School in tent, 1904
Feb. 10, 1905 19 1 June 15, 1905 9 0

Note: Symbols for ethnicity: G =German, AC =Anglo-Celtic, S =Scandinavian, U =Ukrainian, F =French, D =Dutch. Abbreviations without brackets mean at least four members
of an ethnic group were found among the ratepayers and when enclosed in brackets, under four.

Source: Department of Education, Public School Files contain essentially all data except ethnicity of ratepayers, which was obtained from local histories and interviews or acquired
through over forty years of close association with residents of St. Peter's.
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With reference to Monastery District, the proposition was put forward
that authorities denied Brother Adolph certification to teach and as a result
St. Peter Parochial rather than Monastery Public School appeared. To the
casual observer, refusal might seem of little consequence, since other
requests such as that involving Kalthoff were approved. But there are
reasons why German Catholics would not have so considered it. Brother
Adolph was a Benedictine. Monastery Public School was to be situated at
the Benedictine monastery. And much more important, Prior Alfred and
others (as will become apparent) would have viewed refusal as a breach of
faith by Territorial officials. Seen in that light, and when compounded by
additional refusals" as well as other developments, it could serve as a cause
for German Catholics to ·turn to the creation of parochial schools in a
number of instances.

As settlement grew and the number of schools required increased,
official reluctance to permit German-American Catholics to teach not only
created apprehension within the German Catholic community, it also had
immediate, unpleasant consequences for some of its members. They faced
the possibility that their children might receive little or no education. The
best documented and perhaps most frustrating case involves St. Benedict
Public School.

St. Benedict settlers, who included a couple of French families, began
organizing their district in August 1903;but progress was slow and marked
by controversyover the location of the school." And when the building was
ready for occupancy in the fall of 1904, no certified teacher was found.
Intent on opening by 1 April 1905, trustees wrote to the authorities in
January, stating that they had been seeking a teacher for five months, that
they understood three boards were vying for each one available, and that
their children had lacked educational opportunities for two years. On that
basis, they sought permission to hire a local resident,48.Mrs. Peter Neys.
Neys also wrote to J.A. Calder, Deputy Commissioner of Education, offer
ing to open the school. Her letter suggests that, though her English was not
perfect, she was well suited to teach in her district, given its mixed popula
tion and the circumstances of the times. She had not taught in the United
States, her home for thirteen years, but she had in Luxembourg and
Germany. "I am of course," she said, "much better in German or French as
[sic] I am in English but I am willing to study hard and learn all the leading
events in Canadian and British History and such as the government re
quires of a teacher." She also stated that she was teaching her two boys at
home, and added that many parents could not do likewise because they
"can not speak English much less read and write it butare anxious that their
children learn same.?"

Replies to the letters have not been located. But they must have been
negative, because fourteen settlers soon sent an anguished petition to
Calder. It merits quoting at length for two reasons: it asks only for a teacher,
not one fluent in German or even of Catholic background; and together
with a letter, it indicates why a group of people seeking to conform to all
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legal requirements respecting public schools might tum against such
schools:

We the Comunity of the S1. Benedikt Shool District must come to you for help in
our Calamity. Ever since late last summer, our Shool Househas been ready and
our children waiting for a Teacher. In our efort to ... secure a Teacher, we have
spent Dolars in stamps... , but all our letters are of no avail, so were else shall we
now turn for help but to you the Board of Education.

Had we only been aware of the fact that there are no Teachers to be had in
Canada for publicShools, we should then have put up private Shools, as we have
plenty among our People that could teach our Children, as none ... are higher
than the VI grade. But as our case stands now, we can not put up private Shools,
as well as publicShools, for we must try and pay our Debt to the Goverment first,
of whom we have borrowed the Sum of tousand $... Do you blame us now, for
geding out of Passion and feeling as if we should like to shake Canadas dust of
our feet and go back to the U.S.A. where our Children at least have good
shooling.

Why we tell you all this it that we want you to help us secure a Teacher or permit
us to choose one among our People, and pay her or him the Salary out of the
Taxes Money, just the same as a Goverment Teacher, if you would only grand us
to do so for the next six months we might in that time be able to find ... a Teacher
with a State Diploma. Surely you will ... grand our request, for something had
got to be done, we can not go on like this much longer, it is past two years now,
that the Children had any Shool, for there sake, we went into Debt ... very soon
there will be a half years interest due, and see how much good our Children had
in that time, for all the pain we have taken. None: it is very very discouraging to
all of us.50

In a covering letter the secretary of the board spoke in a similar vein and
concluded:

if you could only feel like we do, for just one day in this God forsaken wilderness,
I know you would not refuse us your help any longer, we prove by our waiting
those 14 months for a qualified teacher and our efort [sic] to receive one, that we
do not think lightly about the ability of a teacher. 51

Not until two days before the 1 April opening date set by the board did
Calder respond. While no connection has been established, it is worth
noting that he did not do so until six weeks after publication of the
Benedictines' call for parochial schools. He then stated that if a qualified
teacher had not been obtained, he would grant a permit to Neys or another
suitable person.f Having been so authorized, Neys opened the school and
taught until a certified teacher of Irish background, Alphonsus Lannan,
took over.53

Somewhat similar situations arose elsewhere and could be described in
less detail but to do so would serve little purpose." Suffice it to mention
instead that lack of certified teachers sometimes led to sharing arrange
ments. How soon the practice began is unknown, but in 1907Alphonsus
Lannan taught at both St Aloisius and Rock Valley and in 1908 in Rock
Valley and St. Benedict. Meanwhile, in 1907,another teacher served in both
Wilfred and Hoodoo public schools,"

Textbooks were a second, though less frustrating and probably less
serious, source of discontent among German Catholics. In most cases,
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interested parties merely raised questions as to what could be used. When
St. Aloisius was about to open, a trustee asked that of Calder and added:
"Most of the children have school books already in possession from the
United States of America, Public and Parish (Roman Catholic) Schools." He
received a list and advice that school grants were paid only if authorized
texts were employed." The trustee and his colleagues were probably
dissatisfied with the response, for some months later he made additional
queries. After stating that all pupils save two were Catholic and that
Catholic parents wanted their children taught "as far as possible in" their
religion, he sought permission to use Dominion Readers, optional for
Catholic separate schools, for Catholic children and an Ontario Reader and
a New Canadian Reader for Protestant students," Alphonsus Lannan also
asked if he could use Dominion Readers, all pupilsbeing Catholic, when he
took over St. Benedict." The answers were no, as St. Bernard trustees, who
on their own adopted such texts, were also told following a visit of the
inspectoz."

That brings us to the last point to be considered before examining the
Benedictine plan for parochial schools and its rationale, that is to say, the
educational rights or privileges the new immigrants were led to believe
they would enjoy within their settlement. In 1909, when relating how St.
Bruno Parochial School came to exist, Father Chrysostom Hoffman men
tioned certain earlier developments. Seven years ago, he stated, when
German Catholic settlers arrived, Territorial authorities warmly welcomed
them. Calder, for example, met with their religious leader and made
various commitments. The latter would be permitted to select textbooks for
use in schools established by German Catholics. In addition, German
Catholic teachers holding American certificates would be permitted to
teach in public schools until the Regina Normal School could provide
Catholic teachers fluent in German. But, Hoffman continued, Calder re
neged on his promise. He made no concessions on textbooks and granted
only the first two or three requests for certification of German-American
Catholics and then only for periods of three months. In seeking to explain
why Calder's words and actions differed, Hoffman was charitable, to say
the least, dismissing the matter in a few short phrases. Unfortunately, he
said, when great personalities are involved, things which are not put in
writing are often forgotten."

Father Chrysostom did not indicate if Calder was asked during the
meeting or at another time to give German equal status with English for
instructional purposes in colony schools. However, when German Catho
lics made the request, it was refused."

That Benedictines viewed their 14 February 1905 plan for parochial
schools as very important in its entirety and that their entire flock was to so
consider it, at first glance, seems indisputable. It was said to emanate from
the monastery, and it occupied over 90 percent of the Bote'sfront page. But
appearances can be deceptive. When implemented, it affected only a
minority of St. Peter's German Catholics. On that basis, one can conclude
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that the clergy, save perhaps momentarily, never expected much more. In
addition, the plan's limited results do not come as a complete surprise
when certain things about it are noted: the space devoted to two subjects
and the lack of reference to a third. In some way practically every para
graph dealt with teachers or parochial schools; none constituted an attack
on Territorial authorities or their educational system.

The plan consisted of two parts, one setting out the situation confronting
German Catholics and the other, what was to be done about it. It began by
stating that the need for schools had to be dealt with or children would
grow up wild and ignorant, lacking both religion and valuable knowledge.
Above all, it asserted, children need religious instruction. In addition they
should be taug.reading, writing and scientific subjects in both German
and English, a system the community was said to favour.

It next dwelt at length on closely related matters. At present, it re
marked, schools exist in three villages,62 but to be realistic a dozen should
be functioning. The great difficulty in openingpublic schools was obtaining
suitable teachers, Catholics fluent in German and English. Importing such
people from the United States was not seen as a practical solution because
they would probably not be authorized to teach. Nor could positions be
filled by Canadians. On one hand, German-speaking Canadian Catholic
teachers were practically nonexistent; and, on the other, employing such
Canadians as mightbe available would create additional problems. Settlers
were not yet adequately housed to accommodate them, and they would
have to be paid $45 to $55 per month, a rather large sum given that they
would often teach only a few children, most of whom were beginners.

The solution offered was for settlers to establish parochial schools, an
action which would even save them money. In practically everydistrict, the
plan noted, there were one or two people who had taught in the United
States. They could be obtained at less cost than Canadians. Other German
Catholics would migrate if they knew they could instruct without having
to write the Territorial exams.

The.authors of the plan then described how parochial schools would be
financed and the steps that would have to be taken to implement their
scheme. All Catholic heads of households were to be considered morally
responsible for such costs. Land companies with holdings in a district
would also be asked for financial aid. The possibility of double taxation in
the event that a public school had to be setup in a district where a parochial
school was established was also noted. But its discussion was abruptly
terminated by the statements: for the present, that need not to be a source
of concern; the main thing right now is to establish schools with German
Catholic teachers as soon as possible. To that end, German Catholics were
instructed to establish parochial school districts everywhere so that each
settler would know which one he was in. Then they were to draw up a
schedule indicating the private school tax each Catholic in a district would
pay. And finally, they were to elect two or three trustees in each district,
who would work under the guidance of the priests. According to God's
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law, the plan concluded, education is the preserve of the clergy and so it
shall remain."

This article is best concluded by a series of observations respecting the
plan for parochial schools just outlined, first as to its contents and genesis
and then its implementation.

If content alone is considered, the decisive factor leading colonists to
resort to parochial schools appears to have been their determination to
have German Catholic teachers who could provide religious instruction
and teach other subjects in both German and English. The only other
reasons discussed systematically - the level of salaries which Canadian
teachers. would request and the lack of living accommgdations deemed
suitable for them - are almost lost among the many refer'ces to parochial
schools and German Catholic teachers. The same is true ofa fourth reason,
the dire shortage of qualified teachers, made evident by scattered .remarks
by the plan's authors; for example, three schools are operating but a dozen
are needed; it is easy to build schools but what good are they without
qualified teachers, or it is better to have a partially educated teacher than no
school at all. But just because these subjects received much less attention
than parochial schools and German Catholic teachers does not mean that
two of ·them, living accommodations and scarcity of teachers, were of
minor significance. That they figured much more prominently in the
genesis of.the plan than passing or sporadic references suggest must be
viewed as a distinct possibility, particularly when it is known that the plan
was neverfully implemented.

Since implementation was only partial, one must ask if the plan's
architects, .despite what they said, meant it to be in all German Catholic
districts. If one assumes they did not - a position which will soon ·be
validated - the matter of living conditions and scarcity of teachers rise in
importance. Not only that, the plan itself is seen to have a broader objective
than simply acquiring German Catholic teachers.

That living accommodations and the teacher shortage probably figured
prominently in the minds of those.drafting the plan becomes evident when
certain data are brought together. The numbers of male and female teachers
employed in each of the prewar years in colony schools must first be
determined. Such statistics show almost all early teachers to have been
male. Why? Because female teachers were a rare commodity? No: by 1906
they constituted over 50 percent of the Territorial teaching profession."
Rather quality of housing obliged boards to confine their hiring essentially
to males. The state of housing therefore made it much more difficult to
obtain teachers in 1904-06 than, for example, in 1909-11. By the latter years
many settlers were replacing their original, cramped log cabins with larger
frame houses and could more readily accommodate women. The estab
lishment of parochial schools and the consequent opening of teaching
positions to German Americans immediately augmented the number of
men available for teaching positions during a period when male teachers,
not to mention teachers in general, were in exceedingly short supply.
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Nor is that all to be said on the subject. When year to year ratios of men
to women employed in parochial schools are compared to similar statistics
for public schools, further light is shed on the critical role living conditions
played in the acquisition of teachers. Such data shows that women, almost
uniformly German-American Catholics, were widely employed in paro
chial schools three years before women, most commonly Irish Canadians,
became numerous in public schools in St. Peter's German Catholic districts.
Since it was easier to house a German-American cousin, for example, than
some total stranger from Ontario, the Maritimes or even Britain, estab
lishment of parochial schools provided added assurance to settlers that
teachers would be available when they set up the additional educational
institutions, which the parochial school plan stated were immediately
required. It is reasonable to believe that such considerations were dis
cussed by people involved in drafting the plan. Moreover, when the plan is
viewed from the combined standpoints of housing conditions, the shortage
of teachers and the degree to which it was implemented, it is seen not
simply as a scheme to acquire German-American Catholic teachers but also
one which might resolve a more fundamental problem, the' almost com
plete lack of Canadian teachers.

Since much detail has been provided by way of background to the plan,
little more need be said of its genesis. It was, as its contents indicated, rooted in
part in a desire for German Catholic teachers. That desire, however, need not
have led to parochial schools had the authorities done only two things. First,
Territorial officialsshould have keptCalder'spromise respectingemployment
of German-American Catholics until their Normal Schools could train Catho
lic teachers competent in English and German. Second, as an immediate
gesture of goodwill, they should have acted more promptly in authorizing
boards to employ such people in public schools and, by doing so, allayed fears
that children might receive little or no education. When making the latter
assertion, it mustbe acknowledged that no German Catholic is known to have
explicitly expressed such fears. They appear only in veiled form in such
documents as the St. Benedict correspondence and the 14 February plan. But
there must have been forebodings. Consider these facts. Prior to Alphonsus
Lannan taking over St.Benedict Public School in May 1905,every teacher save
one conducting classes in a colony school was a colonist. And that teacher too
mayhavebeenacquired by the settlerswithoutgovernmenthelp.65 Add to that
the fact that when educational authorities granted provisional certification,
they did so for periods of only three months. The result must have been grave
concern about the future of elementary education in the colony.

The claim that German Catholics might have been content with only
public schools had the government acted differently has important impli
cations, the major one involving use of German in education. Foreign
language instruction in public schools was limited to one hour per day.
Distortion of the provision by boards and teachers, that is, treating 3:00 to
4:00 p.m. as 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. and offering religious instruction in the same
foreign language facilitated teaching it for a longer period. But that still fell
short of the time devoted to German in most parochial schools where it was
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used either all morning or all afternoon. For public schools alone to have
operated, given the fact that the government would not grant German
equal status with English, German Catholics would have had to compro
mise on the use of German. Were they prepared to do so? Implementation
of their 1905 plan leads to the conclusion that in a substantial majority of
cases they would have responded in the affirmative.

When the plan was published, its authors considered three schools as
parochial: St. Boniface, St. Joseph and St. Peter. During 1905 their number
increased by one, and in the next three years, settlers took steps to establish
another thirteen, four of which never got beyond the planning stage or
proved very short-lived. Not until 1914did another open, but by then two
which ran for a number of years had closed. When World War I broke out
only twelve were operating."

Contrast such results with public school statistics for parts of the colony
where German Catholics were practically the only residents. In 1905,
following publication of the plan, they created seven public school districts.
In each of 1906,1907,1908and 1909,they established four. And by mid-1914
they had added another ten for a total of thirty-three. Getting schools into
operation lagged somewhat behind the creation of districts, often for lack
of a teacher. In 1906,three districts set up after February 1905,began to offer
classes; in 1907,one; in 1908,six; and in 1909,six. By mid-1914 thirty of the
thirty-three were operating. Since six districts created before publication of
the plan were also offering classes, German Catholics had thirty-six public
schools fully operational by the outbreak of war, or three times as many
public as parochial schools/"

Teachers staffinp public schools, as already indicated (and demon
strated elsewhere)" were practically without exception Anglo-Celtic Cana
dians, who were not, save in the odd instance, fluent in German. That most
German Catholics were willing to forego on instruction in German is
therefore beyond dispute - it was not used in about 75 percent of the
schools they set up during their first ten years in St. Peter's.

While it would be useful to relate in detail the activities of German
Catholics engaged in establishing parochial and public schools after Febru
ary 1905, that cannot be done here. However, this must be said. When
settlers appeared to act contrary to the wishes of their religious leaders by
opening public schools, the latter more often than not did nothing of
substance to oppose them. An excellent example involves Rock Valley
Public School. When Benedictines published their parochial school plan, its
organizers were in the same position as those of Epsen; both groups had
created districts but neither had built schools. Both districts could therefore
be easily converted from public to parochial- Epsen was but Rock Valley
was not.

Mrs. Thomas Young (nee Marie Hessdorfer), an early settler's daughter,
described to me what occurred in Rock Valley. Soon after her father,
Andrew Hessdorfer, a district trustee, learned of the parochial school plan,

-----------------
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he rode horseback over thirty miles to the Benedictine Monastery. There he
informed Prior Alfred of the condition of settlers in his area and their
thoughts on schools. Their children had to have one, but he and his
neighbours were too poor to establish a parochial school, having suffered a
number of crop failures prior to leaving the United States. The only
practical solution was a public school, which would receive government
aid and, in which a half hour of religious instruction could be provided
daily. In the end Father Prior responded: given your circumstances proceed
as planned." This and other incidents illustrate that, despite its phraseol
ogy, the parochial school plan was never carved in stone.

To sum up in brief bu t concrete terms, St. Peter's German Catholics can
be said to have done the following in providing their children with elemen
tary schooling prior to the war. They opened seventeen parochial institu
tions, five of which proved rather short-lived and three of which taught
either little or no German. Together with other Catholics, they also set up
two separate schools, one of which offered German as a subject of study. In
thirty-six districts where they were practically the only settlers, they estab
lished what to all intents and purposes were unilingual English public
schools. In addition, their children attended such schools in about twenty
five other districts where they constituted only a minority of rate payers."
On the basis of such data, one can not but conclude that German Catholics
educated only a portion of their children in bilingual parochial schools and
a majority in public institutions where the language of instruction was
English.

A number of conclusions can now be drawn both about scholars who
have written on elementary educational developments among and assimi
lation of Saskatchewan's German Catholics and those subjects persee The
facts presented and interpretations offered by such scholars have been
determined either solely or very heavily by the situation they concluded
existed in St.Peter's Colony. Unfortunately, the picture of the colony which
they possessed was that reproduced time after time with only minor
variations in secondary works on German Catholics rather than one which
could be obtained by researching local English- and German-language
records. As a result, scholars never completely freed themselves of the
biases of the first individual to deal with education and assimilation in St.
Peter's, the Reverend E.H. Oliver. He wrote during the emotionally
charged "Better Schools Crusade" of the war years, a time when the
colony's German Catholics were viewed as "enemy aliens," and his criti
cism of them more closely reflected Anglo-Canadian prejudices than it did
reality. Though scholars writing in later years moderated what he had said,
they never seriously challenged it.

As regards St. Peter's German Catholics, it is obvious that their foremost
concern was schooling for their children. Second in importance was religious
instruction. For most, all else came afterwards: the German language, text
books or anything else one might mention. And what of the Benedictineswho
drafted the parochial school plan? Their Order stressed teaching more than
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missionary work, and at times they pointed with pride to the role their
predecessors had played in education in Europe. They were also often related
to the people who constituted their flock, a pioneer community, which they
had dedicated themselves both to lead and to serve. When they devised their
plan they must have experienced mixed emotions: at the very least feelings of
idealism, irritation and despair. Had they beenasked why theydid as theydid,
they .might have responded in this fashion if they chose to be frank. As
members of the Order of St. Benedict they believed that a child was best
educated in a parochial school and were obliged to urge parents to send their
children to such schools wherever possible. However, they would have
added, the potential for their establishment in a colony like St. Peter's was
limited by factors other than such obvious things as money and population
density. When striving to set up parochial schools they would encounter both
overtand covert opposition from members of various congregations, many of
whom believed that the half hour per day of religious instruction allowed in
public schools would provide their children with an adequate education in
that area, or that German need not be used as a language of instruction in
colony schools," Takingall such matters intoaccount, Benedictines mightwell
have concluded, while their Catholicism was a motivation, circumstances
were also important and both were of much greater consequence than ethno
logical considerations.

When the situation St. Peter's German Catholics confronted in 1904 and
for a time thereafter is viewed in its totality, one is obliged to conclude that
if they demonstrated anything about themselves through their handling of
elementary education, it was that they were a reasonable, progressive and
practical people, markedly different from how they have generally been
portrayed in historical and other literature - as a group of particularists or
even worse deviates who shunned or misused the public school for relig
ious or ethnocentric reasons. The truth of the matter is that at practically all
times prior to World War I they provided not simply a majority but an ever
increasing majority of their children with an education essentially the same
as that available in Anglo-Celtic communities. It is therefore logical to state
that insofar as the public school system functioned as an agent of assimila
tion, more and more of their children each year were being subjected to the
Canadianization process well before the war. In addition, because of how
prominently St. Peter's, the location of most German Catholic parochial
schools, has figured in works on Saskatchewan's entire German Catholic
community, the same must also be said of that community.
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"The EI Dorado of the Golden West":
Blairmore and the West Canadian Collieries, 1901-1911

Allen Seager

ABSTRACT. Between 1901 and 1911, Blairmore, Alberta was transformed from an inconse
quential rail-head on the Crowsnest Pass branch line to a pivotal centre of the western
Canadian coal trade. The early history of the settlement exemplifies several larger themes in
the prewar history of the region: rapid growth, the quest for social improvement, underlying
economic difficulties, and the emergence of class antagonism. Blairmore's adopted capitalists,
the West Canadian Collieries, representative of foreign investors whose results fell far short of
their expectations, were a quintessential product of the Laurier boom. A prolonged and bitter
district strike significantly closed the decade under discussion. Though the dreams of local
boosters proved elusive, an industrial community had nonetheless been forged, and key
institutions like the coal company and the miners' union were firmly established in prewar
Blairmore: the self-styled "El Dorado of the Golden West."

SOMMAIRE. D'humble terminus de l' embranchement du Nid-de-Corbeau qu'il etait en 1901,
Ie village de Blairmore en Alberta etait devenu dix ans plus tard la plaque tournante du
commercedu charbon dans I'Ouest canadien. L'histoire de ses debuts illustre plusieurs grands
themes de l'histoire de la region avant 1914:croissance rapide, recherche du progres social,
faiblesses structurales de l' economie, eclosion d'un antagonisme de classes. Les capitalistes
controlant la firme West Canadian Collieries etaient du nombre de ces investisseurs etrangers
typiques des annees prosperes de l'administration Laurier mais dont les espoirs furent
ultimement decus, Ainsi, la premiere decennia du steele se termina par une longue et dure
greve dans le district. Les reves de ceux qui voulaient faire de Blairmore Ienouvel Eldorado de
I'Ouest canadien s'evanoulrent, mais un centre industriel avait neanmoins ete cree et des
institutions clefs, comme la compagnie de houille et le syndicat des mineurs, avaient ete
solidement etablis avant la Premiere Guerre mondiale.

Introduction: The Alberta Coal Trade

The early growth of the Alberta coal industry remains a problematic
chapter in the development of the prairie West. Although major coal
investors sought markets outside their immediate region, these efforts
were generally unavailing. In 1915the market for 95percentof Alberta coal,
or its equivalent tonnage in coke, was accounted for by consumers in
Alberta and Saskatchewan, and by railway demands for locomotive fuel.
The latter demand was modest: a contemporary survey of steam coal
consumption indicates that the western railways burned no Canadian coal
at points east of Saskatoon or Moose Jaw prior to 1914.West of the Rockies
they were already replacing British Columbia or Alberta coal with im
ported oil in a hybrid technologyof steampower and liquid fuels pioneered
in California. Two percent of Alberta coal in 1915was sold in commercial
markets in British Columbia, just 1 percent in the United States. Another 2
percent was shipped to commercial customers in Manitoba, while access to
the central Canadian market appeared a remote possibility. Alberta coal
was not itself a "staple commodity." The ind ustry functioned, nevertheless,
within the context of an export-based wheat economy. It derived at least
marginal benefits from the National Policy, a 50¢per ton coal tariff having
survived (no thanks to voters in Alberta and Saskatchewan) the "reciproc
ity" election in 1911.1

The corporate structure of the industry reflected such historical factors
as the relative absence of indigenous capital and a superabundance of
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natural resources: coal beds of virtually infinite size and variety were found
almost everywhere within Alberta's borders. A basic distinction existed
between the so-called domestic operators, mining lignite and sub
bituminous coals for the home-heating market, and the steam and coking
coal producers, who mined the bituminous coal of the Rocky Mountains,
primarily for railroad use. The vast majority of Alberta's miningcompanies
were small-scale, locally owned operations in the flat-land lignite fields.
According to information published in the Alberta Mines Branch Annual
Report for 1917-aconvenient high water mark in the history of investment
in Alberta coal- there were 223domestic operators who mined fewer than
10,000tons that year. Forty-two domestic operators mined in the range of
10,000-200,000 tons but only one, the Galt mines in Lethbridge, operated by
the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) Company, exceeded the latter tonnage.
Among the steam coal operators, by contrast, there were no firms with an
annual output of less than 10,000 tons, thirteen in the range of 10,006
200,000 tons, and five in excess of 200,000 tons. The commanding heights of
the industry thus comprised a handful of steam coal operators, all of them
externally controlled, plus the CPR, which significantly mined little or no
coal for its own transportation needs. The two largest coal companies in
1917,collectively accounting for a little more than one-fifth of provincial
output, were the CPR, which produced 445,631 tons from its Galt and
Bankhead anthracite mines, and West Canadian Collieries (WCC) of
London, England, which produced 480,774 tons from its mines at Blair
more. The CPR's rather exceptional role in the coal trade is well docu
mented; of WCC, historians have said little.2

More so than the CPR, WCC was typical of the larger operators who
sustained the more significant mining settlements, and, in a strange minuet
with local communities and the miners' unions, prosecuted the Alberta
coal industry's uphill battle for a secure niche within the national economic
structure. The remainder of this article will survey the history of the
company, its community, and its coal miners during a formative decade,
1901-1911, arguing the salience of their experience as both representative
and unique.

West Canadian Collieries: A French Enterprise in the Crowsnest Pass

The most singular aspect of WCC was its ownership. British venture
capital had been attracted to the Alberta coalfields as early as the 1880sbut
WCC was a British company only in name, legal status, and the denomina
tion of its capital (English pounds): £720,000 authorized in 1903- £680,318
"fully-paid," according to Walter Skinner's international MiningManual for
1907.WCC was in fact one of three coal companies representing primarily
metropolitan French interests, identified in the annual reports of the
Alberta Mines Branch prior to 1914.WCC'sdirectors in 1908, for example,
were all Francophones, includingone French Canadian, Montreal financier
L.I Forget, who died - in France - in 1911.The other pair were successor
companies with overlapping directorates which operated much less pro
ductive mines in the immediate vicinity of Blairmore; these were finally
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liquidated during World War I (see Figures 2-4). A broader pattern of
French speculation in coal and metalliferous minerals in western Canada
has gone almost unnoticed by business historians and it is beyond the scope
of this article to address the questions of why French capital and technical
resources were drawn into Canada's mining industry.'

Contrary to what one might expect, the management of wee became
more reflective of metropolitan French influence over time. Bythe 1920sthe
Canadian operations of the company were under the control of French
citizens, notably G.A. Vissac, J.A. Brusset, and Jules Charbonnier. During
most of the period under discussion, however, the company's top "men on
the spot" were British-Canadian professionals: its two general managers
between 1903and 1914 were O.E.S.Whiteside and R.W. Coulthard. Some
French "staff" were employed by all of the French-owned mines but the
most noteworthy Francophone presence in the Alberta coalfields was
actually found at the coal face. French and Belgian miner-immigrants were
particularly numerous in the communities around Blairmore, persons of
French and Belgian origin forming 16 percent of the general population in
1911. There. is no evidence of community resentment against the French
operators as "foreigners" speaking a language other than English. On the
contrary, community leaders in Blairmore welcomed and took consider
able pride in their "adopted" capitalists. In 1911, the President of the
Collieries, Alphonse Wicart, of Lille, paid his Canadian charges the rare
compliment of a personal inspection. Readers of the local weekly news
paper were typically well briefed:

Besides being president of and one of the largest shareholders in the West
Canadian Collieries, Monsieur Wicart is councillor of commerce in the French
cabinet, is a multi-millionaire, the head of a large linen manufactory, late judge
of the commercial court at Lille [and is] a coal baron of France. Wicart was
accompanied here by M. Mettrier, chief engineer of the French government,
manager of the mining school at Donia, France, and consulting engineer of the
West Canadian Collieries.4

It so happened that the coal mines were out on strike at the time of the
visit of Wicart and Mettrier, but such a minor complication appears to have
had no impact on their long-term strategic thinking. As the weekly news
paper cheerfully announced, "the West Canadian are making plans. An
other mine for Blairmore!" Indeed, the strike settled, the mines continued
to hum into 1912 and 1913,before the crash of 1914-15cut production by
about half (see Figures 1 and 3).

wee is best contextualized as the flagship enterprise on the geographi
cal leading edge of the prewar coal investment boom: Alberta's Crowsnest
Pass, or what government adminstrators called "Alberta Mining District
Number 1." A bituminous coalfield located in the extreme southwest
corner of the province, it owed its beginnings to the Crowsnest Pass
Agreement between the ePR and the government of Canada in 1897.The
Crowsnest Pass, as it was then conceived, included two separate coalfields
divided by the provincial-territorial border, the British Columbia section
being virtually monopolized by the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, a
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Figure 1. Coal and coke production, Alberta Mining District No.1, 1900-1920.Source: Coal production,
1911-1920,and coke statistics, 1906-1920.Alberta Mines Branch AnnualReports, from 1905.Other data from
National Archives of Canada, RG 86, Records of the Mineral Resources Branch, vols. 5-7, "Confidential
Colliery Returns," 1903-1919.

large Canadian-American firm that serviced smelters and railways west of
the Great Divide after 1898. Only much later, during the 1940s,did wee
reach parity with the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, producingas much
as a million tons of underground coal in a year - more than twice its output
during World War I. Nevertheless, the company's early years were prom
ising. Commencing development under the name United Goldfields of
British Columbia in 1901, wee operated three of thirteen collieries in
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Figure 2. Percentage of coke production. (Source same as Figure 1.)
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Figure 3. Output of French-owned coal and coke companies. (Source same as Figure 1.)

Alberta Mining District Number 1 during the years 1909-12. None of its
local competitors had more than a single producing mine, however, and
few were comparable towee'S Bellevuecolliery, which mined over335,000
tons in 1910.

Though its qualitative aspects are more debatable, the quantitative
growth of Alberta Mining DistrictNumber 1before the war was impressive.

French Owned Coal and Coke Companies, Percent of Total Output
Alberta Mining District No.1, 1900-1920
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Figure 4. French-owned coal and coke companies, percent of total output. (Source same as Figure 1.)
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Between 1900 and 1910 recorded output rose from.zero to 1.5 million tons,
or just over one of every ten tons of coal mined in Canada: WCC mined
621,000 tons that year alone. West Canadian was also one of the few "coal
and coke" companies that actually manufactured that value-added com
modity. Coke production had another banner year in 1910: 121,578 tons
district-wide (there were no other coke facilities in Alberta), equivalent to 12
percent of the district output (see Figure 2). There are no detailed statistics
on the disposition of Alberta coal prior to 1914 but data on CPRshipments
from four local railroad depots in 1908 demonstrate the marketbase: 426,383
tons of coal and coke were shipped to the "public" as revenue freight, while
another 847,322 tons - exactly two-thirds of the total - were shipped
"free," that is on companyservice for the CPR's0W'n requirements. Canadian
National Railways (CNR) data suggest that some of the "public" coal would
also have been destined for railroad use: in 1914 three local operators,
including WCC, together sold 160,000 tons to CNR's predecessor lines. The
operators' dependence upon the railways was critical, but not absolute.
West Canadian Collieries sold 70 percent of its output to the CPR fuel
department between 1912 and 1932. WCC's "heavy, coking coal" would
have eventually destroyed the typical homesteaders stove or urban
dweller's furnace but it came to be valued by managers of larger heating
units in the prairie provinces. WCC cultivated export markets as well that
accounted for about half of all provincial exports; in 1910, the Bellevue mine
supplied 123,634 tons of coal to the United States. Yet the three collieries
together produced an operating surplus - "value received" minus wages
and salaries - of less than a half-million dollars in 1910. Albeit operating
close to the fiscal margin, located on the economic periphery, and choking in
a cloud of coal dust, boosters of the infant industry proudly proclaimed
Blairmore, Alberta the "El Dorado of the Golden West."s

Blairmore and the Mining Community

The many references to the Crowsnest Pass as an early centre of labour
conflict have to some extent obscured the social background of the labour
movement and the history of the coal towns themselves. The 1911 coal
strike, for example, was fought against the backdrop of the general history
of rapid settlement in Alberta Mining District Number 1. In 1901 there was
only one census community in Alberta's Crowsnest Pass - Blairmore,
North-West Territories - with a population of 257. Ten years later, there
were seven census communities with a population twenty times as large.
Two - Blairmore and Coleman, Alberta - were incorporated towns with
more than 1,000 inhabitants and were, technically speaking, urban places.

Blairmore, the first officially recognized settlement, was founded on 15
November 1898, at the tenth siding of the Crowsnest Pass Railway, and
named for the federal Minister of Railways, A.G. Blair. Blairmore's original
staple industry, sawmilling, was only indirectly related to the mines.
Senator Peter McLaren, a prominent figure in the Ottawa Valley timber
trade, was actually the district's first bona fide capitalist. In 1900 his Blair
more plant had a capacity of 7-8 million board feet per annum; "McLaren's

~-----------------
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mill," which remained in business until 1932,typically employed fifty men
in 1912.6 The valley itself had certain strategic advantages and a variety of
natural resources. A small number of workers were employed in local lime
quarries from an early date. For a few years at the peak of the boom,
Blairmore was the site of a cementplantemploying as manyas 120workers,
and also a brickworks, both enterprises, at least in part, locally owned. A
local middle class flourished, dominated by independent entrepreneurs
like brick-maker and aspiring brewer Fred Pelletier, professional people,
and the more prominent merchants and successful real-estate speculators.
The local weekly, the Blainnore Enterprise, expressed their viewpoint, as
siduously boosting the fortunes of the coal industry and other business
ventures?

The Blainnore Enterprise had minor disagreements with the coal opera
tors on matters like municipal incorporation, which Coulthard, repre
senting the collieries, had viewed as "premature"; it was achieved anyway
on 1 November 1911. Quebec-born Harry Lyon, ex-CPR station agent
turned realtor and merchant, was elected the first mayor, but labour was
unrepresented on Blairmore council before 1917.Middle-class leaders had
no basic grievance with the coal companies and the notion of an underlying
antagonism between industrial capitalists and "the community," as such,
should be quickly laid to rest. The Enterprise sought good relations with the
miners too, but characteristically divided their leaders into two classes, the
moderate and the "irascible." Such a dichotomy did reflect significant
divisions, manifested most overtly in partisan contests between Liberals
and Socialists within the mining labour movement. In 1909, the Socialist
Party candidate, C.M. O'Brien, carried the local seat in the provincial
legislature by a narrow margin, but in the next election the appearance of a
credible "Liberal-Labour" candidate helped elect a Conservative," The
most important nexus between the working and middle classes was strictly
cash. WCC, for example, paid out $758,408 in wages and salaries to 741
employees in the Blairmore area in 1910,a substantial payroll which would
ultimately end up in the accounts of the independent business people,"

For the working classes, despite relatively high wages, this was no
pastoral idyll. The popularity of class-conscious socialism evidenced many
discontents, including intangibles born of the contradiction between indi
vid ual expectations and the realities of the industrial frontier. C.M. O'Brien,
SocialistParty missionary and one-term MLA for Rocky Mountain, Alberta,
was a prime example. Born in the back concessions of eastern Ontario, he
went west to work on the Crowsnest Pass Railway, and described his
education as consisting of "mining, logging, and railroad construction
camps." The Socialist Party of Canada relentlessly "plugged" his biogra
phy, publishing a 1910pamphletof his speeches under the title The Proletar
ian in Politics. Yet the sword of the westward movement cut both ways.
Leading moderates in the labour movement were British or Nova Scotia
miners who, possessing both the requisite industrial and language skills,
did comparatively well in the coal industry or the trade unions. Unskilled
immigrants who, unlike Charlie O'Brien, did not speak English (and
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probably did not vote) had for many years a muffled voice in the public
discourse of the industrial community. Yet as one Austrian-bornminer
who had already trekked through four of the American states testified in
1907, regarding the reason why he endured harsh conditions at the local
workplace: "I have to stop travelling [emphasis addedl.?'" The "attraction"
of the bigger steam-coal mines may be simply stated: they offered the best
possibilities for working-class establishment. As Kirk Lambrecht
remarked, "[tlhe social life of the mining communities was boisterous at
first, and gradually settled as miners raised their families."!'

The 1901 and 1911 census reports measure the early progress of settle
ment in Blairmore, to which must be added the West Canadian Collieries'
satellite camps at Bellevue, and Lille - obviously the legacy of France's
industrial pioneers - together with the neighbouring village of Frank. The
Frank mines, which had survived the most spectacular of Crowsnest
calamities - the Frank Slide of 1903 - were controlled in 1911 by an
enterprise known as Canadian Coal Consolidated Ltd. of Paris, France,
successor to the Canadian-American Coal and Coke Company, which
acquired the property for French interests in the year of the landslide. The
Blairmore census community of 1901 had in fact embraced the original
residents of the unlucky town site, whe.re the valley's first coal mine
commenced development under the leadership of a Butte, Montana enter
preneurnamed H.L.Frank in December 1900.The population of Blairmore
Frank in 1901 included 221 males and thirty-six females; there were
fifty-five married men, two-thirds of them "bachelors" living away from
their wives. The presence of nineteen married women would indicate the
true number of families among the fifty-six households in Blairmore-Frank
in 1901.12

Available data for 1911 are less complete, but nevertheless suggest
qualitative change as well as quantitative growth. Among a population of
2,609 in the four communities - Frank with a population of 806, Bellevue
with 363, Lille with 303, and Blairmore with 1,137 - the ratio of males to
females stood at 165:100. This was virtually identical to the provincial
average. If no significant differences regarding the gender balance existed
between "town" and "country" in the larger regional context, neither were
there any between "town" and "camp" within the local industrial enclave:
Blairmore proper had 733 male and 403 female residents, the typical
distribution. Information published in the 1921 census suggests that there
were, however, significant differences in patterns of settlement among
different ethnic groups. Between 1911 and 1921 the female presence in the
town proper - no information is available for the larger community- had
increased from 35 to 44 percent. (Blairmore's population in 1921 had also
increased to 1,552.) Canadian-born residents numbered 365 males and 328
females, the average distribution, but equivalent figures for the foreign
born were 362 and 206, respectively. Among British-born residents, only,
were the numbers equal - 145 males and 146 females - although this
result would gartly be accounted for by losses of British immigrant men in
World War I.
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Three of the four communities enumerated within the wee enclave in
1911 were essentially company towns, where most if not all of the miners'
housing was owned by the employers. Company housing did not impede
the progress of working-class organization. While the power of eviction
during strikes was potentially disruptive, no Crowsnest operator success
fully evicted any strikers; after a half-hearted attempt in 1911 backfired,
Coulthard was forced to publicly announce a policy of "no ejectments.?" A
surviving rental book for the wee townsite at Lille, Alberta, shows evi
dence of rather more sophisticated strategies of community management;
the company had made space allowance prior to 1912for voluntary organi
zations as diverse as the Italian mutual-benefit and cultural society, Fiora
d'lialia, and the BoyScouts ofCanada - part ofa conspiracy to inoculate all
boys "against any attempt to change the social system," if the district
miners' press was to be believed."

Evidence oforganized interest in the well-being of children indicates the
growing complexity of the communities. According to photographic evi
dence, the Lilleschool, ca. 1911,had at least twenty-five pupils, in a general
population of just over three hundred. Frank was said to have possessed
the "finestschool buildings in southwestern Alberta" and Blairmore boost
ers never tired of boasting of local educational opportunities, municipal
school district #628,established in 1911 with 216pupils, having an enroll
ment of 328 only two years later. The Enterprise characteristically urged
local trustees of the public school in 1912to open a kindergarten - with the
stated aim of making youngsters more "susceptible to ideas." One was
subsequently opened, but privately." Corporate taxpayers in these com
munities naturally balked at some of the schemes endorsed by local advo
cates of "improvement." During the coal-production boom of the later war
years the Bellevue schools, for example, became badly overcrowded. The
editors of the District Ledger would be "forcibly reminded of the attitude of
the former managler] of the West Canadian Collieries Co. in strenuously
opposing the selling of sufficient debentures to enable the then board. of
trustees to build an eight-roomed school.?"

The wee did find the resources to operate a company store, the least
popular of managerial initiatives in any coalfield, as it affected both middle
and working-class pocketbooks. It was located at Lille,a relatively isolated
town site situated off of the ePR mainline - where freedom of trade
prevailed. "A married man, who has got a house, he has got to deal with
that store," explained a Lilleminer in 1907: "You draw your cheque and go
to the store and after you come out of the store it don't take much of a
savings bank to handle what you have left."lsThe local truck system ended
when wee closed the Lillemine/town site in 1912,relocating the employ
ees to its Bellevue and Blairmore collieries. The general policy of the
company reflected a desire to vacate the sectors of housing, retail, and so
forth. wee owned substantial properties in Blairmore but there it typically
chose the sure profits of land sales over the dubious benefits of managing
tied housing. The Enterprise boasted in 1910of the policy's results: a "Town
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of Pretty Homes," including cottages of "the labouring classes, who are
[thereby] free from the landlord's grasp."19

Ethnicity wasa seemingly independentvariable in class and community
formation. Ethnic relations in the Crowsnest Pass are better studied histori
cally than modelled, but a few general observations can be made. Though
no homogenous "ethnic classes" existed in the coalfield, there was a
general tendency for the so-called foreign element to be concentrated in
wage employment. Only the Anglo-Celtic population was typically distrib
uted among all social strata. The Blairmore elite, which included Franco
phone and Italian business people, was relatively more cosmopolitan than
neighbouring communities. The Slavic community, however, was com
prised almost entirely of manual workers and their families, plus some
small retailers."

The settlement of Alberta's Crowsnest Pass proceeded against the back
ground of larger migrations: north-south, east-west, and trans-Atlantic. Avail
able census statistics suggest that a majority of the Blairmore area population
before the war would have been born outside of Canada. In the town proper,
45 percent, including the children of settled immigrants, were Canadian-born
by 1921. Only a large minority- a littleless than one-fifth- were British-born
in 1921, a proportion that would have been somewhat larger in 1911. In the
four towns canvassed for the "racial origins" of the population in 1911, 43.5
percent belonged to the census's definition of the British races: English Cana
dians, old-stock Americans; and predominantly English, Scots, and Welsh
coal-mining immigrants. Underground the English-speakingminorityshrank
considerably, although its prewar configuration is simply unknown. In May
1918, the nationalities of coal miners were canvassed by provincial officials. In
the Blairmorearea, almost a quarter of776men working in the three remaining
collieries - Blairmore, Bellevue, and Frank, the latter running down to a
permanent pit closure in July 1918 - were classed as Canadians and Ameri
cans (78) or as Britons (135). The largest single ethnic group were the Italians
(162). Other Europeans (401) formed a majority of the workforce but these
communities were amazingly diverse. Only one other designated nationality,
the polygot Austrians (mainly ethnic Slovaks, it may be surmised from a
general knowledge of the Crowsnest mosaic) outnumbered the British-born,
with 139 representatives around the coal face in May 1918. The survey also
found relatively impressive rates of naturalization among non-British immi
grants: 31 percent for the Italians, 26 percent for other Europeans. Neverthe
less, fewer than half the miners were eligible to vote, even before wartime
restrictions on the naturalized-immigrant franchise, which helps place the
impassioned electoral battles in the coalfield into some perspective?

The coal miners, regardless of national origin, faced broadly similar
problems and appear to have responded to them more or less collectively.
The early unions, of course, were decidedly "English-speaking" and they
embraced the foreigner not from altruism, but in a spirit of well understood
self-interest. Though future economic crises might divide the miners'
occupational community on ethnic lines, a general spirit of tolerance

------------- -----------
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significantly marked the boom years. Although it is currently fashionable
to portray the Anglo-Celtic pioneers of the prairie West as a somehow
privileged caste, conventional paradigms of status ois-a-ois the "means of
production" are salient. Clifford Sifton's archetypical foreigner, "the man
in the sheepskin coat," became a landowner, after all; the British coal miner
in the Crowsnest Pass had not been given a location ticket to 160 acres of
dominion coal lands by agents of the Geological Survey. Here the public
domain had been alienated in an entirely different (and much more effi
cient) way: until 1907,coal investors were unable to purchase properties at
nominal prices of $7-$10an acre, no future royalties owing. West Canadian
Collieries, the largest private landowner in the district, would acquire
13,250acres under this regime. This was the foundation of its local power,
but neither the company nor its community made history exactly as they
pleased.f

Progress and "Poverty" in the Coal Trade

Like any other significant stakeholder in the enterprise that was the
prairie West - possibly excepting the CPR- the West Canadian Collieries
was an essentially speculative venture. The VicePresident of the company
complained to Laurier directly about his stockholders' "mediocre" returns
in 1908.23 The Prime Minister denied any responsibility for the company's
financial problems but this disclaimer was somewhat disingenuous.
Among other things, virtually all external variables in the business of
mining coal, from tariffs to rolling stock allocations, were government
regulated. The most important act of Parliament affecting the western coal
trade was the Crowsnest Pass Agreement that set ceilings on some regional
freight rates. A maximum charge of $5.20 per ton was placed on wheat
moving from any point on the prairie compass to the Lakehead. No such
arrangements applied to Crowsnest coal; empty boxcars loaded with
American coal at Fort William or Port Arthur were an economic dagger
pointed right at the heart of the Crowsnest Pass. Former Department of the
Interior Minister Clifford Sifton admitted in 1910 that Canadian railroads
were operating at some comparative disadvantage in the grain trade. As
fuel suppliers and as shippers, the Crowsnest coal operators paid extra
freight to compensate for the railways' losses due to the Crowsnest Pass
Agreement,"

The "coal problem" of the 1920s,with its intricate discussions of differ
ential freight rates, had not yet emerged," Structural weakness, however,
was already clear, even in the rising market of 1900-1910. Mine owners
were paid a very low price, originally fixed by the Crowsnest Pass Agree
ment at a maximum $2.00a ton, for the "run-of-the-mine" coal purchased
in large quantities by the railways, and were geographically or otherwise
handicapped from profitting by other markets.26Average selling prices for
West Canadian Collieries coal only varied between $1.90and $2.10a ton in
the years 1904 to 1910 inclusive, which fact explains its relatively poor
earnings. The CPRitself sold domestic coal at the pithead in Lethbridge for
a price that was 50 percent higher than it paid for steam coal in the
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Crowsnest Pass.27 West Canadian's coke-producing mine, at Lille, earned a
bare surplus of $30,000 in 1910, and was thereby doomed to closure two
years later. Indeed, Alberta's infant coke industry was a typically costly
failure, the metallurgical market in British Columbia having been greatly
exaggerated by contemporary promoters." Hydroelectricity, not coal,
would be the main source of energy for the primary metals sector in the
Kootenays, both smelting and hydro production being monopolized by
CPRinterests by the end of World War 1.29

Unsure just where their economic future lay, the coal operators and the
industrial community at large diverged when Liberal free traders and
Conservative protectionists went toe-to-toe in the national elections of
1911. The Liberal-dominated Board of Trade in Blairmore tabled a motion
of support for reciprocity on urging from WCC's general manager, R.W.
Coulthard. An apparently vital debate over coal policy was, however,
wrenched in another direction by the Socialist Party of Canada, whose
federal campaign dismissed the Reciprocity Treaty as a question of "which
colour of bunting" would mask the exploitation of the worker; an obscure
candidate named Edmund Fulcher carried three of five polls in the Blair
more area. The numbers were regrettably small and electorally inconse
quential within a riding (MacLeod, Alberta) where farm voters dwarfed the
coal miners. Frank harboured 87 Socialist voters, 68 Liberals, and 43 Con
servatives; Bellevue had 50 Socialist voters, 37 Conservatives, and 14
Liberals; Lille cast 61, 11, and 19 votes for these parties, respectively.
Blairmore (two polls) recorded 132 votes for Laurier, 111 votes for Borden,
and 98 votes for the Socialists. The Socialist Party of Canada carried the
valley as a whole bu t the campaign was something of a diversion for labour
activists. It is certain that a majority of Socialist voters were ou t on strike on
election day; by September 1911, a variety of Crowsnest chickens were
coming home to roost."

Labour Unions and Class Antagonism

Labour organization, as such, only gradually became a divisive "public"
issue in Alberta's Crowsnest Pass. The pivotal battles in the early history of
the miners' union, District 18 of the United Mine Workers of America
(UMWA) (1903),were fought elsewhere, at the Galt mines in Lethbridge and
the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, headquartered in Fernie, British
Columbia. The West Canadian Collieries signed "check-off" agreements
wi thout dispute in 1905.Local unions, especially the larger one at Bellevue,
were active in district politics but had no special reputation for radicalism.
A WCCminer-fireboss, John Angus McDonald, served as district secretary
treasurer between 1905and 1909,when he resigned to run, unsuccessfully,
as a Liberal candidate in the provincial elections.

The first district agreement, covering the steam coal miners in District
18,was signed in May 1907,the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company,WCC,and
other parties having combined (for collective-bargaining purposes only) to
form the Western Canada Coal Operators' Association (WCCOA) in late
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1906. Agreement followed a three-week work stoppage in April 1907,
settled thanks to federal government pressure administered by the ubiqui
tousmediator, Deputy Minister of Labour William Lyon Mackenzie King.
King's intervention in this case helped secure a slight advance of wages for
the lowest paid, but the more important factor explaining the unique
success of District 18 - no other group of Canadian coal miners achieved
recognition for an international union before the war - was the uniquely
competitive dynamics of the regional coal industry. Under the highly
capable leadership of the English-born and Welsh-bred Frank Henry
Sherman, the founding district president, the UMWA had tackled the coal
operators one by one, in the context of a rising market and in many cases,
critical developmental work involving the building of new mines. The
district agreement seemed toput an end to this particular game, but it had
certain additional benefits for the coal operators. Collective bargaining
over wages tended to level the playing field in the marketplace, as did
union-inspired legislation like the eight-hours portal-to-portal bill passed
by the Alberta legislature in 1908, following British Columbia's example.
Such business-like industrial relations practices had of course nothing in
common with precapitalist paternalism in which employers and employ
ees recognized traditional bonds of mutuality; but they also provided a
contrast with overt class struggle, which coal mining often brings to mind,
pitting employers and miners' unions against one another in a contest
where each regarded the other as an implacable antagonist.31

In 1909, a broader district agreement, with central negotiations now
including the Galt mines and a few other significant "domestic" producers,
was almost reached without dispute. However, the proposed contract was
unpopular with the rank and file and later denounced by President
Sherman. Meanwhile, key members of the WCCOA set to quarreling among
themselves as a result of a greater business rivalry having little to do with
coal mines or labour relations. The Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co., recently
acquired by the J.J. Hill-Great Northern Railway interests, offered Sherman
better terms than the CPR, whose chief mining official, Lewis Stockett,
happened to be President of the coal operators' association, was prepared
to countenance. Strike action against "the CPR" and its allies commenced at
the expiration of the original district agreement on 1 April 1909. It lasted
until 30 June, when union leaders reluctantly abandoned the fight for
uniform conditions on the "Great Northern" pattern. West Canadian Col
lieries would side with the CPR, consistent with its own priorities and
interests, although the smaller firm in the Blairmore district, Canadian Coal
Consolidated (among others who, though "dissatisfied ... could not afford
a stoppage of work") agreed to the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company's
proposals. These a spokesman for "Jim Hill" described as granting "every
consideration consistent with good business." But significantly, neither the
CPR-endorsed MacLeod Agreement nor the Great Northern Railway's
''better terms" included any advance in wages."

The 1909 coal strike revealed several factors that favoured buyers in the
local labour market: a rising tide of ethnically diverse migration into the
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coalfield, and the presence of a so-called floating class of labourer, similarly
stimulated by the prewar immigration rush. At stake, ostensibly, was the
employers' insistence on a "non-discrimination" clause, asserting the
rights of non-union labour. The UMWA check-off was in theorya voluntary,
individual agreement to deduct union dues at source, although it was
customary in at least some of the mines for union officials to vet the
employer's check-offbooks for organizing purposes. The objective was less
to isolate the die-hards (few in number in western mining camps), than to
exert a small measure of union control over the influx of new and especially
foreign workers. The tougher contract language favoured by some employ
ers showed, in tum, a desire to temper their "industrial relations" with a
hard dose of the laws of supply and demand, and to divide and conquer.

West Canadian Collieries' managers attempted to mobilize non
English-speaking workers during the 1909coal strike. Italian coke workers
at Lille stayed at their posts as long as the company's stockpile of coal
lasted, precipitatinga mass picket, fights between strikers and "scabs," and
inevitable intervention by the RCMP on the 11 or 12 April. Rumour had it
that the company was also trying "to get the foreign element [in Bellevue]
to break from District 18 and form a union of their own." A large body of
so-called "Sclavonians" in Coleman were persuaded to sign a petition that
demanded, among other things, an end to alleged "subscriptions of union
funds to the Socialist Party." Unionists applied their preferred brand of
community pressure on potential strikebreakers by organizing events like
the mass meeting held at Frank on 9 May. Robert Evans, a prominent local
leader among the usually eloquent Welsh, addressed the crowd, but the
keynote speaker was the famed agitator Honore J. [axon - alias William
Henry Jackson, former aide de camp of the martyred rebel, Louis Riel- who
inveighed against "these coal operating gentlemen who prate so loudly
about 'business honour'." The eventual outcome was a standoff with the
operators conceding nothing to union demands but reopening their pits
with unionists still in their jobs.33

In 1910a visitor from Spokane, Washington commented favourably on
what, perhaps to western American eyes, seemed to be a model of peaceful
coexistence in the Crowsnest Pass:

Amidst all this development the labourer has been considered worthy of his hire
and has been able to enforce a demand for an equitable division of the profits of
his toil. The result is that the conditions of the workmen in the Pass today are
better than in any mining camp on the continent... Many of the miners are
utilizing the great amount of leisure which they enjoy for educating and
improving themselves ... what better demonstration could be given of the
benefit of shorter hours for labour with a fair wage?34

The West Canadian Collieries' annual report for 1910breathed a rather
more combative note than such progressivist assumptions implied. Union
demands "to hire only workmen who were members [of the UMWA] and to
guarantee to that Association the payment of the subscriptions which it
exacts from its members," it emphasized, would always be resisted, regard
less of short-term losses. Directors and stockholders were also apprised of
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a "regrettable" incident: just before Christmas, 1910,an explosion rocked
the Bellevue colliery, claiming the lives of thirty-one men. The "saddest
drama ever enacted" in the community received but superficial coverage in
the Blairmore Enterprise (15 December 1910), although its listing of the
victims' nationalities provide a cross section of the so-called foreign ele
ment at Bellevue. They included eleven Italians, seven Finns, five Poles,
three Icelanders, two Austrians, an Estonian and one Hungarian miner;
only an outside worker who died in the rescue attempt was British-born.
David Bercuson's historical investigation of the tragedy reveals that
Coulthard, the general manager, had been routinely violating the mines act
in Bellevue, and that government officials above the rank of mines inspec
tor had failed to enforce impressively drafted legislation. It is easy to reduce
such episodes to a morality play, as did labour spokesmen like C.M.
O'Brien, the Socialist MLA. Yet it must also be noted that the coal owners
wounded themselves by "murdering" their own men in so dramatic a
fashion. wee was utterly dependent at that time upon the profits from the
Bellevue mine. Much of the plant was wrecked, and owing to the explosion
and the district strike that began on 1 April 1911, it did not resume full
operations for another year. The local intensity of the strike, one may
reasonably speculate, had at least something to do with the survivors'
special resentments towards Coulthard and the apparent policy of wee to
maximize productivity at the expense of safety."

The general race for money reignited industrial conflict in District 18.
Prosperity meant inflation and the Blairmore Enterprise commented as early
as April 1910 on the "climbingcost of all commodities" and the "fixed, firm,
and unanimous determination" of the miners to recoup their losses."
District bargaining in 1911 stalled on the issue of the "open shop," even
before a stalemate over money could be reached. The district negotiators,
led by Vice President Clem Stubbs, carried convention demands for in
creases as high as 22 percent, further complicated by controversial claims
for wage parity with UMWA members in the United States." The basic
contract rates themselves were a bone of contention, having been estab
lished at various times in various places under a variety of different
principles. Payments at wee included the purest form of "contract": by
estimate of cubic yardage, rather than simple tonnage. At the three com
pany mines in 1910,average contract earnings typically varied from $4.62
to $6.00 a day, for reasons that are obscure. Other skilled labour com
manded $3.00a day, a rate unchanged since 1903or 1905.38 Stubbs himself
had worked in the Bellevue mine and was certainly in a position to know
about what he later recalled as "innumerable conflicts of interpretation,
constant bickering, suspicion, and hostility" arising out of the contract
clauses."

Although the district strike of 1911 idled as many as 6,000 workers
twice the number involved in 1907 or 1909, and ten times the number
involved in the legendary Lethbridge strike of 1906- this was a minefield
into which Mackenzie King, now federal Labour Minister, did not care to
tread. King's department did appoint a noteworthy conciliator, Reverend
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Charles Gordon, of Winnipeg. If Gordon's practical knowledge of the coal
industry was limited, he was at least familiar with social problems on the
mining frontier. Gordon had held a posting with the Presbyterian Church
in the coal town of Canmore, Alberta, and as the popular novelist "Ralph
Connor," he exploited his experiences in interesting ways. Connor's The
Prospector: A Tale ofthe Crou/s NestPass (1901) is a very traditional tale of the
spiritual redemption of the old-time "quartz miner." A 1909reprise on the
mining theme, contained in the last chapters of his best-known work, The
Foreigner, evokes the moment of industrial capitalism. It paints a useful
sketch of a fictional Alberta coal company that could well have been the
West Canadian Collieries before the war: "True its dividends were not
large, but at least it was paying its own way, and it stood well among the
financial institutions of the country." Yet Gordon's fascinating portrait of
ethnic-elass relations in a western coal camp are too naively corporatist to
inspire one's confidence in his ability to judge the competing claims of
capital and labour. Many a miner would have recoiled in fear and loathing
from the passage: "The Foreign Colony and the mine reacted upon each
other, to their mutual advantage, the one furnishing labourers, the other,
work and cash." (p. 371)

Gordon's conciliation report was a pragmatic document. Perhaps for the
eyes of the Minister, it ritually condemned the "misery and strife" in
District 18, and criticized both the coal owners and and the coal miners for
their collective disregard of "that Third Party, the People, with their im
mensely greater interests."?"Ralph Connor" then proceeded to rewrite the
district agreement with a fine impartiality. Gordon had discovered im
morally high earnings in certain collieries. By reducing these earnings
through cuts to a variety of contract payments Gordon proposed to engi
neer an otherwise across-the-board increase of 5.5-10percent, without too
much financial hardship to the companies. Claiming that "it is evident that
the wages a man receives must be such as to support himself and his family
in decency and comfort as Canadian citizens," Gordon rejected, in princi
ple, the employers' argument of ability to pay.

District-wide the negative vote was 85.4percent. Of four union locals in
the Blairmore area, two followed the call of rank-and-file militants to
boycott the whole proceeding, while two others rejected the Gordon award
by the widest of margins. With this latest impasse, the gloves came off, a
solidly united Coal Operators' Association declared their intention to
resume production with strikebreakers or non-union men; West Canadian
Collieries operated its Lilleand Blairmore mines on this basis. Typical of the
different classes of "scabs" were those who had their names published in
the Blairmore Enterprise for various reasons. Meeting accidental death un
derground (reported on 6 July and 14 September, respectively) were
Thomas Rawson, a regular wee fireboss, and Joseph di Pasquali, appar
ently a professional, "who had arrived from Spokane." Another was
Mathew Green, an Austrian formerly employed at the cement works,
whose house, temporary home to a number of strikebreakers, was
damaged in a "dynamite outrage" reported on 28 August.
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The Crowsnest weeklies did not indulge themselves in polemics against
the strikers, and in contrast to the 1909 dispute, there was no "public"
agitation in favour of sectional breaking-out by Slavs, Italians, or any other
ethnic group. In a pithy commentary published on 6 April, the Enterprise
merely predicted doom and destruction for the UMWA: "the Belgians say
L'Union fait la force [butl the naked fact remains that by far the greater
number of strikes are dismal failures. Before the pangs of hunger, especially
[of] those dependenton the bread-winners, enthusiasm dies out, courage is
dampened, and the combination of labourers gradually melts away."

That experience was indeed commonplace, and might well have been
repeated, if the district union had not already developed a healthy instinct for
institutional survival. With the removal of the Liberal government in Ottawa
in September 1911 the stage was set for quiet trade union and business
diplomacy. Conservative Public Works Minister Robert Rogers convened
three "round tables" at Lethbridge, at the end of which, the Calgary Herald
reported on 26 October that Clem Stubbs, Lewis Stockett and others "shook
hands and the longest coal strike in the history of the Dominion was brought
to an end." The Gordon award had been for all intents and purposes accepted,
and fixed over an extraordinary four-year term, The UMWcheck-off remained
in place and the resolution of the "closed shop" issue remained as murky as
ever. Sixty percent in the Blairmore area and 40 percent, district-wide, voted
against the agreement, and a whiff of real revolt - with IWW (Industrial
Workers of the World) supporters agitating against the UMWA - was briefly
scented in the valley. Union leaders (excepting Sherman, whose reputation
was left intact with his death in October 1909) would henceforth travel an
evermore rocky road in District 18.But the Blairmore Enterprise now defended
the district leaders, as "good and refined gentlemen- the kind thatgo to make
ideal citizens.?"

It was surely a measure of the moderation of the miners' union that its
leaders had called for a "thorough" royal commission of inquiry during the
1911 coal strike, even hinting that miners might be persuaded to stay on the
job, pending investigation. Stubbs implied what its findings would have
been: "that the price of the great bulk of the coal mined in this district is too
low to allow of any profit to the coal companies, as such.,,42 Although at no
time publicly acknowledged, the strike settlementof 1911ended the experi
ment with "two dollar coal," government and railway officials apparently
agreeing with Stubbs (and the coal operators) on this vital point. West
Canadian's average selling prices would advance from $1.90-$2.03a ton in
1910 to $1.97-$2.40 a ton in 1912. The organized miners, it seems, had
moved the twin peaks of the CPR and the Crowsnest Pass Agreement,
however slightly.. Similarly, coal owners and community leaders were able
to exert enough political pressure to extend the radius of Crowsnest Pass
steam coal during the falling market of 1914. The Blainnore Enterprise of 17
July reported that the CPR fuel agent in Winnipeg had ordered purchases
of an extra 1,400 tons a day at points east of Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, "to
help out the situation." These were small accomplishments to be sure, but
they demonstrated that labour, productive capital, and "the community"
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did share or develop common interests in the Crowsnest Pass coalfield, all
being effectively marooned on the Periphery of both the National Policy
and the wheat economy of the prewar West.

Conclusion: Community Sustained

In an important critique of the now-eonventional notion that miners
formed the "vanguard of radicalism in the west," Jeremy Mouatargues that
British Columbia's hard-rock miners did not embrace that role "with
particular enthusiasm." They were, he argues, "a relatively moderate
group of workers who actively pursued reformist strategies" in the late
1890s and early 1900s. If they gravitated towards radicalism after 1903 or
thereabouts that "[wlas a consequence of the failure of reformism, and the
inability of the miners and others to forge a distinctive model of labour
relations.r'"

Albeit stretched on a local canvas, the foregoing studyof the Alberta coal
miners amplifies, though somewhat modifies, this revisionist perspective.
The miners of Blairmore, in common with others in the Crowsnest Pass
coalfield, were not inherently combustible material. Enough of them sup
ported the Liberal Party to keep a clearly reformist strategy on the local
political agenda throughout the prewar period. What is more, the coal
miners' district union actually succeeded in forging a distinctive model of
industrial relations. Having sketched its implications for labour relations at
the level of the firm, one can only conclude that district bargaining and
strategic interventions by political actors tended to moderate the "anti
labour" policies of key employers like WCC. That said, the rise of socialism
as an electoral alternative, together with rank-and-file opposition to the
compromises of the trade union leadership (neither of which was in
essence "revolutionary" but both of which prefigured the One Big Union
movement of 1919) evidenced the emergence of countervailing forces on
the Left.

In contrast to traditional studies of the western miners, which assume
the consolidation of industrial capital as a given fact, this study has empha
sized the economic difficulties and somewhat speculative nature of early
twentieth-century mining capital. Certainly in the Alberta coalfields there
were substantive obstacles to capital accumulation in the realms of produc
tion and exchange. By the standards of the regional coal industry, West
Canadian Collieries of Blairmore, Alberta was a noteworthy enterprise, bu t
it surely paled in comparison to a company like Consolidated Mining and
Smelting of Trail, British Columbia. Representing the venture capital of
France, which had tried but failed to tackle the more commanding heights
of western Canadian mining during the Laurier years, West Canadian
Collieries of London, England beckons further investigation.

A local study inevitably focusses attention on the more prosaic but in
many ways most important aspects of the mining frontier - namely the
formation of distinct communities structured around the needs of and by
the development policies of particular resource enterprises, but possessing
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as well individual "eccentricities." If a far cry from the /lEI Dorado of the
Golden West" promoted by an ambitious local elite, Blairmore and the
West Canadian Collieries had been firmly established on the social and
economic landscape on the eve of World War I. As the boom years of 1901
to 1911faded into history it remained to be seen exactly how capital, labour,
and the community at large would arrange their mutual relationships in
future.
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The writer would like to thank Alvin Finkel for his valuable commentary on this project.
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War, Nationhood and Working-Class Entitlement:
The Counterhegemonic Challenge

of the 1919 Winnipeg General Strike
Chad Reimer

ABSTRACT. The Winnipeg General Strike of 1919 provides a rich historical example of the
process of counterhegemony. For almost two months, in May and June 1919, Winnipeg's
working class organized a sustained, ideological challenge to the city's economic and political
rulers. This article studies that challenge, as voiced in the thirty-two issues of the strikers'
official organ, the Western Labor News (WLN). It argues that during the strike, the WLN
constructed and engaged a discourse of working-class entitlement, largely structured along
the lines of a prevalent war discourse. In doing so, it presented an historically distinct,
working-class definition of nationhood and citizenship.

SOMMAIRE. La Greve generale de Winnipeg en 1919 nous offre un exemple historique
probant du processus de contre-hegemonie, Pendant presque deux mois, en mai et en juin
1919, la classe ouvriere de Winnipeg lanca un defi ideologique soutenu aux dirigeants du
monde politique et des affaires de la ville. Ce defi fut formule dans les tren te-deux numeros de
l'organe officiel des grevistes, le Western Labor News.L'article demontre que durant la greve, ce
journal a echafaude et soutenu un discours pronant le droit social de la classe ouvriere et que
ce discours empruntait les memes lignes mattresses que le discours belliqueux issu de la
Grande Guerre. Le journal presenta done une definition differente et propre a la classe
ouvriere des concepts de nation et de dtoyennete,

The crisis consists precisely in the fact that the old is dying and the new cannot
be born; in this interregnum a great variety of morbid symptoms appear.
(Antonio Gramsci)

The grainy black and white photographs plot a familiar sequence: rows
of mounted police charge through a gathered, milling crowd; phalanxes of
club-wielding "special deputies" swarm the street; a machine-gun laden
car careens around a comer; unarmed crowds disperse, leaving behind a
lone overturned, burning trolley. Such were the morbid symptoms that
afflicted Winnipeg on the decisive days of the 1919General Strike. But the
Winnipeg General Strike was not simply an instance of the coercive powers
of the state being used to quell challenges to the economic and political
power of the ruling class. For six weeks - from 15 May to 26June 1919
Winnipeg's working class organized a sustained, ideological challenge to
their bosses and rulers. It is this challenge, as constructed and put forward
by the strikers' official organ - the thirty-two strike issues of the Western
Labor News - that is studied here.

The 1919strike provides a rich historical example of both the consensual
and coercive elements of the process of hegemony. The construction of a
working-class challenge to the ruling-class hegemony at a time when that
hegemony appeared vulnerable, as it did that first spring after the end of
World War I, will be examined. Details of Canada's best-known general
strike have been described well and often enough. On 15 May, after
negotiations broke down between management and labour in the metal
and building trades, the Winnipeg Trades and Labor Council called a
general strike to win two specific concessions: the right to collective
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bargaining and a "living wage." Some 30,000workers in both the private
and public sectors soon joined the strike, which lasted until 25 June and
ended only after the arrest of the strike leaders and a bloody confrontation
with police on "Bloody Saturday." Throughout, a Central Strike Commit
tee directed strike activities - including writing and publishing the WLN:
Special Strike Edition, which ran from 18 May to 23 June 1919.The signifi
cance of the strikers' challenge, though, goes beyond the central demands
for better wages and collective bargaining rights made by the Committee
and its official voice. To these explicit demands were added the accumu
lated grievances of four years of wartime privations and suffering, and the
realization that those four years of maddening slaughter in Europe had
painfully exposed the fallibility of the nineteenth-century order of things.

It is argued here that, during the strike, the WLN constructed and
engaged a language of working-class entitlement which was largely struc
tured along the lines of a prevalent war discourse, the product of the
previous four years of war. Also, the paper, by mobilizing traditions of
British law and justice to uphold the rights' and claims of the strikers,
presented an historically distinct, working-class definition of citizenship
and nationhood. All of this was intended to counter attempts by Winnipeg
employers .: and various levels of government to discredit the strikers,
indeed to deny them citizenship. Thus, the WLN was engaged in a con
scious class struggle over the strike's moral and intellectual issues. Its
repeated debates with the antistrike organs over the meaning of flags and
demonstration banners, and its stress on the importance of a workers' press
to combat the established dailies show that the paper took its role in the
strike seriously - indeed, as central to the very material issues that were at
stake. [Nos. 3,8, 15,18-To cutdown on the number of endnotes, the issue
numbers of the Western Labor News: Special Strike Edition, referred to as WLN,
are cited directly in the body of this text.] ,

It should be noted that the central theoretical presuppositions that
inform this study owe much to the work of Italian Communist leader and
Marxian theorist, Antonio Gramsci. Gramsci's rich notion of hegemony
provides an analytical entree into the specific historical moment here being
studied. From Gramsci, we can formulate a means of cultural analysis
which operates on two, interrelated concepts: culture as a contested site,
and hegemony as a process.

Culture as a site conceives of the domain upon which dominant, subor
dinate and oppositional values compete and intermingle, and are then
accommodated around a hegemonic principle, to form an historically
specific incarnation of hegemony. Although the specific loci vary in relative
importance with the historical moment, the process of hegemony tends to
revolve around the more central locales of the cultural site: state institu
tions - such as schools, Parliament, the army - and "private" or civil
society ones - the press, churches, and so on. Gramsci demonstrated the
importance and relative autonomy of the cultural realm in the operation of
power relations in society.
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The conceptualization of culture as a site emerges from Gramsci's
formulation of ideology and culture as a relatively autonomous terrain of
struggle. This connects the former to the concept of hegemony as a process.
Hegemony - most succinctly the "intellectual and moral leadership"
exercised by a fundamental class within society - is a "compromise
equilibrium" effected through negotiation and accommodation between
the leading (hegemonic) and subordinate or oppositional classes. Through
this process, the former attempts to have its corporate-economic interests
understood to represent the broader national interest. This universalizing
impulse succeeds when the sacrifices of the leading group - its accommo
dation of competing claims and interests - manage to hold the "spontane
ous consent" of the mass of the population. As Gramsci emphasizes,
though, the leading class will not make sacrifices that threaten its own role
in the productive process (for example, the bourgeoisie would not accept
abolition of private property or profit). Thus, a "hegemonic principle"
delineates the boundaries of acceptable negotiation, providing a materially
based unity to the hegemonic construction.'

However, Gramsci did not focus simply on the "top down" operation of
hegemonic power. As a major figure in the postwar Italian international
Communist movement, he was both intellectually and strategically con
cerned with mounting a working-class challenge to the hegemony exer
cised by the ruling classes. Thus, he worked to conceptualize strategies by
which the working class could build historical blocs to challenge this
hegemony. Gramsci, then, provided the means by which we can conceptu
alize the dynamics of counterhegemonic challenges - an historical bloc
picking up the threads of dominant, subordinate and oppositional values
to forge an historically specific challenge. Certainly, this application of
Gramsci's thought suggests a certain permeability of class boundaries
discursive elemen ts do not necessarilybelong to only one class, for instance.
And indeed, this study of the Winnipeg General Strike focusses precisely
on how the working class attempted to define and appropriate the mean
ings of terms and values which at that point no class had monopolized.

It is the struggle over social meaning that interests us here; and this leads
us into the realm of discourse and language. For as the recent "linguistic
tum" has shown, language is not a neutral medium that simply reflects a
meaning or reality produced elsewhere. Rather, discourse theory has made
us alive to the ways in which language itself constitutes and creates that
meaning? And this discursive production of meaning is itself a contested
realm, one that is crucial to the operation of any cultural system and
structure of power. It should be noted that "language" and "discourse" are
used here in the descri ptive sense, to refer to that realm of symbolic activity
wherein social meaning is produced.

The move from discourse theory to its application to power structures
has itself been facilitated by the Gramscian notion of hegemony. As T.J.
Jackson Lears points out, Gramsci's work suggests that language is central
to the winning and cementing of a group's social prestige and intellectual
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and moral leadership - that is, its functioning is central to the process of
hegemony. It is, though, also the means by which groups can challenge that
hegemony, using parts of the hegemonic discourse itself to formulate new
challenges - political, economic, etc. - to the ruling group. Language,
then, is a "ground of meaning" interpenetrated with past and present
discursive structures and voices; it is a contested terrain wherein groups
struggle to define the meaning and acceptable boundaries of social actions
and intentions.'

Labourand social historians have not been immune to the ''linguistic tum."
Various works have argued recently that language is part and parcel of the
historical formation (or rather construction) of class itself; that is, it is a central
means by which a class "makes itself/" Meanwhile, studies of the Winnipeg
General Strike of 1919have remained on the more orthodox terrainof political
and economic analysis, with the debate centring on how to contextualize and
characterize this labour confrontation. Led by the work of David Bercuson in
the 1970s,one camp views the strike within the context of western Canadian
radicalism, arguing that the situation was not a truly revolutionary one,"
Meanwhile, more recent, Marxist-inspired work tries to go beyond this indus
trial relations framework to point to the profound ideological challenge put
forward by the working class in 1919. In this ''labour revolt" thesis, the
Winnipeg Strike is seen as part of a national working-class challenge, one that
was at least potentially revolutionary and connected to national and interna
tional changes in the capitalist system,"

The established historiography has provided insights upon which this
analysis could build, most notably in describing the ideologically charged
atmosphere within which the strike transpired. All studies plot an ever
increasing radicalization of the labour movement in the decade or so
preceding the strike, with Winnipeg itself becoming more and more polar
ized along class lines. And while the literature does not argue that the war
caused the strike, it suggests that World War I greatly heightened class
tensions leading up to the confrontation. Working-class resentment over
the high cost of living, conscription and war profiteering were matched by
business fears of the Bolshevik spectre to create an explosive atmosphere.
The often ambivalent role of returned soldiers has also been recognized, as
has the place of "aliens" in the strike? Finally, the participation of women
on both sides of the labour dispute has been the subject of recent study."

However, none of this literature has focussed specificallyupon the cultural
and discursive struggle that occurred during the strike, nor has it addressed
the extent to which the war largely set the terms of debate through which the
strike was fought. Meanwhile, recent studies of western Canadian radicalism
during this period have addressed the role of languageand discourse, without
studying the strike itself. These show that the Left in Canada's western
provinces was able to construct a language of protest - whether socialist,
democratic or populist - over the first half of this century,"And indeed, the
leadersof the WinnipegGeneral Strikeoperated withinand contributed to this
discursive and ideological tradition. But what can be gained from a close
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analysis of those leaders' counter-hegemonic challengeduring the strike itself
is a particularly focussed look at the process of hegemony, as well as sugges
tions as to how this contributed to labours radical tradition. This study, then,
proffers a fresh look at the events of late spring 1919, through the filter of the
linguistic tum.

Central Demands and the Economy of Sacrifice

The structure of the language through which the leaders of the Win
nipeg strike justified their demands was largely appropriated from the war
discourse of the previous years - and this discourse was predicated on
what Eric Leed has labelled the "economy of sacrifice." It was through this
"economy" that the WLN constructed a language of entitlement for the
workers, and as a corollary, presented an historically specific definition of
the working class and its own type of nation. In struggling for labour's righ t
to organize and a "living wage," the strike leaders claimed nothing less
than the legacy of the Allies' sacrifice and victory in the war.

The role which the economy of sacrifice played in structuring the
belligerent nations' discourse during and after World War I is described by
Eric Leed in NoMan'5 Land: Combat andIdentityin World War I. Leed uses this
paradigm to explain why men continued to fight through four years of
carnage, and what effect that had on their status within and attitude toward
society:

Within the national ideologies that reigned. in 1914, the civilian exchanged. his
private sell and his individual sell-interest for a public and communal identity
represented in the uniform. For this temporary loss of private sell, the soldier can
demand restitution in the form of honor, prestige, or financial rewards. to

Thus, the war replaced the "market place of status" - which characterized
"normal" capitalist society - with the community, the nation. This econ
omy, though, demanded a mutuality and equality of sacrifice between the
men fighting for their countryand those remainingat home. In this way, the
suffering and death at the front were made meaningful. However, Leed
notes that during and after the war, soldiers saw that this economy had
collapsed - that those at home were not sacrificing equally, that many
indeed were profiting from the war. The profiteer thus became the symbol
of this collapsed economy of sacrifice. While others died for the commu
nity, the profiteer successfully pursued his own private interests. The
inequalities of wealth and status of "normal" society had become inequali
ties of sacrifice and suffering during the war. Thus, the pact which had
made the soldiers' experiences and sacrifices meaningful collapsed, and a
sense of moral outrage toward the soldiers' home society resulted."

Significantly, in the midst of the strike, the WLN explicitly resurrected
the language of the economy of sacrifice. An example is a wartime speech
by Fred Dixon, labour activist and strike leader, which the paper printed
during the strike. Echoing labour's demand for the wartime conscription of
wealth, Dixon called for precisely the equality of sacrifice which Leed
points to: "The soldier sacrifices himself. Justice demands that men who
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have money should sacrifice their self." Dixon further argued that noman
should profit privately from the war, since the soldier will not (the best he
can hope for is to return home with his life). Furthermore, upon returning,
the soldiers must be provided with resources for a decent standard of
living. [No. 14]

The record of the paper's earlier wartime coverage does provide some
clues as to its strike discourse, although there were themes and emphases
which changed markedly. (From 1896 to 1918, what would become the
Western Labor News went under the title of TheVoice. The WLN was directly
run by the Winnipeg Trades and Labor Council, while The Voice simply
carried the Council's endorsement.) Especially in the war's first years.fhe
paper emphasized the horrors of combat - in contrast to the more preva
lent glorification of battle - and repeatedly argued that the workers' first
interest lay in the cessation of hostilities, since the war was a capitalist one
which used workers to kill each other. 12Certainly, the paperargued thatthe
war should be won by the Allies,but it did not foresee the collapse of British
political values and institutions upon a German victory." At the same time,
The Voice opposed conscription, excoriated profiteers, and characterized
moves by the government to curtail civil rights as "Prussian.r''" By 1918,
though, with victory in sight, the paper shifted its stance somewhat in
arguing that Canada had fought the war against German autocracy,' and
that the nation now. had to make the sacrifice worthwhile by changing the
relationship between property and humanity."

During the strike itself, the WLN continually underscored the injustice
of the war's unequal sacrifice, focussing most directly on the profiteer. The
soldier, it argued, had faced the Germans, the trenches and death, had put
up with bad food and fatally flawed weapons like the Ross rifle, while those
who sent them to war and supplied them inadequately were reaping
private profits. In their greed, wrote a dramatic WLN reporter, the profi
teers had drunk the blood of the dead in France. With the war over, after
meeting the returned soldier with a honeyed welcome, the establishment
was denying the soldier-workers their rightful demands for a better life.
[Nos. 3, 14]

In effect, this war discourse was engaged by the strike leaders to lay
claim to the sacrifice of the battlefield, to use it as (moral) justification for
their present demands. The most direct wayby which the WLNdid this was
to argue that the majority of returned soldiers came from and belonged to
the working class, and were now actively supporting the strike. The strike
leaders recognized the central role of the returned soldiers in the volatile
events of that sum~er.The WLN gave prominent, virtually daily coverage
to the large soldiers' meetings and parades in the parks and streets of
Winnipeg. It dubbed these gatherings the "Soldiers' Parliament" and
consistently reported their support for the strikers' cause. [Seefor example:
Nos. 14,17,22]

During the spring and summer of 1919, hundreds of troops were still
returning from overseas; however, their political sympathies were less

------------- - --
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clear than the strike leaders claimed. The veterans were both men of order,
"comrades" within the community, and men of action, agents of violence
and disorder. They could do battle against "foreigners" and forces of the
Left, or join with them against the police." Historians of the Winnipeg
Strike seem to agree that, as the strike progressed, the majority of enlisted
men did throw their weightbehind the strikers (if not the "redder," "alien"
elements amongst the latter), while many of the officers were active with
the antistrike Committee of 1000.17

Nevertheless, the veterans filling the streets of Winnipeg that summer
constituted an activated bodyofmen with conflictingpoliticalinstincts,whose
allegianceshad to be won. One of the crucialgoals the WLNset for itselfwas to
convince the soldiers to side with the strikers. Engaging a war discourse, with
its economy of sacrifice ascribing the veterans distinct rights, was the basic
weapon the paper employed in the cultural-propaganda battle of the
Winnipeg Strike. By identifying the soldiers as workers, the sacrifice of the
soldiers became the sacrificeofworkers, and thus the soldiers' right to demand
recompense became the workers' right as well.

The strike leaders also laid claim to the sacrifices of the battlefield by
equating the cause of the soldiers in France with the present cause of the
workers. The WLN wrote that the soldier who had "fought for liberty and
justice and a square deal has had these things burned into his very soul by
the experience of the battlefield." The veteran returned with these ideals
burning in his mind, the death of millions weighing upon his soul. But the
establishment's "reward" for him amounted to a "honeyed welcome,"
behind which lay insufficient food, clothing and shelter for his family, as
well as "slave-pacts, union-busting and machine guns." The veteran thus
became the "soldier-striker," demanding "a more effective voice in the
distribution of the products of his toil." He had fought "over there" for
these ideals, now he would fight for them at home. [Nos. 21,22,23] Indeed,
the two basic demands of the Winnipeg strikers of 1919 - the right of
collective bargaining and a "living wage" - were identified with the cause
of the war, even to the extent, the paper noted, that they were recognized in
the Paris Peace Treaty of 1919.[Nos. 4,24] The first demand was defined as
an element of democracy, while the second appeared as another way of
expressing the call for a "square deal." [No. 17]

In this equation of "fighting here" for the same ideals that were fought
for "over there," it is logical that the enemy should remain the same. For the
soldier-striker the tactics of the bosses, the Committee of 1000 and the
government, were nothing short of "Kaiserism" and "Prussianism." Arbi
trary action, denial of democratic rights, "poison gas and smoke screens"
-thatis, economic andpolitical "autocracy" -faced the strikers. [No. 14]
The structure of the discursive struggle taken up in the pages of the WLN
thus bound together as one the war and the strike. Indeed, the last issue
cried out: ''What shall the sacrifice profit Canada if she who has helped
destroy Kaiserism in Germany shall allow Kaiserism to be established at
home?" [No. 32]
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While the identification of workers as soldiers figured prominently in the
strikers' discourse, the latter's demands were also based upon the sacrifice
of the workers who remained in Canada during the war. As one WLN
writer argued: "The strikers gave as much, if not infinitely more, in cash
and labor to the nation during the great war than the others." [No.7] For the
strikers, one of the primary burdens that labour bore through the war was
radically escalating costs of living - price increases had outstripped the
rise in wages between 1914and 1918.The WLNargued that labour had been
told to "wait 'till the war is over" when it demanded higher wages in the
face of wartime prices. With the war over, though, employers were pursu
ing a campaign to decrease, rather than augment, wages. [No. 25] Signifi
cantly, this is fundamentally the same reasoning used by the returned
soldiers to press their claims; that is, both stay-home workers and soldiers
had foregone their just compensation during the war, and both were being
denied it now by employers.

On this point, it is important to note that the WLN was trying to
dismantle a serious impediment to the identification and alliance between
soldier and striker. As Leed implies, the veterans' resentment was directed
towards all those who stayed at home, who had not gone through the same
liminal and sacrificial experience as they. Thus, the WLN had to defuse any
lingering resentment or suspicion among the veterans that labour had
taken advantage of wartime conditions - shortage of manpower and
strong demand for products - for its own corporate interests. It also had
to counter any criticism of labours opposition to conscription during the
war. What the strikers feared were charges that the workers had not
subordinated their "private" interests to the country's, that they had not
supported the war lito the last man," and that they had profited from it.Is

Indeed, if the strike leaders failed to exonerate themselves of these charges
in the veterans' eyes, they would be unable to appeal to the "economy of
sacrifice" in making their demands.

The strike leaders also engaged a war discourse in the realm of economic
analysis, by equating wartime and peacetime profiteering. The WLNar
gued that the high cost of living was the immediate, root cause of the strike.
These high prices, it noted, resulted from the profiteering inherent in the
present capitalist system. [No.6, 25]The inequities of the economic system
in Canada - the capitalist, individualistic profit system - were identified
with the inequities of the "profiteering" of the war. Indignation levelled at
the latter, then, could simply be transferred to the former."

Furthermore, the economic enemy in labours peacetime struggle was
the same "Kaiserism" that the soldiers had fought. Canada's prewar eco
nomic system, which the employers were trying to maintain, was described
as industrial junkerism:

Those who hold that the old pre-war order can go quietly on its way, capital
taking what it likes and labor what it can get, must be made to realize that the
war has pulled down industrial junkerism just as surely as it has demolished the
military junkers of Germany. [No. 15]
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Attempts by Canadian employers to impose the methods of scientific
management were criticized as "Prussianism" in their treatment of labour
as a machine. [No.7] In his 1923 "novel of post-war disillusionment," The
Magpie, Douglas Durkin displayed a similar awareness of employers'
attempts to employ the arbitrary and dehumanizing industrial efficiency
which, during the war, had been attacked as the autocratic Prussian way of
life. Set in Winnipeg during the general strike, the foil for Durkin's protago
nist is a strike-breaking expert brought in to deal with the Winnipeg
workers. At one point, the expert unashamedly argues that much could be
learned from the defeated Germans' methods of economic organization."
Once again, the refrain for the strikers and soldiers was: we fought Prus
sianism over there, we now must fight it here.

It also can be noted that this counterhegemonic dynamic was at work in
the WLN's labour theory of value. The masthead for the papers non-strike
issues proclaimed: "We must control all we produce - We produce all."
Gareth StedmanJones argues that the nineteenth-eentury English Chartists
had made a similar claim, in demanding enfranchisement and their "natu
ral rights to the fruits of labour." He points out that these demands likewise
turned the generally accepted justification for bourgeois capitalism 
Locke's definition of property as the mixing of labour with nature - into a
"radical axiom."?' The "producer ideology" which made its way into the
writing of the WLNwas a strong force in Canadian history, both before and
after the war.22Significantly, this ideology had not been the property of any
one class or group; especially in western Canada, it often acted to unify
diverse camps into active political movements. From the perspective of our
notion of hegemony, none of this is surprising. For as Tony Bennett argues,
the cultural terrain is not populated by hermetically sealed, compartmen
talized cultures - say, ''bourgeois'' and "proletariat.v" Rather, the struggle
and process of hegemony results in compromised, negotiated elements of
each being present in the other.

The strike leaders, then, engaged in a discursive struggle on the cultural
terrain through the war discourse of the "economy of sacrifice." It claimed
for the workers the legacy of both the victory and sacrifice of World War I.
Significantly, the workers' struggle was defined as truly "patriotic" - that
is, it served the cause of humanity, not of narrow corporate interests. This
claim, of course, is demanded by the logic of the economy of sacrifice which
animated the strikers' discourse. The workers had to be shown as strug
gling for communal interests, and not selfish, private ones, if they were to
lay claim to the (moral) legacy of the war. In class terms, the strikers argued
that they were fighting for both themselves and the middle class. Both
classes had to pay the same high rents, food prices and the like, while
profits went to the same profiteers. [No. 19] This strategy can be under
stood in Gramscian terms as an attempt to create an historical bloc, uniting
the lower-middle and working classes through a common enemy and a
common experience of hardship. However, the WLNclearly saw the work
ing class as the intellectual and moral leaders in this bloc, for it was this class
that was the purest incarnation of wartime hardship and opposition to
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profiteers. Indeed, in true Gramscian fashion, the workers were depicted as
fighting for their own emancipation, but, in so doing, advancing beyond
their corporate interests to struggle for the cause of the country and of
humanity. Through this claim to universality, the WLN tried to assume
moral and intellectual leadership during the Winnipeg Strike without yet
securing political power."

British Law, Justice and the Discourse of Citizenship

In engaging the "economyofsacrifice," the WLNappealed to some of the
most potent values of postwar Canadian society - most specifically, those
mobilized in fighting the war itself. However, in doing so the strike paper
redefined and appropriated those values into a working-class discourse of
entitlement. The paper also used this strategy of employing hegemonic
values for radical ends on the more political-legal issues of the strike. In the
face of repressive measuresby government and a propaganda campaignby
antistrike forces, the WLNappealed to traditions of British law and justice,
standing upon the strikers' rights as British-Canadian citizens. Most nota
bly, the arrest of the strike leaders in mid-June and the Committee of 1000's
attempts to depict the strikers as disloyal "aliens" and noncitizens were
challenges the WLNmet on the discursive battlefield, From its responses

---emerged a specifically working class definition of justice - both juridical
and substantive - and citizenship, which in tum contributed to a counter
hegemonic conceptualization of Canada as a nation. In short, the paper
sought to establish the rights of the strikers' class based upon working class
definitions of justice, citizenship and nation.

The notion that the law can be used for radicalizing as well as repressive
ends is not novel. In his study of the eighteenth-century Black Act in
England, E.P. Thompson also points to the radical potential of the British
"rule of law." Certainly, Thompson admits that the law - both practically
and ideologically - most often acts to strengthen and support the ruling
class. But for him, the law is also a contested terrain which can be, and has
been, used by the ruled to figh t for their rights. Thompson writes: "it is often
from within that very rhetoric [of the rule of law] that a radical critique of
the practice of the society is developed.r'" For the WLNdid precisely this:
it mobilized the expressed tenets of the ruling class to support radical
demands on society."

Thus, when faced with repressive government actions, the WLNdefended
the strikers' interests by appealing to the traditions of British law, arguing that
the strikers enjoyed wide-ranging rights as British citizens. After the midnight
arrest of ten strike leaders on 17 June, the WLNdemanded justice for them
based upon the "great body of common law and precedent from the Magna
Carta down that guards the personal liberty, not only of British subjects, butof
the meanest slave that sets foot on Britishsoil." [No. 29]The paper argued that
the government's actions violated such rights as personal liberty, freedom of
expression, and habeas corpus to which all British subjects were entitled 
indeed, that the government had placed British justice on trial. It was asserted

---------------- ---
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that the leaders were law-abiding Britishsubjects,who could not be treated so
arbitrarily. ''The British-born are asking ifCanada is really under Britishlaw,"
the paper stated. ''If not, well they have been nurtured in British tradition and
they will not surrender a freedom guaranteed them by the Magna Carta and
the Billof Rights." [No. 28]

As the strike leaders recognized, though, the ruling classes hold most
cards in the game of law; to ignore this would risk a naive pluralism. And
indeed, the record of the Winnipeg Strike of 1919 shows the decisive
resources which the authorities could dispose of, as well as their willing
ness to circumvent recognized rights in times of crisis. Apart from the
secretive arrests of the strike leaders, the government's willingness to
redefine law to its own purposes was most clear in its hasty amendment of
the Immigration Act during the peak of the strike. The new act gave the
government added powers to deport "subversives" who were not of
Canadian birth or naturalization. But, as the Manitoba Free Press noted, this
meant that the new penalties would apply to virtually "all persons of
British birth," since so few took the trouble to be naturalized in Canada."
The act, then, was clearly aimed at the large contingent of British-born
among the strikers. By this amendment, though, the government was
effectively rejecting the traditional definition that a Canadian was a British
subject residing in Canada." Admittedly, the government and employers
found it necessary to characterize the British strikers as anarchists - that is,
outside the legitimate bounds of society - and thus as not truly British. In
the end, when a claim of rights was made by the strikers to the original
definition of citizenship, and this claim was seen to threaten the hegemonic
principle of the ruling class - that is, it touched upon the latter's central
economic interests - then the government felt the need to change that
definition.

As suggested, the WLNrecognized much of this; it too saw that legal
forms often were exploited by the ruling class for its own ends. [No. 31]For
this reason, the notions of British justice mobilized by the paper went
beyond the purely juridical or formalistic, to the substantive and social.
That is, the strike leaders' conception of British justice and legal-political
tradition included "substantial justice," [No. 29] itself predicated on a
"natural justice" more fundamental than written law," No doubt, the WLN
believed that this notion was shared by middle-class Winnipegers as well,
and that the paper had to show that the law was not being applied justly
and universally, but rather was being manipulated by the powerful. It was
precisely these substantive claims, though, that threatened the hegemonic
(economic) principle of the ruling elite and triggered the government's
repressive measures. The demands for "substantial justice" through a
living wage and the righ t to organize openly challenged the untrammelled
right of capital to its private profits. Thus, when the ideological consensus
of a putatively universal rule of law and economic "fair play" broke down,
and a central issue was at stake, the state engaged its coercive resources:
arbitrary arrests, and the militia and police in the streets."
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Aside from the central demands of a fair wage and the right to collective
bargaining, the WLN'snotion of "substantial justice" also was expressed by
the papers appeal for all sides in the strike to adhere to "fair play" in the
struggle." The WLNdecried the authorities' methods in arresting the strike
leaders - invading their homes in the dead of night, frightening their
wives and children-as secretive, conspiratorial, and ungentlemanly. [No.
28]Notably, this implicit appeal to prevalent notions of gender was supple
mented by more overt calls that the "womanhood" of those women ac
tively involved in strike or antistrike activities should be recognized and
respected. "Let the fight be fair," it cried. [No. 20]Thus, the message was:
let us be decent men and treat women by the rules of decent society, even
in the midst of a bitter struggle.

Indeed, the indignation mobilized here for the sake of the strikers
appealed to a potently gendered social norm, one that crossed class
boundaries: that is, the home as a private, inviolable sphere, wherein dwell
the "weaker' members of society who need protection from the rough and
ready rules of the public realm. Recent literature on the working class and
the "woman question" has shown the extent to which the Left shared these
values, idealized in the notion of the "family wage." Indeed, the Left's
response to demands for greater gender equality was structured by the
"family wage" ideal- that is, the husband was to earn enough to support
his wife and children, who would not have to work for wages and thus
could remain in the horne." Thus, the WLN's counterhegemonic construc
tion of working-class entitlement was distinctly gendered.33 Not only did it
hold to a notion of "fair play" that included a code of gentlemanly conduct,
but the rights it claimed under the economy of sacrifice applied almost
exclusively to men - both those who fought on the front and those who
sacrificed at horne."

Meanwhile, the strike leaders' notion of "substantial justice"emerged from
their own experience in and knowledge of the gains labour had made in
Britain. As Norman Penner notes, many of the principal strike leaders 
including several of those arrested - "were British immigrants who had
brought with them militant, democratic and socialist traditions from the
Britishlabour movement." Upon coming to Canada before the war, they were
faced with a situation far less favourable to labour, and they set about "to win
what they considered from their Britishexperience to be elementary.T"

These expectations manifested themselves in the pages of the WLN. In
contrast to the foot-dragging of Canadian governments and employers, the
paper pointed to the "British rights of freedom of work, to organize, and to
secure a decent living." Indeed, J.5.Woodsworth argued that, in the call for
a living wage and the righ t to collective bargaining, the strikers were simply
demanding what had long ago been recognized in Britain - that the British
tradition was more radical than Canadian employers realized, and that in
this the strikers were more British than their"Americanized" bosses. The
paper further pointed out that, in every other nation under the British flag,
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the struggle of the working class had brought labour parties into existence,
and that at Westminster itself Labour sat as the official Opposition. [No. 23]

For the WLN, then, the task of labour was to struggle for those rights and
achievements already won in Britain. And in the paper's eyes, the govern
ment's arbitrary actions conjured up that most un-British spectre - Prussian
ism - in Canada. Significantly, by portraying the Canadian government's
actions as arbitrary, autocratic and Prussian, and contrasting them with the
ideals of British democracy and justice, the WLNechoed the discursive battle
lines of the war. Once again engaging the war discourse, the strike organ
indignantly cried: ''We, brought up under British laws, thought that the fight
for political freedom had been fought and won" - that is, in the war and the
peace settlement - "[but] the fight is on!" [No. 29]In the matters of legal and
political-eeonomic rights, Canada still had to be brought under British law.

This appropriation of the language of British law and justice itself was
the basis for the WLN's discourse of citizenship. The battle over the mean
ing of citizenship was one of the most pitched fought on the discursive
battlefield, for the pro-employer Committee of 1000 sought to defeat the
strikers by depicting them as disloyal "aliens" and noncitizens. In opposi
tion to the latter's racialist and bourgeois-nationalist "Canada for Canadi
ans," the strike leaders posited a working-class based conceptualization of
citizenship and nation. In the latter, Canadian citizenship was still "Brit
ish," which meant a collection of juridical rights and substantive demands
to which the strikers laid claim. Progress for Canada lay in becoming more
like Britain. This tack was somewhat different than the more class-based
one taken by the paper through the war, when the working class demanded
rights asworkers, rather than as British subjects, and when there was more
talk of the working class as Canadian.

At least in part, the WLN's strike-time discourse of citizenship was
determined by tactical necessities, for the paper had to directly counter the
Committee of 1000's active press campaign to discredit the strikers. Cre
ated early in the strike by Winnipeg's most influential businessmen, the
Committee was the effective locus of nongovernment opposition to the
strike - all the while maintaining close ties with all three levels of govern
ment." In a series of full- and half-page advertisements in the city's dailies
- no doubt a response in kind to the WLN's own propagandistic efforts 
the Committee of 1000 set out a definition of "Canadian" designed to
exclude the strikers. Its campaign of "Canada for Canadians" and Cana
dian "Ioyalism" was predicated on the figure of the alien. Of course, any
structure of inclusion - be it the family, community, or nation - requires
a group which must be excluded, an other against which the included
members can define their identity.

For the Committee of 1000, the alien served as the quintessential
noncitizen, the other; and the strike, it argued, was largely the work of alien
agitators. The racial element of the Committee's nationalist discourse is
patent. Calls to make "Canada safe for Canadians" and alarmist claims that
"27,000 registered alien enemies" lived in Winnipeg, running alongside the
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dailies' editorial cartoons depicting swarthy immigrants as the source ofall
problems, are evidence of this. The Committee also tried to deny the
strikers any claim to the sacrifice of the war by labelling them deserters,
anticonscriptionists and pro-German. Itself engaging the war discourse
and the economy of sacrifice, the Committee argued that the strike leaders
had not sacrificed during the war, that their loyalty was suspect and that
they now did not deserve the rights of citizenship." It can be noted that
there was nothing novel about the ideological strategy pursued by the
Committee of 1000 during the strike. Ruling elites have all too frequently
employed racial and "loyalty" criteria embedded in national ideologies to
justify the bases of their power: be they private property, a specific brand of
law and order, or the like.

While the Committee of 1000's tack on the "alien question" therefore
was clear, the strikers were pushed into a more ambiguous position.
Initially, the WLNrejected the Winnipeg employers' anti-alien campaign as
a red herring. Echoing the official labour-socialist position, the paper
asserted that it was class, and not race, that really mattered. The immigrant,
then, was viewed as a fellow worker and striker, while the employers were
attacked as hypocrites. It was they who had brought in the alien, and
profited from him, not labour; and indeed, the former disliked the immi
grant only if he organized. [No. 11]Certainly, this was a sensitive point for
the paper, for the influx of immigrants touched on labour's traditional fears
of depressed wages and union busting. The WLN, though, tried to turn the
tables on the Committee of 1000,by charging that the employers were the
"real aliens." That is, they were not true citizen-patriots, since they served
only their own private interests, not those of the community and humanity,
and had used even the war for private gain. [No. 19]

It was the need to appeal to the returned soldiers - the loci of the
strikers' discourse - that made the alien question so problematic for the
WLN, and caused it to downplay its more properly labourist-socialist
analysis. The returned soldiers' attitude toward the "alien" was not overly
sympathetic. Veterans took an active part in anti-alien violence in
Winnipeg in January 1919,attacking scores of perceived foreigners, and
wrecking the local German club and the business establishment of Jewish
socialist Sam Blumenburg." Moreover, returned soldiers appeared all-too
receptive to demands - voiced by employers' groups like the Committee
of 1000 - that veterans be given the jobs held by aliens or recent immi
grants. They, British- and Canadian-born, had loyally sacrificed for the
country and deserved compensation. Both the "Soldiers' Parliament" and
the strike committee passed resolutions supporting the government's
effort to deport "undesirable aliens," and further opposed any increased
immigration from enemy lands. Indeed, the soldiers echoed a senator's cry
that legislation to halt immigration from the latter was "called for by the
blood of 55,000Canadian dead." [No. 19]

The paper's ambiguous position was displayed - after the early weeks
of the strike - in the two main political-legal issues that emerged in the
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strike. Showing that it was not immune to the racial definitions prevalentat
the time, the WLN attacked the civicemployees' pledge which would have
prohibited municipal sympathy strikes as a "slave pact" which no free
Briton, no "white man" would sign. [No. 14] The WLN, though, did
explicitly demand that all people under the British flag be given British
rights. It reiterated the point in demanding the release of the remaining
foreign-born men arrested in connection with the strike: "Labor insists on
British justice to all irrespective of birth." Significantly, it identified these
men as ''brothers and workers," evoking the class-based analysis which
was the paper's first position on the alien question. [No. 31]However, this
demand only came after the British-born strike leaders had been released
on bail. That is, the paper originally had stressed the rights of the British
leaders only - the latter were, no doubt, easier to fit within the strikers'
discourse of citizenship and (legal) entitlement.

Conclusion

Thus, during the peak of the Winnipeg General Strike, both strikers and
antistrikers were engaged on the contested terrain of nationalism, of defin
ing the postwar nation and the right of citizenship in it. It seems appropri
ate to conclude this discussion by considering part of the legacy of this
contest, and more specifically, the legacy of what in effect was an histori
cally specific attempt by the working class to entrench its identity and
demands within its own definition of the nation. First let us note that if, as
Chantal Mouffe argues, the hegemonic process involves ideological ele
ments becoming class specific only after they have been rearticulated
through the hegemonic principle, then it is conceivable to define the nation
- which admittedly is a large bundle of ideological elements - through a
non- bourgeois prism." It is this possibility that Frederic Jameson appears
to admit in arguing that the Left cannot let others have free run on the
terrain of the nation, that a "Left which cannot grasp the immense Utopian
appeal of nationalism ... can scarcely hope to 'reappropriate' such collec
tive energies and must effectively doom itself to political impotence.T"

In the postwar, poststrike period, the national terrain in Canada was
appropriated by established, rather than radical, forces. The thesis which
largely gained hold was that World War I had been Canada's coming-of
age as a nation, that the 55,000 dead and the united effort to produce food
and munitions for the Allies demanded the recognition of Canada's matur
ity. For the first time in its history, Canadians had done truly great things
together. This was the argument which Prime Minister Robert Borden
persistently made in his attempt to win a League ofNations seat for Canada
during the 1919 peace negotiations in Paris.41 Predicated on race and a
loyalty to established authority, this nationalist discourse - espoused by
the Committee of 1000 during the Winnipeg General Strike - was the
traditional one of the European bourgeoisie's nation-state. It was, then, a
paradoxical mix of the traditional and "progressive": the ruling class's
position within Canadian society remained intact, bu t what they ruled over
had progressed from colony to nation.
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The construction of the nation put forward by the leaders of the Win
nipeg Strike shared something of this coming-of-age theme. But in this
working-class definition, national maturity meant social change rather
than the right to speak independently in the councils of the world. The war
had been fought, not for national grandeur, but for democracy, a "square
deal," and the recognition of labour's legitimate place in society - as had
partially come about in Britain. Byengaging a war discourse in the critical
struggle arising from the 1919General Strike, the nation took on a promi
nent role in the definition of working-class entitlement. The strikers' claim
to the Canadian soldiers' sacrifices on the battlefield demanded this promi
nence. For, despite the WLN's class analysis of the war between 1914and
1918,the majority of soldiers believed that they had fought for Canada and
Britain - whatever those terms meant. Indeed, as we have seen, the history
of the strike can be depicted as a struggle to define their meaning. However,
the worker per sewas still portrayed as the true citizen, who as producer of
all served the cause of humanity, and thereby must hold power in the new
nation that was to be formed. But if the Winnipeg General Strike demon
strates the radicalizing potential of counterhegemonic challenges, it also
shows the limitations of having to work within the hegemonic process. In
formulating a discourse of working-class entitlement the strike leaders
were unable to esc,apeprevalent notions of gender and - to a lesser extent
- race, to draft fresh definitions of these within a new conceptualization of
society. Thus, while they did present an alternative vision of a just and
equitable Canada, that vision itself had its blind spots.

And indeed, the legacy of the Winnipeg Strike is an ambiguous one.
Was it, after all, a success? Following the violent events of "Bloody Satur
day" and the arrests of more strike leaders, the Strike Committee decided
on 25June to call off the general strike. Concrete guarantees on the strikers'
two central demands had notbeen won, and the various governments were
able to postpone fundamental social change until after the capitalist world
had gone through its worst economic disaster and another war. Politically,
though, the legacy was less discouraging. Through the 1920s,Labour and
Progressive parties scored numerous electoral successes, including the
election to the House of Commons of J.S. Woodsworth and A.A. Heaps,
both prominent strike leaders. In the end, the discourse of entitlement
drafted during the General Strike of 1919provided these activists, and the
working class as a whole, with the means - admittedly qualified - by
which the hegemony of the national ruling elite could be challenged.
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"To Reach the Leadership
of this Revolutionary Movement":
A.J. Andrews, the Canadian State

and the Suppression of the Winnipeg General Strike
Tom Mitchell

ABSTRACT.Denunciations of the leadership of the Winnipeg General Strike by business and
political leaders suggest that the state had prepared from the beginning to put a violent end to
the strike. However, only after it became clear that the strike would not collapse of its own
weight did those in charge of the state's machinery of repression take the decision to suppress
the strike through the arrest and detention of the strike leadership. While the defeat of the
strike was obviously a product of a combined effort involving the Winnipeg business commu
nity and various agencies of the Canadian state, this article argues that A.J.Andrews, the agent
of the Department of Justice in Winnipeg during the strike, was the principal architect of the
suppression of the Winnipeg General Strike.

SOMMAIRE. Les denondations publiques des meneurs de la Greve generaledeWinnipeg par
les dirigeants d'affaires et les chefs politiques laissent supposer que ceux-ci etaient prets, des
son declenchement, arecourir ala violence pour y mettre fin. Ce n'est toutefois que lorsqu'il
devint evident que la greve ne s'effrondrerait pas d'elle-meme que les detenteurs du pouvoir
de repression de I'Etat resolurent d'y mettre un terme par I'arrestation et la detention des
meneurs. nest clair que la defaite de la greve fut Ie resultat d'efforts conjoints des hommes
d'affaires de Winnipeg et de differents services du gouvernement canadien, mais l'article
demontre que A.J.Andrews, representant du ministere canadien de la Justice durant la Greve
generaIe de Winnipeg, fut Ie grand architecte de sa repression.

It is generally accepted that the use of state power to suppress the
Winnipeg General Strike alienated the city's workers and polarized Mani
toba politics for generations to come.' The vehemence of federal
government and local business denunciations of the strike leadership may
suggest that the state had prepared from the beginning to put a violent end
to the strike. Certainly some elements of the business community, includ
ing the leaders of the anti-strike Citizens' Committee of 1000, were
determined to crush the strike at all costs and gave little thought to the
social climate that would result if state power was used in a direct and
lethal manner to kill the strike. Yet not all opponents of the strike were so
unmindful of the need to sustain the legitimacy of the state and the ruling
elite. Only after it became clear that the strike would not collapse of its own
weight did those in charge of the state's machinery of repression give in to
the logic of the Citizens' Committee. Arguably, such a result was almost
inevitable because, despite their fear of the consequences of direct suppres
sion of the strike, Arthur Meighen, acting Minister of Justice in the Borden
Government, and his principal agent in Winnipeg, A.J. Andrews, were
committed to the unconditional defeat of the strike. In what follows, the
evolution of the Canadian state's response to the Winnipeg General Strike
is examined. Because of his central importance, the role of A.J.Andrews in
shaping this response is given particular attention.

Late in May 1919, Arthur Meighen, acting Minister of Justice, and
Senator Gideon Robertson, Minister of Labour, travelled to Winnipeg to
intervene in the Winnipeg General Strike. Winnipeg's geographic location
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and importance to the national economy, and the character of the postwar
crisis out of which the strike grew, meant the strike could disrupt the
country's economy and undermine the established order. At Fort William,
Meighen and Robertson were met by two representatives of Winnipeg's
Citizens' Committee of 1000,an organization created by Winnipeg's busi
ness elite at the outset of the strike to defeat what the business community
viewed as a revolutionary assault on the established order. The member
ship of the Committee, drawn principally from the Winnipeg Board of
Trade and the Winnipeg branch of the Manufacturers Association, also
included members of the Manitoba Bar Association.

A.J. Andrews KC, who was a founding member of the Committee and a
leading Winnipeg lawyer, was one of the representatives of the Citizens'
Committee who met with Robertson and Meighen at Fort William.2 A
member of the Winnipeg elite throughout his career, Andrews was de
scribed by a contemporary as "preeminently a trial lawyer, a strategist and
tactician to be respected and feared bu t never hated by his opponents,"?
Born at Franklin, Quebec in 1865,Andrews, the son of a Methodist minister,
came to Winnipeg with his family from Galt, Ontario in 1881.Then sixteen
years of age, Andrews was admitted as a student at law to the firm of D.A.
Walker, then the Attorney General of Manitoba. Andrews served in Sas
katchewan during the Riel Rebellion and was admitted to the Manitoba Bar
in 1886.Elected a Winnipeg alderman in 1893,he was mayor in 1898at the
age of thirty-two and re-elected in 1899.He subsequently sought election
unsuccessfully to the Manitoba legislature on four occasions. At the time of
his death, a columnist in the Winnipeg Free Press explained that Andrews
"had a fund of common sense and a talent for practical affairs that also
brought many of the city's leading businessmen to his door for advice.?"
Andrews' unabashed conservatism and his reputation as an astute political
strategist and careful legal tactician made him a natural point of reference
for federal authorities in their handling of a pivotal strike.

At Fort William, Meighen and Robertson were advised that the Citizens'
Committee viewed the strike as an incipient revolution; only resolute and
decisive action could prevent disaster. Both readily accepted this perspec
tive on the strike. Robertson ad vised his deputy minister in Ottawa that the
"motive behind this strike undoubtedly was the overthrow of constitu
tional Covernment/" Meighen concluded that the goals of the strike lead
ership were "of a most sinister character and far different from those that
the ordinary sympathetic striker has in view.?" From the outset, then, the
settled view of the principal federal cabinet members responsible for
handling the Winnipeg General Strike was that it was not just an industrial
relations crisis, but a challenge to the established order.

This initial bias in the federal government's attitude toward the strike
was reflected in Meighen's unusual appointment, on 26 May 1919, of A.J.
Andrews as representative of the federal Justice Department in Winnipeg.
Andrews' assignment was to examine the evidence available against the
leadership of the strike with a "view to ascertaining whether or not the
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activities of these men is of a seditious or treasonable character and to
advise as to what should be done.?" His actual role in the strike extended
well beyond the terms of reference of his initial appointment. As the strike
progressed, Andrews became the principal strategist in Winnipeg of fed
eral government efforts to contain and defeat the strike. He emerged as a
tactician of state repression and contributed to a legacy of legislative
weapons to be used by the state againstagents of disorder. His contribution
to the defeat of the strike was summed up by the Toronto Starin late June
1919 when it concluded that Andrews was lithe principal human factor
opposing the strike movement/"

One day after his appointment A.J. Andrews met with Colonel C.
Starnes, Royal North West Mounted Police Commander of the Manitoba
District. He told Starnes that he had been authorized to deal with general
matters pertaining to the strike and "to take action against agitators if
necessary."9 YetAndrews was determined to move cautiously. After exam
ining Royal North West Mounted Police (RNWMP) files, Andrews con
cluded that it would be unwise to make any arrests at that time as
convictions were unlikely and "the publicity and stir resulting from a trial
would do more harm than good.?'" Clearly, Andrews did not want to open
a greater chasm between the elite and the mass ofWinnipegsociety. Arrests
had to be timed for maximum effect in defeating the strike and legitimized
by the exigencies of the moment. Ill-considered action could provoke a
deeper crisis and rally the strikers, while undermining the authority of
government and the legitimacy of the elements allied against the strike.

For similar reasons, Andrews rejected as ill-eonceived and impractical
the decision of the Winnipeg Police Commission on 29 May to require a
declaration of loyalty from the police force who were members of a union
which had voted to jointhe strike, but who remained on duty at the request
of the strike leadership. The commission's action threatened to lead to a
wholesale dismissal of the force and disorder in the streets as no alternative
to the regular force existed. Andrews told Meighen that "it would never do
to have the Mounted Police take the place of striking Policemen, it would
prejudicially affect our situation throughout Canada.?" In Andrews' view,
there was no middle course between continuing with the present force,
strengthened if necessa~ with recruits to replace any defections, and
imposing martial law.12 After Andrews and General H.D.B. Ketchen,
General Commanding Officer (GeO) of the Canadian Armed Forces in
Winnipeg, advised Winnipeg Mayor Gray that the RNWMP would not
police Winnipeg, civic authorities began the appointment of special police
alongside the regular force.

Notwithstanding the turmoil created by the strike, at the end of May,
Andrews believed that eventually it would collapse without the direct
intervention of the state. Implicit in this assumption was the notion that, in
the siege war that the strike had become, the resources, leadership, and
prestige of the Winnipeg business elite, allied with the tacit support of the
state, would prevail in the struggle against labour. Andrews told Meighen

-----------------
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on 31 May 1919 that unless some serious mistake was made he thou~ht that
the strike was practically at an end and would disintegrate rapidly. 3

Yet,if the strike did not disintegrate on its own, Andrews had a growing
arsenal of judicial weapons to use against it. For example, on 29 May 1919
Andrews was advised by Starnes of pending revisions to the Immigration
Act and the Criminal Code. While aspects of the Criminal Code were under
study by a Commons Committee, federal government plans to amend the
Immigration Act to counter the growing radicalism of organized labour
and the Canadian Left had been before Parliament since the spring of 1919.
Through such legislation it was planned to exclude from Canada persons
who believed in, or advocated, the overthrow of constituted government
by force or violence or who advocated the unlawful destruction of prop
erty." Amendments would also remove immigrants who were in prohib
ited or undesirable classes from the law's provision that an immigrant
domiciled in the country for five years could not be deported. As Starnes
explained, these amendments "would give far greater facilities to deal with
agitators without the customary machinery of a jury trial.,,15 Andrews was
eager to have these and other changes approved. Appropriately framed
and directed, the law provided a measure of force that could be employed
effectively with a limited political cost. On 1 June 1919, he explained to
Meighen that "the law as it now stands seems to me to be very ineffective in
coping with the Bolshevik movement ... some legislation, either by Order
in Council or by Act of Parliament, should be passed at once dealing with
the situation.v" Two days later, he pleaded with Meighen for the legal
weapons "to reach the leaders in this revolutionary movement.v"

Events seemed to confirm Andrews' sense of urgency. In early June,
contending formations of returned soldiers, those sympathetic to the strike
being the largest and most vigorous, paraded repeatedly in the streets of
Winnipeg. As well, mediation efforts initiated late in May to settle the
vexatious issue of collective bargaining for the metal trades were under
mined by the Citizens' Committee which demanded the arrest of the strike
leadership and the total defeat of the strike while urging the metal trades
proprietors to refuse to participate in negotiations.IS Finally, on 3June, in an
attempt to increase the pressure on the provincial government to intervene
on behalf of the strikers, the delivery of bread and milk under the auspices
of the Strike Committee was discontinued.

The deepening crisis, with no apparent resolution in sight, triggered a
debate in the House of Commons during which Arthur Meighen made it
clear that, in his view, the general strike was, by its very nature, a challenge
to the constitutional order which could not be allowed to succeed. As he
explained "a general strike to succeed or, indeed, to continue, must result
in the usurpation of governmental authorityon the partof those controlling
the strike. It did so result in Winnipeg; it must ever so result." It followed
logically that if the Winnipeg Strike was allowed to succeed it would lead
to "a combination of all organizations of labour in the Dominion takingpart
in and determining the event of every dispute as to labour conditions and
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wages here, there, and at any other point, why then you have the perfection
of Bolshevism.?"

In Winnipeg, Andrews was increasingly preoccupied with securing the
weapons to take direct action against the strike. He pleaded with Meighen
to hurry through amendments to the Immigration Act. Once these were in
place, he explained, Commissioner Perry of the RNWMP was prepared to
deport "one hundred dangerous aliens.,,2o And, in response to continuing
demands from the Citizens' Committee for arrests and his growingconcern
with the direction of affairs, Andrews arranged a meeting on the morning
of 4 June 1919with the Premier, Mayor Gray, Perry, Starnes, Ketchen, and
T.J. Johnson, the provincial attorney general, to consider moving against
the strike leadership under the existing provisions of the Criminal Code. At
the meeting Ketchen, Starnes, and Perry built a convincing case against the
immediate arrest of the strike leadership by arguing that such action would
simply fuel sympathetic strikes across the West.

Though he had wavered toward a policy of direct intervention, for the
time being Andrews embraced this strategy of inaction. He explained to
Meighen on 6 June 1919 that the strike had failed in its goal of paralyzing
the city because of the prompt action of the citizens of Winnipeg. Across the
West, sympathetic strikes, with few exceptions, had generally proven
anemic. Moreover, so far success against the strike had been achieved
"without the aid of force or the intervention of the law in any form.":"
Ending the strike now through arrests of the strike leadership would
provide a vivid example of the inherently antagonistic relationship be
tween labour and capital and allow the strikers to "claim that they would
have won but for the intervention of the Government controlled by the
master class.?" Moreover, the immediate effect of the arrests would be to
galvanize the entire labour movement and "we will not only have to fight
the present strikers but all organized labour including the Great Interna
tional Craft Unions.,,23 Yet, Andrews' caution about using force to end the
crisis did not prevent him from reiterating his earlier appeals to Meighen to
employ the legislative power of the state against the strike. He told him that
the approval of legislation currently before Parliament allowing for the
deportation of "the class of undesirables that should be deported [would]
... stem the tide of revolution.v"

The Act to Amend the Immigration Act, containing these provisions,
was adopted on 5 June and given royal assent on 6 June 1919. Meighen
wired the text of the act to Andrews the same day. Andrews was deeply
disappointed with the amended act. He told Meighen that the legislation
was useless because it did not cover "the dangerous class not born in
Canada.T" The British radicals who dominated the leadership of the strike
committee were unaffected by changes in theact. As a result, the amended
act would not "meet the situation or satisfy citizens who if I inform them of
the real facts will be greatly disheartened and disgusted.?" Andrews
advised Meighen that both Commissioner Perry and General Ketchen
shared his disappointment. Perry, who had told the Citizens' Committee
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that the amended legislation would allow him to deport any undesirables
not Canadian born, felt deceived.

Meighen responded to Andrews' criticism almost immediately. Noting
that he had realized the inadequacy of the amended Immigration Act after
perusing it the evening of 5 June 1919, he advised Andrews that he had
prepared a further amendment "sufficiently wide to cover all except those
born or naturalized in Canada.?" He expected the amendment would be
adopted within twenty-four hours. On 6 June 1919,the Minister of Immi
gration introduced another bill to amend the Immigration Act to effect an
extension of the classes liable for deportation. J.A. Calder explained that
"the matter had been looked into further and the law officers of the Crown
have advised that the section as it stands does not really cover all that was
intended.r'" In a matter of minutes on 6 June, an act to amend the only
recently amended Immigration Act was adopted by the Commons and
Senate and given royal assent.

The Immigration Act of 1910and the first amending act of 5 June 1919
had provided for the deportation of any person engaged in prohibited
activities "other than a Canadian citizen." The second amending act,
rushed through in record time on 6 June, defined what was meant by a
Canadian citizen with the addition of the words "either by reason of birth
in Canada, or by reason of naturalization in Canada." As British subjects
remained ineligible for naturalization until the adoption of the Canadian
Citizenship Act in 1946, the effect of the 6 June amendment was to leave
British-born immigrants in Canada exposed to deportation under Section
41 of the new Immigration Act. With the adoption of this amendment,
Andrews had the changes required to detain and deport the British leader
ship of the strike."

The Immigration Act was not the only legislation under review which
might be used against the strikers. On 6June 1919the special committee of
the House, which had been appointed on 1May 1919to review the Criminal
Code and to consider and report on the laws relating to sedition and
seditious propaganda, presented its report to the House. Legislation based
on the report of the Commons Committee was introduced late in June and
given force on 1 October 1919. While the amended code still did not define
sedition, it made illegal any association or organization which proposed to
implement governmental, industrial or economic change within Canada
by the use of force or which advocated or defended the use of force,
violence or terrorism." In addition to revisions to the Immigration Act and
Criminal Code, on 9 June legislation to amend the Naturalization Act was
introduced. Andrews had urged Meighen to take steps to ensure that such
legislation was "simple and summary.v" Amendments to the Naturaliza
tion Act, to allow for the denaturalization of immigrants to Canada, were
approved in September 1919. While these amendments to the Criminal
Code and Naturalization Act were approved too late for use against the
Winnipeg strikers, they remained available for use by the state against
perceived protagonists of disorder.
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As these events unfolded in Ottawa, in Winnipeg a proclamation
drafted by Andrews and issued by the mayor on 6 June, put an end to the
repeated and increasingly troublesome parades of pro- and anti-strike
returned soldiers." The Committee of 1000,cautioned at Andrews' request
by Edward Beatty, President of the CPR, that arrests at this juncture would
tie up the railroads and make matters worse both in Winnipeg and other
points, relented on its demands for immediate action by the authorities."
As well, the crisis involving the Winnipeg police seemed to resolve itself
into a standoff as the city voted $150,000 for the organization of a force of
"special" police. As matters stood, Andrews' principal concern was with
the actions of the Conciliation Committee of the RunningTrades which was
pressing for a negotiated settlement of the collective bargaining questions
which had provoked the strike.

Though they hoped the strikers would abandon their cause before state
suppression of the strike was necessary to ensure a strikers' defeat, An
drews and Meighen opposed a mediated settlement that conceded any
thing important to the leaders of the general strike. The on-again off-again
conciliation efforts initiated by railway running trades in late May repre
sented the one possibility for such an impractical outcome. However the
collapse of these talks also presented danger. When the talks appeared to
founder on the rejection by the metal shops proprietors of collective bar
gaining with a Metal Trades Council their failure threatened to bring the
running trades out. Because of Winnipeg's importance as a railway centre,
such a development had the potential to seriously disrupt railway trans
portation throughout the country. On 6 June Andrews wired Gideon
Robertson urging him to come to Winnipeg at once.

Despite the danger that the strike could spiral out of control if the
conciliation efforts failed, Andrews remained cautiously optimistic that the
strike would collapse. He told Meighen on 9June 1919,that if patience was
exercised, it was possible that the strikers would "depose" the strike
leadership. Andrews believed that it would ''be a splendid lesson if the
strike fails without any hatred or rancor being engendered and the sober
workers feel that they have made a mistake.,,34 Such an outcome would
obviate the dangers of state intervention, and the defeatof the strike by civil
society unaided by the state would invalidate the charge that the strike was
a victim of the state's legal monopoly on the use of force. Moreover, under
such circumstances, Andrews believed, organized labour would not object
seriously to the punishment of the deposed strike leadership by the
authorities. Clearly, the reconstruction of the hegemony of Winnipeg's
business elite would be advanced if the leaders of the strike could be
discredited and dispersed with the compliance of organized labour. Events
soon made it evident, however, that the collapse of the strike or its resolu
tion through a negotiated settlement in which the strike leadership effec
tively capitulated was increasingly unlikely.

In addition to the continuing potential for trouble from the apparent
failure of the Running Trades Mediation Committee, on 9 June the crisis
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associated with the Winnipeg police moved to a more dramatic stage.
Though Andrews had concluded that the regular Winnipeg police were
unreliable defenders of the social order, the dismissal of 240members of the
regular force for refusing to sign a loyalty oath and the assumption of
policingby a force of "special" police could not be viewed with equanimity.
This became particularly evident on 10June 1919, when the "special" force
appeared on the streets and proved, in Andrews' view, "wholly inadequate
and the net result is that they have been chased off the streets, a number of
them hurt, some badly wounded and the crowd in possession of a number
of their clubs.,,35

This tum of events prompted a renewal of interest in the militia by
opponents of the strike in the business community. Andrews explained to
Meighen that, after the dismal showing of the "specials," volunteers
flocked to the barracks and General Ketchen now had all the men he
required and was fast making soldiers of them." As well "the loyal re
turned soldiers while they will not join the militia, say they will form
themselves into a body in supportof the General.,,37Not surprisingly, given
his dedication to the defeat of the strike, Andrews made no comment to
Meighen on the potential illegality of such a force." In addition, on 11June,
Major Lyall, the individual initially charged with supervising the organiza
tion of the "special" force, was replaced at the insistence of the Citizens'
Committee and the work of getting the "special" force street-ready pro
ceeded anew. Events had reached an important crossroads. Andrews
advised Meighen "that the time has arrived to act.,,39

Gideon Robertson arrived in Winnipeg on 11 June to deal with this
rapidly deteriorating situation. Ostensibly, he had come to Winnipeg to
resolve the strike. As the Running Trades Conciliation Committee had
prepared a report which the strike leadership was prepared to endorse, it
appeared that Robertson would have to apply pressure on the metal trades
proprietors to settle the dispute. Yet, neither Andrews nor Meighen wanted
Robertson to force a settlement on these employers. As Meighen explained
to Andrews in a wire on 9 June a "settlement now under pressure by [the]
Minister will be generally accepted as a triumph for [the] general strike
leaders.v" Andrews concurred. He hoped to persuade Robertson to pre
vent what he termed "prejudicial action by the Running Trades Commit
tee." As he explained to Meighen

What we want to avoid ifpossible is a definite finding by this Committee against
the Metal Trades and in favor of the strike Committee as this is bound to have an
injurious effect. If on the other hand, this Committee can be persuaded to make
no finding at all or a finding that the employers have offered what appears to
them to be a fair settlement, no bad results will follow their negotiations.41

Such an outcome could demoralize the strikers and contribute to the
collapse of the strike.

In the days following his arrival in Winnipeg, Robertson conferred with
the Mediation Committee, Citizens' Committee, metal trades proprietors,
Andrews, Ketchen, and Starnes. He was dismayed by the apparent spread
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of disorder, the growing success of the Strike Committee's efforts to draw
the running trades into the strike, and the practical difficulties associated
with achieving an acceptable negotiated end to the strike. On 13 June
Robertson advised Robert Borden that conditions had deteriorated as a
result of some members of the running trades from both the Canadian
Pacific and Canadian National Railways joining the strike. The executive
officers of the international running trades unions were of the view that "as
much as the strikes [hadl... emanated from the Red element who [had]
been persistently workingamong railway men, that it is clearly the duty of
the Government to remove this menace and prevent further injury in this
direction." Robertson explained further that Andrews, the military
authorities, and members of the Citizens' Committee agreed that immedi
ate steps were required "to remove the cause of the whole trouble." A
general plan of action had been agreed upon:

Our plan will probably be to move a considerable number directly to train
destined Internment Camp Kapuskasing unless you advise us that accommoda
tion is not available it being thought very desirable that they should be removed
promptly from here. 42

In the wake of this wire, a flurry of decisions and directives were issued
directing immigration officers and the RNWMP to follow the orders of A.J.
Andrews. Meighen advised Andrews that he was to seek authorization
from Robertson prior to making arrests. On 14June Andrews told Meighen
that he had directed that the "special" police stay off the streets as such
activity "would embarrass us in what we intend to do.,,43

Yet, one further initiative was required to set the stage for a successful
assault on the strike leadership. On 14 June, in an attempt to diminish the
prospects of a general walkout of members of the railways running trades
across the West in reaction to the arrest of the strike leadership, Robertson
pressed the metal trades proprietors for concessions," He succeeded in secur
ing their agreement to a system of collectivebargaining similar to that in place
between the railways and the railway running trades in the West. A declara
tion signed by the metal trades employers and supported by the railway
international unions and the railways was prepared for publicationon 16June.
The terms contained in this declaration required employers to bargain with
specific trades but not with a council representingall trades. Acceptance of the
deal by the Strike Committee would have amounted to capitulation as the
proposal ignored the demand that the Metal Trades Council be recognized
and thatcollectivebargaining with the metal tradesbe done through the Metal
Trades Council," Yeteven with its rejection by the Strike Committee, Robert
son gained the vital strategic advantage he sought. As the Toronto Daily Star
explained at the conclusion of the strike, the

master stroke during the strike was the persuading of the ironmasters to
suddenly concede collective bargaining and getting the railway brotherhoods
and other railway managers to endorse it as being safe in effect and principle...
This prevented the running trades from going out in sympathy and tying up
transportation throughout Canada.46

These developments marked a decisive turning point in the response of
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the state to the strike. While the defeat of the strike was the central goal of
authorities from the outset, clearly, success without the direct intervention
of the state would have been preferred. However, the continued solidarity
of the strikers, the prospect of the running trades joining the walkout, fear
that the strike would spread, and the complete impracticality of a settle
ment that could be viewed as a triumph for the advocates of the general
strike weapon, left no apparent option but the use of force to defeat the
strike. The plan prepared by Andrews, Starnes, and Ketchen for the arrest
of the "revolutionary leaders" followed logically from the ~olicypursued
by the federal government from the beginning of the strike. 7

During the night of 16-17June, ten individuals, including six who were
leaders of the general strike, were arrested and confined in Stoney Moun
tain Penitentiary. In addition, two leaders were arrested in Montreal and
Calgary respectively. All eight strike leaders were charged with seditious
conspiracy. An order for their detention under the Immigration Act was
used as an extra precaution against the accused being allowed out on bail.
At the same time, raids were made on the Labour Temple, Liberty Hall and
other sites in an effort to secure incriminating evidence against those placed .
under arrest.

Previous published accounts dealing with these events indicate that
"the timing of the arrests was decided by Andrews.T" In fact, the decision
to proceed with the arrests and raids was taken by Andrews and Robertson
only after they had travelled to Stoney Mountain to make arrangements for
the reception of the strike leaders and when it was clear that no decision to
end the strike had been agreed to by the General Strike Committee of 200, a
body representing all unionized workers out on strike, during a meeting
Monday evening, 16June 1919,held to consider the declaration of the metal
trades proprietors."

On a related point, some have argued that, from late May 1919, Andrews
and Ketchen had pressed consistently for the arrest of the strike leaders.
Evidence presented above makes it clear that the position of both varied
throughout the course of the strike. Early in June, for example, both
Andrews and Ketchen came to the view that arrests would be counterpro
ductive at that time. Clearly, the timing of the arrests was designed to strike
a blow to the strike at a strategic point in the crisis. Moreover, the arrests
were a logical, almost an inevitable, development at this point for Andrews
and Robertson realized that a negotiated settlement acceptable to the
Citizens' Committee and the metal trades proprietors was unattainable and
the prospect of the strike spreading could not be tolerated. Events had
moved to an end-game situation from the point of view of the federal
authorities." Though the strike would drag on for a further ten days, the
arrests on 16 June were a crucial turning point in the crisis. Personalizing
the strike, the Toronto Daily Star, referring to militant strike leader R.B.
Russell, concluded that "Russell was not worsted until Andrews was given
the opportunity to use the powers of the State to put Russell in custody and
eliminate him as a factor in the strike."s1
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After the arrests, both their legality and the action to follow seemed
uncertain. In fact, the arrests under the Immigration Act were illegal as such
arrests required ministerial approval prior to any action. Evidence of such
illegality is found in a wire from Meighen to Andrews dated 17 June in
which Meighen asked Andrews to provide particulars and names so that
the Minister could issue the necessary orders authorizing the arrests. In a
second telegram on 17June Meighen dismissed the legal requirement that
the Minister of Immigration provide authorization for arrests under the
amended Immigration Act and advised Andrews that "Notwithstanding
any doubts I have as to technical legality of arrests ... I feel that rapid
deportation is best course now that arrests are made and later can consider
ratification.,,52

Some writers have argued that, in the period immediately following the
arrests, Andrews "was a restraining influence both on Robertson and upon
extremists, like Meighen, in the cabinet," and, that "Andrews had no
intention of permitting arbitrary deportation of British subjects.,,53 In fact, it
is clear that Andrews was the principal advocate for the 6June amendment
to the amended Immigration Act which allowed for such arbitrary depor
tation. Further, in a letter to Meighen on 18 June 1919, Andrews made it
clear that it was his intention to deny bail, deport those who could be
deported, and try the remainder on criminal charges. In fact the morning
after the arrests he had taken steps to ensure that no one was released on
bail. He had had an additional warrant for arrest prepared and placed a
mounted policeman, warrant in hand, at Stoney Mountain with directions
to arrest any of the detainees who might be granted bail. Andrews also
arranged for the medical officer at the prison to ascertain the birthplace of
each of the arrested men. He told Meighen that he planned "to deport all
that are deportable and to try the balance on whatever charges we think will
warrant their conviction." He was opposed to granting bail to the strike
leaders. This would be "a fatal error and would be interpreted as weakness
although the accused have all promised to refrain from taking any part in
the strike ... if we allow them liberty.,,54

Clare Pentland has argued that the arrests and detention of the strike
leadership mark "the one occasion on which the Canadian state aligned
itself openly and flagrantly on the side of employers, and moved with full
weight and ferocity to crush labour.,,55 While the Citizens' Committee
applauded the arrests, the Winnipeg Free Press contended that the govern
ment had played into the hands of the militants. In an editorial on 17June,
it condemned the action of the federal authorities and emphatically disas
sociated "itself from the Strong Arm policy of breaking the strike." And, in
an editorial on 18June, John Dafoe argued that the arrests

at this time may do the extremists an actual service. They were in the position of
leaders of a senseless criminal strike which was nearing the point of collapse...
Their arrest will enable them to pose as martyrs in the cause of the working-man
and will also supply them with a plausible excuse for failure.56
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While Andrews dismissed such criticism as ill-informed, Meighen angrily
asserted that

It is little short of incredible that any journal should plead for "revolutionaries"
who have succeeded for their own unlawful and sinister ends, in demoralizing
the industrial life of the country, should be exempt from the operation of either
a long standing criminal code, or of the law so enacted.57

Yet, within twenty-four hours, Andrews seemed to confirm the wisdom
of Dafoe's criticism when he changed his mindon the matter of bail and
deportation and concluded that the "fairest course" towards the English
speaking prisoners was to try them on criminal charges prior to seeking
their deportation. He was also prepared to recommend bail on the basis of
assurances from the Strike Committee that those arrested would refrain
from further involvement in the strike. Practical considerations associated
with the state's case against the men, public demands for British fair play,
and Andrews' desire to see an end to the strike explain his change of mind.
On the one hand he was convinced that it would be harder to legally deport
the British-born strike leadership than to secure a conviction for sedition."
In addition, Andrews must have been influenced by the reaction of the
strikers to the arrests. Returned soldiers sympathetic to the strike, a group
Andrews was particularly wary of because of their volatility, met in Victo
ria Park on 17June and cheered the imprisoned men during a meeting that
was "electrified by the arrests" and "vibrant with emotion.r"

Perhaps even more important in Andrews' considerations was the
prospect that the strike would be called off in the event that the arrested
strike leaders were released on bail. He advised Meighen that a large
deputation was present at the interview in which bail was arranged and the
deputation from the Strike Committee assured Andrews that "the offer of
the Metal Trades Employers was satisfactory to them and that they were
prepared to recommend the calling off of the sympathetic strike.,,60 Clearly,
the decision to release on bail was viewed by Andrews principally as a
strategy to end the strike.

On 21 June the six strike leaders arrested in Winnipeg were released on
bail. Their release was the focus of immediate criticism. General Ketchen
was convinced that the release of the strike leaders would be condemned
by the "Militia who have made great sacrifices in faithful service for past
five weeks," and that hostility to the decision would be rife among the
ranks of the special constables." Perhaps even more critical of the release
were members of the Citizens' Committee of 1000. The release of the
strikers "had shattered the confidence of the Citizens that the strike would
end soon as with the arrests the strike leadership had sought a way to end
the strike." Now the attitude of the strikers had changed and "the leaders
are arrogant and openly boast of the waywardness of the Government and
are making ... plans to create further trouble.T'" To many, the riot and
bloodshed of Bloody Sunday on North Main the afternoon of 21June were
a logical sequel to Andrews' release of the strike leaders. Andrews was
stung by the criticism. He wrote to Meighen that
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those who falsely suggest that my leniency was the cause of the riot on Saturday
know very little of the situation. Meetings had been called to protest against
keeping these men in gaol without bail and all the strikers were demanding bail.
When the men were released on bail the Strike Committee, and this has been
proven by reports from our secret agent, did all in their power to prevent the
parades which on this account were confined to a much smaller number than if
they had been swelled by the strikers demanding the release of these men on
bail. There is no question in the world the riot would have been much worse if I
had taken anyother course. 63

Moreover, he argued, if the men had been denied bail and the riot had
taken place, "people throughout Canada ... would have blamed the Gov
ernment for their action in furnishing provocation for the riot."64

While Andrews defended his decision to release the strike leaders, he
resented the fact that in his view the released men had not abided by the
conditionsof their release. He concluded bitterly that the strikerswere "wholly
without honor and can only be dealt with by the sternest methods.... When
these men were arrested they whined and shivered like curs. As soon as they
got out on bail they became very brave."65 Perhaps to regain the initiative and
to show a renewed toughness to the strikers, on 23 June Andrews forbade
publication of the Western Labour News and had warrants issued for the arrest
of J.5.Woodsworth and Fred Dixon who had taken over editorial responsibil
ity of the News after the arrest of William Ivens.66 These were the last blows
required to end the strike which formally came to an end on 26June with the
agreement of the provincial government to establish a commission of investi
gation into the origin and nature of the strike. At the conclusion of the strike,
the Toronto Daily Star explained that from the beginning of the crisis

A.J. Andrews had been here there and everywhere directing the operations of
the Citizens' Committee of One Thousand as a member of the executive, finding
and assembling evidence against the strike leaders, ... drawing up charges,
directing raids, supervising arrests and holding innumerable conferences with
the authorities, business and labour leaders.67

Clearly, Andrews' antagonism toward the strike and his close association
with the Citizens' Committee continued following his appointment by
Meighen. Yet, throughout his involvement in the strike as the principal
agent of the federal government in Winnipeg, Andrews displayed a wary
determination to avoid provoking a deeper crisis Of authority for the
established order. While he was the most vigorous advocate of resolute
action against the strike leadership and had no liberal qualms about using
the power of the state against the strike, he clearly understood that the use
of the state's monopoly on the legal use of force had to be exercised with
great caution. His central preoccupation and achievement was to devise an
effective strategy and to secure the legal weapons required to defeat a strike
which was viewed by its opponents in Winnipeg and the federal govern
ment as a threat to the constitutional order. While the defeat of the strike
was obviously a product of a combined effort involving the Winnipeg
business community and various agencies of the Canadian state, it is clear
that A.J. Andrews was the principal architect of the suppression of the
Winnipeg General Strike.
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Research Note

Images of the Canadian West in the Settlement Era
as Expressed in Song Texts of the Time

R. Douglas Francis and Tim B. Rogers

Considerable research has documented the transformation of the Cana
dian prairie from a desolate, unsettled wilderness to a prosperous and
populated region. Of particular significanceis the observation that many of
the settlers arrived in the West with inaccurate expectations. Driven by a
massive immigration propaganda scheme that included, among other
things, the issuing of millions of pamphlets, the "last best West" was
depicted in glowinpterms as a region where ideal conditions foragricultural
settlementexisted. Immigrants came believing that the CanadianWest was
"the promised land," an area where every settler could find prosperity,
success, and contentment. What they discovered instead was a reality that
was often a far cry from the ideal that they had envisioned. Not surprisingly,
disillusionment followed, as immigrants experienced the pains and difficul
ties of adjustment to the harsh conditions of western Canada.

This research note uses a somewhat unique approach to studying this
transition from utopian to realistic images of the Canadian West. Previous
analyses of academic-proceedings, newspapers, letters, reminiscences,lit
erature, and gra~hic art have demonstrated the shift from idealized to
realistic imagery. We provide another source which converges upon, and
adds to, this important time in our historical development. Specifically,we
examine folklore as a means of exploring the perceptual changes which
were wrought by the settlement experience.' Ballads and songs are the
particular genre of folklore that we consider." Our focus is the extent to
which surviving song texts of the time demonstrate the transition from
utopian to realistic depictions of the settlement experience.

The song texts presented in this article derive from several published
collections and some scattered thesis research. Unfortunately, western
Canada has not had the benefit of sustained song collection projects that
most other regions of our country have had. Rather, the corpus of songs
from the West is based on isolated, typically short-term, efforts of individu
als with varying interests and orientations toward the materials. What
emerges is a melange of material - almost like a photo album with the
pages out of order. This has prompted some scholars to suggest that there
have been no meaningful song traditions in the region. Perhaps, it was
suggested, the newness and diversity of white culture on the Plains meant
that t:l0 song traditions emerged.' Yet the mere appearance of some songs
in print argues to the contrary. The published materials are the survivors of
a nonsystematic collection program - and, as such, carry significant
information by virtue of their having merely survived.

Our approach to these songs focusses upon their content and what the
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message in the text tells us about prairie Canada during the settlement
period. We realize and appreciate that songs are much more than texts, and
that our focus detracts from consideration of the totality of the experience
surrounding their performance. We are equally sensitive to the importance
of such performance-oriented analyses of songs in Canada. However,
given the nature of the extant materials, such analyses would be impossi
ble. For the most part, contextual information (for example, names of
performers, settings in which they were performed, aesthetic codes and so
on) was not presented with the songs, making it impossible to piece
together the exact nature of song traditions in the West.6 This does not
render the collected materials useless, as it is still possible to examine the
available song texts from western Canada as historical documents- which
is the intent of this research note.

Utopia

Some songs depicted optimistic and utopian images of the West which
bear a striking similarity to the images presented in the immigration
propaganda. For example, the song 'Won't You Come, Come, Come to Me
in Canada?,,7tells of the anticipation of a newly arrived lad to the West for
his sweetheart to join him so that together, as husband and wife, they will
enjoy forever the bliss and contentment of this utopia where there is fine
health, fortune, freedom, and friendship:

Across the broad Atlantic, on Canada's domain,
A colonist was working for the lass he longed to gain.

Inside his little cabin he pictured day by day
The image of his sweetheart and with longing he would say:

Chorus: Won't you come, come, come to me in Canada,
In Canada, in Canada?

Won't you come, come, come to me in Canada,
Far away across the foam?

With the church bells ringing on our wedding day,
We'll drive away upon our sleigh.

So if you'll be my wife, we'll be happy for life,
In my cosy Canadian home.

The lass at home was waiting to be his cherished wife;
To share his little cabin and to cling to him through life.

She knew tha t he would claim her when with fortune he was blessed
And often she would fancy he was calling from the west.

Chorus:

The colonist succeeded and the lass became his own
And now their little cabin to a larger one has grown.

And as they sit together, beneath the maple tree,
He tells her how he called her long ago across the sea.

Chorus:

For sons of mother England who are not afraid of toil,
There's health upon the prairies, there's fortune in the soil.

You'll lead a life of freedom, win friendship warm and true,
And soon you'll send this message to the lass who waits for you.

Chorus:
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Another song entitled "We Left the Shore of Scotland Yesterday?" (in
Gaelic, Dh'Fhag Sinn Cladach Alb'An De) was sung aboard ship en route to
Canada. In translation, two of the stanzas read:

One can be heard singing the praises
of the company lands unlimited

on which all minds and eyes are intent
which we are fast approaching.

Another talks about the prairie
which is cheap, extensive, fertile,

contrasted with its counterpart, lean and bare,
in rocky, precipitous Scotland.

The song talks in terms of the optimism which was so much part of the
utopian imagery already transfixed in the immigrants' minds before they
even arrived in the New World. Clearly the immigration propaganda had
been effective.

Many songs talked about the joys of homesteading. One, appropriately
entitled "The Hornesteader/" depicted a westerner as a man who had
successfully turned his back on the East for a new and exciting life where
freedom abounded.

On the distant lonely prairie,
In a little lonely shack,

New life the homesteader faces;
On the world he's turned his back.

He's fifteen miles from a neighbour
And a hundred miles from a town;

There are rolling plains between them;
It is there he's settled down.

In the midst of God's great freedom
Under skies of fairest blue,

He is building broad foundations
And a manhood strong and true.

The image is reiterated in the final stanza:
With age-old wisdom behind him,

And spurred by his own grea t need,
Thus he builds his broad founda tions

Free from custom and from creed.

Yet another popular song, "0 Prairie Land" (sung to the tune of "0
Tannenbaum") talked about the joys and beauty of settling the opulent
West. It began:

We've reached the land of pleasant dreams,
Of level plains and deep ravines,

Where flowers abound on every land
In this, our lovely prairie land.t O

A final song, "Harvest," captures in its title the essence of its stanzas,
whichgo on to talk about the "tranquil golden sea" and "ripplingwavelets"
of wheat. Wheat is depicted as the symbol of progress (as farmsteads
replaced buffalo herds) and of contentment (as homesteads, "nestled in the
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amber light"). The final stanza depicts western farmers as "God's chosen
people" with a mission greater than that of the soldier or hunter:

Manitoba, from thy prairie,
Won by God's especial grace,

To a nobler, fuller mission
Than the ba ttle or the chase,

Rises up the song of harvest
As the thankful people raise

From the oat fields and the wheat fields
Fervent notes of thankful praise.ll

These songs clearly reflect the utopian view of the Canadian West. In a
sense, the texts might well have been written by pamphleteers. As celebra
tions of the idealized view of the settlement experience, they serve as
particularlyeffective ways of gaininga sense of the initial experiences of the
immigrants.

Realism

Such utopian images belied the experience of the majority of prairie
settlers. Rather than a land of freedom, it was a land of toil where the farmer
was highly dependent on the weather to get his crop off and on eastern
businesses such as the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) to get it to market.
Very often he was dependent on the banks for money to purchase expen
sive machinery from eastern manufacturers to keep his farm productive.
Propagandists had failed to deal with these realities in their immigration
literature. As a result, immigrants could not help but be unhappy when the
reality did not match their expectations. Indeed, the shock was greater than
it otherwise would have been precisely because of the fantasies that most
immigrants had woven in their minds from the propaganda literature.f

Songs became a medium in which to express the frustrations, anger and
resentment that immigrants felt. One such song - "Resentful Donald"
(Domhnall Diombach in Gaelic)" - provides a litany of complaints of one
Highland bard who moved to Manitoba as a result of CPR promotional
literature and then left for what he hoped would be better climes in North
Dakota. He notes in a couple of stanzas how false advertisement had lured
him to "this cold and forbidding land" of prairie Canada.

A vicious plot was devised
on both sides of the ocean

in order to lure people
to this cold and forbidding land

A thousand liars, well rewarded,
went about with books

extolling the North West
and the excellence of Manitoba.

The song then goes on to describe the wretched conditions, juxtaposing in
the first line the ideal and the real images of the prairie West:
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We reached the land of promise
The frost was hard as rock,

more than twelve feet into the ground
not even an ant could survive it.

I asked Donald Malcolm,
'When will the ice leave the ground?"

He replied ruefully, "Friend,
it will remain there a lifetime."

Much fatigue and agony
the people endure in the hopeless land.

The north wind with its moaning blast
whips off our ears and noses.
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It was we who made the luckless move
to boggy, ugly Manitoba.

I wouldn't wish any greater misfortune
on my foe than what has befallen us.

The song ends with Donald's decision to chase yet another rainbow - this
time in the Dakotas - with a utopian image of the area transfixed in his
mind:

If I survive until spring
I shall leave the "Land of Promise"

I'll go to Dakota;
land and gold abound there.

].e. Akers, who emigrated from Texas in 1912 to homestead near the
Pembina River west of Edmonton, encapsulated his litany of complaints
pesty insects, poor soil, miserable weather, and an unhappy family - in his
song ''Pembina River Homestead't":

Near the Pembina River the grasses grow high,
And if you take a homestead prepare to die.

In the land of Alberta, the land of the King,
Horseflies and mosquitos, much sorrow they bring.

You must clear thirty acres to satisfy man;
And if you can't get thirty, then get whatyou can.

And after you've got it, oh, what will you grow?
A few rutabagas if it ain't too much snow.

You go out to grub willows, you'll find it some job
For there's always plenty around your back yard.

You get mighty hungry while rolling the logs
And living alone with the coyotes and dogs.

Your wife, she's half naked; your children, the same.
Oh, how it hurts you to hear them complain!

And they surely will ask you, "Do you intend to remain
And starve us to death on this government claim?"

Now God will forgive me of this one rash act;
I'll take no more homesteads and this is a fact.

For the weather's so long I can hardly remain,
And I'm starving to death on this government claim.

A song with similar images of a harsh land that extracts its toll from
those who try to "make a go of it" is "The Alberta Homestead.,,15 It is
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interesting to contrast the images here with those of an earlier song with a
similar title, "The Homesteader," the latter depicting a man who had
turned his back on the East for a lifeof freedom in the West. In this song, the
homesteader ends up returning after his failed effort, a reality that faced
thousands of prairie homesteaders:

It was way out west in Alberta
Where the coyotes howl and sing

Where it rained and hailed all summer
And we never raised a thing.

Oh I came out here one summer
Away out in the west.

I think I'll turn and go back
Or I will starve to death.

We travelled through Battle Lake Valley
Through muskeg, mud and mire,

Till we came where they were surveying
A road for the C.P.R.

I built a little log cabin
With a roof of natural clay

Dear friends I'm sorry to tell you
But I'm bound for the U.S.A.

Of money I haven't a dollar,
And the grubstake she's run mighty low,

Just as soon as the frog pond froze over,
It's back to the U.S. I'll go.

Farewell to the poor homesteader
Farewell to the land so free

Farewell to sunny Alberta
She's too darn cold for me.

The Palliser Triangle, an area which extends southward from roughly
Red Deer, Alberta on an angle into southwestern Saskatchewan, was one
region where disillusionment and frustration were particularly evident. To
farm the Palliser required knowledge of dryland farming techniques, skills
most immigrants moving into the region lacked. The following song,
entitled "Hurrah for the Palliser,"16 is a tongue-in-cheek description of the
experiences of Bert Wooster, a /Igreen hom" from England whose image of
the West changed from utopia to realism.

My name is Bert Wooster, an old bachelor I am
I came from England on an elegant plan

I came out west to a country of fame
Now I'm starving to death on my government claim.

Chorus: Hurrah for the Palliser, land of the free
Land of the wheat rust, grasshopper and flea

I'll sing and I'll praise it, I'll tell of its fame
While starving to death on my government claim.

My house it is built of na tional soil
Its walls are erected according to Hoyle

The roof has no pitch but is level and plain
I always get wet should it happen to rain.
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My bread is corn dodgers, both solid and tough
My clothes are all ragged, my language is rough

My dishes are scattered all over the room
My floor gets afraid at the sight of a broom.

And every night when I crawl into bed
A rattlesnake hisses a tune at my head

A gay centipede, all without fear
Crawls over my pillow and into my ear.

Chorus:

Hurrah for the Palliser, where blizzards arise
Where the summer sun burns and the flea never dies

And the wind never stops but it always complains
'Till it blows us all off our government claim.

For some homesteaders who stayed and succeeded, the trials and
tribulations of makinga go of it soon took on a mythology of its own, a pride
in having weathered it and succeeded. There is almost a sense that in the
agony was the ecstasy - that the struggling itself (which was not denied)
forged a new man - a westerner who was superior to his eastern counter
part. The following very popular prairie song, "The Little Old Sod
Shanty.?" projects that image:

I'm looking rather seedy now while riding down my claim
And my vituals are not always served the best,

And the mice play shyly round me as I nestle down to rest
In my little old sod shanty on my claim.

Chorus: Oh, the hinges are of leather and the windows have no glass,
The board roof lets the howling blizzards in

And I hear the hungry coyote as he slinks up through the grass,
Round the little old sod shanty on my claim

Chorus:

When I left my eastern home a bachelor so gay
To try and win my way to wealth and fame,

I never thought I'd come down to burning twisted hay
In the little old sod shanty on my claim.

Chorus:

My clothes are plastered o'er with mud, I'm looking like a fright,
And everything is scattered 'round the room.

But I wouldn't give the freedom we have out in the west
For the comfort of an eastern man's old home.

Chorus:

Still I wish that some kind-hearted girl would pity on me take,
And relieve me from the mess that I am in.

The angel, how I'd bless her if this her home she's make
In the little old sod shanty on my claim.

Chorus:

We would make our fortune on the prairies of the west
Just as happy as two lovers we'd remain.

We'd forget about the trials and troubles we endured at the first
In the little old sod shanty on my claim.

Chorus:
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Here is the image of the West as "next year's country." That image would
be particularly strong in the songs of the 1930s- the Dirty Thirties- when
annual failure left only hope for the morrow.IS Songs conveying new
frustrations and failures would abound in this new era of drought and
financial collapse, but they would continue to convey the disappointment
and disillusionment characteristic of the realistic songs of the settlement
era. Only after World War II would songs with a new image, indicative of a
"new West" that emerges at that time, be evident. By then the utopian and
realistic images in the songs of the settlement era would become the
folklore for a mythic image of the West.19

Conclusion

Songs of the prairie settlement era abounded with images of the West.
Some conveyed an optimistic and utopian West, while others talked in
terms of the hardships and struggles of settling the land. Together these
songs present the feelings of homesteaders as they adjusted to the realities
of their new lives.

The perspective conveyed in the song lyrics complements more tradi
tional analyses, such as those of Francis, by providing a window on the
emotional experiences of settlers who came expecting idyllistic conditions
and found only hardship and struggle. The song lyrics round out the
picture of the region by telling us, from the perspective of countless settlers
whom we would not find listed in a Who's Who ofthe West, what it was like
to arrive and try to tame the prairie. They provide yet another means of
deciphering the collective cultural images emerging from the settlement of
the Canadian West.

The song texts presented here provide a kind of firsthand account of the
settlement experience which not only complements, but also adds to, some
of the previous analyses. It can be argued that folklore is a more accurate
judge of popular response than say novels, poetry, or art because of its
immediacy and informality. For example, more traditional literary and
artistic sources often fail to give insight into the "gut" feelings or the
immediate responses to a situation, while the informal expressions inher
ent in folklore may do so. This is especially true when trying to understand
how immigrant groups adjusted to the realities of everyday living in a new
and often harsh environment like the Prairies. The few song texts presented
here create a window on that reality by providing an interesting and vital
perspective from which to examine the shift from utopian to realistic
images of the West.

Of particular interest is the manner in which the contiguous examina
tion of the song lyrics and early pamphlets helps us understand reverence
for the "pioneer" which is so much a part of contemporary western Cana
dian culture and mythology. The conquering of the Prairies, so important
an aspectof the pioneer celebration, is now seen as a major accomplishment
as the immigrant not only had to survive the harsh realities of the environ
ment, but also had to overcome an inaccurate set of expectations. Things
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were not as they were supposed to be as the immigrants stepped off the CPR
from the East, and the survivors had to adjust their images of the West
rapidly. So survival on the Plains was as much a psychological as a physical
battle. It is no wonder, then, that those who survived emerged as revered
figures in the culture, to be celebrated and respected. The interaction
between the historical and folkloristic sources outlined above provides a
unique and fascinating view of these transitions.

Those who view history as a collection of immutable "facts" may be
concerned about the inclusion of folklore as part of the history of the
Canadian West. Folklore has long been associated with error - in some
cases deceit - because of the manner in which it changes and mutates over
time. The natural foibles of human memory appear to render orally trans
mitted lore highly suspect as accurate representations of historical "fact"
and should, thereby, be avoided. Indeed some have proposed a kind of
"folk manipulation of history" where facts are ignored and current history
reinterpreted to fit the presentview.20We,of course, reject this view. Indeed
it is true that details often become altered in oral transmission, but it is
useful to extend this further and ask why such alterations occur. The key
lies in the realization that the changes evident in folklore reflect, rather
accurately, the ongoing perceptions of the time. The structure and content of
these changes converge upon the reality being experienced. It is this aspect
of folklore which provides its main strength. As indicated in this article, the
inclusion of folklore in an historical context has advanced our under
standing beyond the unproductive point of dismissing oral traditions
because they are not as "factual" as we would like?1

In sum, the songs presented herein, when combined with historical
context, have provided a rich glimpse into the dynamics of the changing
images of the Canadian West. The lyrics have provided a complementary
view to the more "serious" forms of expression, revealing what might be
considered the "gut" feelings of the people at the time. Placed in historical
perspective, the songs show considerable sensitivity to the concerns of the
time providing a bellwether of the emerging changes in the region. Rather
than analyzing these cultural articulations as songs in themselves - which
is clearly a legitimate and potentially interesting exercise - these materials
provide the historian with an important source of cultural information. As
well, the historical information presented herein provides the folklorist
with a rich source of contextual background to facilitate making sense of
the materials emerging through the processes of folklore. Through the eyes
of the "folk poets" who created these songs, we see a unique reflection of a
most fascinating time in the history of the Canadian West.

NOTES

The help of the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada in preparing this
manuscript is gratefully acknowledged.
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Research Note

The June 1986Tornado of Saskatoon: A Prairie Case Study
R.E. Shannon and A.K. Chakravarti

Introduction

Tornado activity often causing death and the destruction of property
during summer is a violent environmental hazard for anyone living on the
Canadian Prairies. It is recognized that tornadoes are a dangerous force in
the prairie environment which need to be better understood and more
accurately forecast for public safety. As a result of devastation caused by
the Edmonton tornado of 1987/ for example, the Atmospheric Environ
ment Service has spent several million dollars to upgrade its early warning
system in the prairie provinces. However, before the Edmonton disaster,
Saskatoon was hit in June 1986, by a confirmed tornado, or tornadoes
causing severe damage to property; fortunately there were no deaths or
serious injuries.

An attempt is made in this research note to examine the average annual
frequency of such severe weather in the prairie provinces. Also, as a case
study, a specific example is discussed to understand the atmospheric
conditions which led to the formation of a tornado that struck Saskatoon on
the evening of 1June 1986.

Definition and Origin of Tornadoes

A tornado, sometimes called a twister, may be defined as:
An intense rotary storm of small diameter (tens of hundreds of meters) charac
terized by at least one vortex reaching the Earth's surface from a thunderstorm.
The vortex may be either visible as a funnel cloud, or invisible, but in either case
damage results at the Earth's surface.2

There are several aspects in the formation of a tornado. The basic condition
is the presence of warm air, saturated with water vapour near the surface
of the Earth. A second requirement is the presence of cooler, drier air
overlying the warm moist layer giving strong instability. Often during
periods of this instability, the cooler, denser air forces up the warm, moist
air rapidly, and the warm air cools with height and condenses forming
large, high, cumulonimbus clouds. In some cases, air currents descend out
of the thunderhead creating opposing layers of updrafts and downdrafts
within the thunderhead. These rising columns of air release tremendous
amounts of energy as latent heat from condensation, which further fuels
the storm development by making rising, warmer air more buoyant and
unstable. The final triggering mechanism of tornado development is usu
ally a fast moving cold front which drives up the light, warm, moist air
creatinpstrong instability accompanied with heavy showers and powerful
winds.

Tornadoes are areas of intense low pressure. High velocity winds travel
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Figure 1. Average annual frequency of tornadoes per 10,000square km in the prairie provinces, after M.J.
Newark, Tornadoes in Canada for thePeriod 1950to 1979(Downsview, ON: Environment Canada, 1983).

Average Annual Frequency of Tornadoes in the Prairie Provinces

The average annual frequency and severity of tornadoes in the prairie
provinces are presented in Figure 1and Table 1.Figure 1shows the average
annual frequency of tornadoes per 10,000 square kilometres. On average,
except for southern Manitoba, no part of the prairie provinces has even one
tornado per 10,000square km per year. Most areas have an average of less
than one-half per year, or less than one tornado per two-year period.
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into the low pressure, and whirl, usually in a counterclockwise direction,
toward the centre forming a mesocyclone.' But the exact physics of how a
tornado funnel develops is not completely understood. It is generally
suggested that convergence beneath the base of towering, rain-giving
cumulonimbus clouds, aided by the interaction between cold precipitation
downdrafts and neighboring updrafts may initiate rotation.'

The tornado funnel is an intense, low pressure vortex, surrounded by
high winds with great destructive capabilities. The damage caused by
tornadoes is due to very strong winds in the vortex estimated at 500km per
hour or more," The tornado itself may move about 45 km per hour.
Tornado activity is often associated with heavy rains and hail which can
cause flooding and additional damage. In extreme cases, articles have been
picked up in the whirling vortex and carried great distances away to be
redeposited.
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Tablet
Fujita Scale and Percentage Frequency of Occurrence in Western Canada

Wind Speed Maritimes On tario-Quebec West (includes
(km/h) prairie provinces)

FO 64-115 68.4 56.3 69.2

F1 115-179 31.6 34.9 30.8

F2 179-251 0 5.9 0

F3 251-330 0 2.2 0

F4 330-416 0 0.7 0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Cases 19 405 13
(1950-79)

FO and F1 are considered to be weak tornadoes; F2 tornado can cause damage sufficient to
disrupt a community to the point where help, other than can be provided from local
resources, is required; F3 and F4 tornadoes can cause a disaster.

Source: M.J. Newark, Tornadoes in Canada forthePeriod 1950to1979 (Downsview, ON:
Environment Canada, 1983),38-41.

In the prairie provinces generally, tornadoes strike more frequently in
southeastern Saskatchewan and southern Manitoba. Their frequency
drops off northeastwards and gradually to the north and west. Tornadoes
are rare in the foothills of Alberta except for a small area between Edmon
ton and Calgary (Figure 1).7 However, it should be noted that because of
sparse settlement over wide areas, some tornadoes remain unrecorded.
Also, the average frequency may have little relevance to actual occurrence
of tornadoes affecting a place (Figure 1). Even though the average fre
quency is 0.2/year there is no reason why two storms cannothit in one year.
In the decade 1980-89, two storms in 1980 would give an average of
0.2/year. For example, Saskatoon has an average annual frequency of
occurrence of about 0.2 tornadoes per year (Figure 1);but on 1June 1986,it
recorded three tornadoes simultaneously. Further, another tornado event
occurred on 26 June 1986, which hitthe same area. What is unique is that
one particular home in the northern part of the city was hit twice within a
four-week period. Such an occurrence is rare and no scientific explanation
is possible.

Ken Johnston, senior technician from the Atmospheric Environment
Service at Saskatoon, observes that before 1June 1986there had not been a
tornado strike the city in the last fifteen years. A study by Blair (1986)
confirms that there had not been a tornado hit Saskatoon for the time period
1971-80.8 McKay and Lowe (1960), in a study of tornadoes in western
Canada for the time period 1890to 1958,report only five tornadoes which
caused major property damage, none of which struck Saskatoon.' How
ever, it has only been in the last fifteen years that a verification and
identification system has been put in place for destructive storms. There
fore, what happened before that time is speculation and difficult to confirm.



Figure 2. Tornado tracks and property damages in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 1 June 1986.

Observations of the Saskatoon Tornado Event

According to reports and observations as many as three tornado funnels
touched down on the evening of Sunday, 1 June 1986 (Figure 2). The
tornadoes caused the most extensive damage in the northern part of
Saskatoon (Lawson Heights, River Heights, and Silverwood Heights) with
considerable destruction in excess of $1 million. Fortunately, there were no
deaths or serious injuries.

The residents of the stricken area reported very strong winds, and a loud
roaring noise combined with thunder, and that hail started about 9:45p.m.
CST,lasting for about twenty to thirty minutes. The report of eyewitnesses
(including one of the authors) from outside the area confirmed seeing three
separate funnel clouds.

The tornadoes came from the northwest heading southeast. A prelimi
nary survey of the property damages does not reveal any distinct path of
destruction. However, a closer analysis of the damaged area indicates three
paths of the tornadoes, two tornadoes touching down north of Pinehouse
Drive resulting in damage in the Lawson Heights and Silverwood Heights
area, and the third tornado touching down south of Pinehouse Drive
causing damage to River Heights. The wide area of destruction suggests a
multiple tornado event (Figure 2).

Most of the damage was in the FO to F1 category of the Fujita scale (see
Table 1). This type of damage is minor, for example, shingles removed,
fences blown down, trees uprooted (Figure 3). There were indications of
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some isolated damage in the F3category, for example, the roof ripped off a
house (O'Brien Crescent), wood imbedded in a car, and a warehouse
demolished (La Ronge Road).

Synoptic Conditions During the Tornadoes

In the summer of 1986,a Buekers Upper Air Management System was
operating at the Saskatoon Weather Office. This system provided a vertical
profile of the atmospheric conditions such as temperature, pressure, winds
and moisture over Saskatoon. The sondes launched from Saskatoon at5:30
6:00 a.m. daily measured wet and dry bulb temperatures, wind direction
and speed. The tephigram (a diagram which displays changing properties
of atmosphere at various levels) plotted from this data for 6:00a.m., 1 June
1986,showed the environment curve was slightly warmer than the normal
conditions. Indeed, there was hardly a significant instability or potential
energy for severe weather conditions such as a tornado. Therefore, the
tephigram provided no warning of possible severe weather conditions for
the evening of 1June.

The main aspects from the surface conditions for 31May midnightuntil the
evening of 1June were: 1)an Arctichigh pressure cell which had as its source
cool maritime Arctic air, drifting southeastward. From midnight, 31 May, the
centre of the cell was The Pas, Manitoba, and eighteen hours later (evening of
1June), the centre was located just west of Trout Lake,Ontario; 2)over eastern
British Columbia and Washington a weak thermal trough (low pressure area)
was developing. The developmentofa thermal trough in this area isa common
occurrence at this time of year, and is associated with daytime heating; 3) a
well-defined frontal wave developed between these air masses, which by
noon of 1June was centred near Peace River, Alberta; 4)a low pressure centre
was located in Idaho and Oregon. These pressure systems combined to set up
a flow of wann air from the south which rose over the warm frontal zone
located over Saskatchewan (Figure 4).

An analysis of the 700mb and 850 mb upper atmospheric charts for this
time period shows the development of a thermal ridge (high pressure area)
over eastern Alberta and western Saskatchewan. This thermal ridge ex
plains the flow of warm air from the United States which was overriding
the warm front across Saskatchewan.

In an analysis of the 500 mb upper atmospheric chart there was the
development of a short wave trough (low pressure) and associated with
this was positive vorticity advection. A positive vorticity advection pro
vides extra lift and instability at the 500mb level. This parameter was weak
in this analysis, but was present for the time period leading up to, and
including, the severe weather event.

Finally, in an analysis of the 250 mb chart, there is the presence of the jet
stream over Saskatoon (Figure 5). The jet stream (a fast-moving upper
atmospheric current which usually creates surface weather disturbances)"
was not strong, with winds that varied from 60 to 65 km/hour over
Saskatoon.
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figure 3. Damaged property in the northern part of Saskatoone
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Figure 4. Surface weather conditions in Saskatchewan in the evening just before the tornado struck,

Intense daytime heating was probably the cause of instability, and is
evident in the hourly record of temperatures. By 7:00 p.m. CST tempera
tures were: 29°C at Saskatoon, 31° at Kindersley, and 29° at North Battle
ford. Along with the rise in temperatures, the relative humidity also rose
over the Saskatoon area. Evidence of unstable air masses was beginning to
manifest itself by this time in the form of a line of thunderstorms which
developed rapidly near North Battleford at 6:45p.m. CST.

By8:00p.m. CST these thunderstorms began to move toward Saskatoon
and severe weather watches were issued by Environment Canada. The
thunderstorm, ligh tning, hail, and tornadoes struckSaskatoon at about9:45
p.m., and by approximately 10:00p.m. CST the system had passed out of the
city limits.

Weather Conditions During the Tornado Event

The weather readings were done at the Weather Officeseveral kilometres
away from the area affected by the tornadoes (Figure 2).Generally, weather
instruments do not have the capacity to record such storms and would break
if they were directly hit by a tornado since the winds are much stronger and
pressure much lower than the normal range of these instruments.

There were several prominent features of the weather conditions leading
up to and including the tornado event. One of the most significant was a
strong wind shear: the shift in wind directions and changes in speed." From
3:00 p.m. CST to 8:00 p.m. CST the winds remained steady from the south-

,------------------ -------1
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Figure 5. Upper atmospheric chart showing the presence of the jet stream over Saskatoon on the evening of
1 June 1986.

southeast at approximately 28km/hr with gusts to 37 km/hr. However, by
9:29p.m. CST winds had changed suddenly by almost 112degrees and were
from the west at 39 km/hr; this was followed eleven minutes later by winds
from the northwest at 63 km/hr with gusts up to 93 km/hr. Nine minutes
later with another shift gave winds from the southwest at 18.5 km/hr
gusting to 30 km/hr. By 10:00p.m. CST winds shifted once again to north
northwest at 43 km/hr. The peak wind gust of 117km/hr was observed at
9:55p.m. CST. The winds calmed down after the event to 11to 19km/hr from
the south.

Wind shifts were also accompanied by a rapid drop in barometric
pressure. Station pressure was in a steady and rapid decline from 952mb at
1:00p.m. CST to a low of 939mb shortly before 10:00p.m. Between 9:20p.m.
and 10:00p.m. there were three rapid pressure fluctuations of between 3
and4mb.

During the tornado event there were heavy thundershowers for thirty
minutes (from 9:40 p.m. to 10:10 p.m.) with rainfall totalling 10.8 mm.
Associated with the thunderstorms was frequent lightning. The property
damage was caused by gusting winds with changes both in speed and
direction and perhaps by the sudden drop of the barometric pressure.

Discussion

Forsevere weather development to occur several atmospheric parameters
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need to be present. Generally speaking, this involves the presence of an
unstableairmass, convergencecombined witha steeplifting mechanism, such
as a cold front, and a biggering mechanism to initiate severe weather. The
atmospheric conditions surrounding the 1 June event were not classic text
book prerequisites for severe weather such as tornadoes. As indicated by the
upper atmospheric sounding, the unstable air mass was not present earlier
during the day of 1 June 1986.A relatively stable air mass was present over
Saskatoon. This stability changed through the day, however, from daytime
heating, and the movement of a warm frontal system and nota cold front (the
latter being more common for triggering a tornado).

Forecasters usually look for the presence of a strong low-level jet for
severe weather conditions. In this case there was a very weak, almost
nonexistent, low-level jet stream. However, a higher level jet stream was
present in the 250mb analysis (Figure 5). Although this was not a strong jet
stream, its presence over Saskatoon was a contributing factor to severe
weather conditions. The presence of a high-level jet stream over Saskatoon
provided low-level convergence through high-level divergence. The con
vergence and lifting components of this event were primarily provided by
trough and subsequent frontal wave formation. The presence of shortwave
trough and positive vorticity advection (causing instability) at the 500 mb
level provided added lift to the unstable air mass. Lifting associated with a
warm front, which is not as steep as a cold front, still provided some lift for
the flow of warmair from the United States. This warm flow of air provided
added instability as it was overlying heated daytime air. Therefore, with
these atmospheric conditions there was very little to stop the heated air
from rising, and the development of thunderstorm cells. .

The triggering mechanism in this case was associated with the passage
of the warm frontal system and trough. Convergence associated with
trough formation, combined with high surface temperatures, and the
presence of a jet stream spawned a line of thunderstorms. From this line of
thunderstorms multiple tornadoes developed.

Conclusion

Saskatoon lies in an area of Canada that has a low risk and frequency of
tornadoes. The tornadoes that hitSaskatoon on 1June 1986were a very rare
event. The evidence from the damage, and from eyewitness reports, sug
gests that this was a multiple tornado event, predominantly of the FO and
F1 category. The synoptic conditions that triggered this event were not
classic textbook parameters. Rather, it appears that a combination of
intense daytime heating, warm flows of air from the United States riding
over a warm frontal zone, the presence of a short wave trough, and a weak
high-level jet stream produced the necessary parameters for severe
weather. The triggering mechanism in this case was associated with the
movement of the warm frontal system across Saskatchewan which
manifested itself in the developmentof a line of strong thunderstorms, and
subsequent tornado development over Saskatoon.
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Book Reviews

The Prairie West: Historical Readings, 2nd ed., edited by R. Douglas Francis
and Howard Palmer. Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1992.Pp. 748.

The second edition of The Prairie West: Historical Readings, edited by R.
Douglas Francis and the late Howard Palmer, is a substantially revised
version of the 1985edition. It continues to provide an excellent overview of
field, illuminating important features of the prairie historical landscape. Of
the thirty-five essays included in the collection, fourteen appeared in the
first edition, twenty-one are new. The number of topical subdivisions has
been increased from fourteen to fifteen, all bu t one of which are the same or
nearly the same as in the first edition. The changes in wording of the
subheadings are minor, except for one. "The Indian Treaties and the
Coming of Law and Order" has been amended to "Indian Treaties and the
Establishment of Canadian Law and Order," an acknowledgment of the
shift that has taken place in our understanding of the history of white/
aboriginal relations.

Looking back on the 1985edition, one is surprised not to find a section
on prairie women, a void that has now been filled with two essays. The first,
Veronica Strong-Boag's "Pulling in Double Harness or Hauling a Double
Load: Women, Work and Feminism on the Canadian Prairie," is a superb
choice because it interweaves a discussion of feminism with the day-to-day
life experiences of prairie women in the 1920s and 1930s. It proposes a
redefinition of politics to encompass the structures and relationships of the
domestic sphere as well as the more traditional, male-centred concepts of
"affairs of state." The essay has a clear, challenging argument of the kind
that supplies good fodder for classroom discussion. Since the main audi
ence for this book will be undergraduate classes, this is just the type of essay
the editors should select. The companion essay by Patricia Roome about
Amelia Turner's involvement in socialist organizations in Calgary from
1919 to 1935 is less successful in thisregard, Turner's chief claim to fame
was that she served on the Calgary School Board from 1926to 1936and, as
a CCF candidate, lost two provincial by-elections. While the essay provides
an interesting analysis of the relationship between feminism and socialism,
it does not address the experience of mainstream urban women. The
editors could well have included a few more women's history essays to fill
out the picture. Two out of thirty-five is not enough, given the high level of
research activity in the field, as evidenced, for example, by the WASH
(Women in Alberta and Saskatchewan History) workshops of recent years.

The other new section in this edition is "Rural and Agricultural Society
of Prairie Canada," and it, too, is most welcome. It features three worth
while essays, the first by David C. Jones entitled '''There is Some Power
About the Land' - The Western Agrarian Press and Country Life Ideol
ogy," which deals with variations on the theme, "God made the country,
and man made the City." Assertions of the supposed benefits of rural living
are as old as Cato who wrote that "the agricultural population produces the
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bravest men, the most valiant soldiers and a class of citizens least given of
all to evil design." Echoes of this ideology can still be heard in the speeches
of rural politicians opposing electoral redistribution. An antidote to the
ideologues of Jones's article is the essay by Ian MacPherson and John Herd
Thompson, "The Business of Agriculture: Prairie Farmers and the Adop
tion of 'Business Methods,' 1880-1950." It ponders the extent to which
farming was a "way of life" and the extent to which it was a "business." The
authors point out thatthe combination of scientific agriculture, technologi
cal change, and huge capital investments led farmers to adopt habits of
mind and values that were in many ways indistinguishable from North
American urban capitalist culture. The juxtaposition of these two essays,
each with a different slant on the same issue, will stimulate classroom
debate. Unfortunately, pairings of this kind occur infrequently in this
collection. Most often the essays are complementary, rather than confron
tational.

The third essay in the "Rural and Agricultural Society" section is Paul
Voisey's ''Rural Local History and the Prairie West," a historiographical
piece dwelling on the inadequacies of most prairie local history writing to
date. There is tremendous value in the local history approach, as Voisey
himself demonstrated in his study of Vulcan, Alberta and area. An excerpt
from that study would have illustrated the benefits of local history, prop
erly conceived, more effectively than an essay about local history in the
abstract. Voisey's cool, but devastating debunking of the humbug sur
rounding homesteading would have served the purpose admirably. In
stead, we get Wilfrid Eggelston's "The Old Homestead: A Romance and
Reality," a personal memoir that is more document than scholarly essay.
The other item of this kind isJames Gray's reminiscences of the 1930s,"Our
World Stopped and We Got Off." Both could have been omitted with no
great harm done.

As mentioned earlier,many essays that appeared in the earlieredition have
been cut. In some instances, newer scholarship has displaced older. Thus,
David Laycock's "Crypto-Liberalism" (1990) supersedes L.D. Courville's
''The Conservatism of the Saskatchewan Progressives" (1974), and Alvin
Finkel's "Alberta Social Credit Reappraised: The Radical Character of the
EarlySocialCredit Movement" (1986) replacesJohn Irving's ''The Evolutionof
the Social Credit Movement" (1948). Also put to pasture are such sturdy
warhorses as John Herd Thompson's "The Beginningof Our Regeneration':
The Great War and Western Canadian Reform Movements," David
Bercuson's "The Winnipeg General Strike,"and VeronicaStrong-Boag's"Ca
nadian Feminism in the 1920s: The Case of Nellie L. McOung." They are all
fineessays,but perhapssufferfromover-familiarity,and the editors were right
to give them a rest.

The weakest part of the volume is the post-1945 section. Roger Gibbins
contributes a succinct analysis of the reasons for western alienation from the
federal political system. His essay was first published in 1986and ends with
the observation that "there is also a growing chance that the Progressive
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Conservative government may not survive the next election [1988]," proving
once again that social scientists prophesy at their peril. The other essay is
Kenneth Norrie's bird's-eye view of the prairie economy since 1945.A more
detailed study, say of the agricultural or energy sector or of attempts to
diversify the regional economy, would have been of greater interest and use.

The most startling omission is material on aboriginal people since the
settlement period. There is next to nothing about the major shifts in
demographic trends, the rise of aboriginal political activism, the rejection of
integration/assimilationist policies, the healing movement, and the evolu
tion of aboriginal self-government. The absence of a section on aboriginal
people since 1945 will seem just as bizarre to readers of this volume five
years from now as the absence of a section on prairie women in the 1985
edition appears to us now. The other topic conspicuously ignored is the
environment. It is as if history consists only of what human beings do to
each other, and not what they do to the land, water, forests, and animals. A
larger vision is needed to expose how Westerners have adapted to, devel
oped, and abused their natural surroundings.

"Literature and Art" comprises the final section of the volume. R.
Douglas Francis's perceptive essay traces the "changing images of the
West," showing how the region was successively seen as barren land, land
of agricultural promise, extension of Ontario, victim of powerful Eastern
forces, democratic, egalitarian frontier, 1930s desert, post-World War II
diversifying capitalist economy, and grouping of provincial fiefdoms. The
"image of the West" depends, of course, on who does the imagining. The
aboriginal images of the West and the images of the West held by ethnic
minorities are not the same as those of the dominant groups. Although The
Prairie West: Historical Readings tries to be inclusive, it ultimately fails to do
justice to the multiple viewpoints of the region's diverse population, and it
fails to convey the historical continuities linking past and present. The
assumption seems to be that events like the subjugation of the Indians on
reserves or the prohibitions of the Ukrainian language in schools are over
and done with and can be relegated to "history." They are not over and
done with. They continue to influence present-day events and shape the
numerous and various understandings that prairie people have of their
histories. This observation is not so much a criticism of the book under
review as a criticism of the current state of prairie history writing. Histori
ans need to shed lingering triumphalist assumptions and explain how the
"legacy of conquest," to borrow Patricia Nelson Limerick's phrase, lives
with us today. Only then will we have a truer, more balanced view of
ourselves, enabling us to see both the brightly lit and the shadow sides of
our past and present.

James M. Pitsula
Department of History
University of Regina
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liMy Dear Maggie .. .": Letters from a Western Manitoba Pioneer, edited by
Kenneth S. Coates and William R. Morrison. Regina: Canadian Plains
Research Center, 1991.Pp. 265.

William Wallace, 22, his brother Andrew, 15, and his father Peter, 59,
braved an Atlantic crossing and tiresome railway journey from Scotland to
western Manitoba in the spring of 1881. They came, like many others
during Manitoba's first land boom, to homestead. While the optimism that
no doubt contributed to their decision to emigrate kept them looking
forward all through the trials of farm building, they were also always
looking backward: Maggie, sister and daughter, had been left behind.
William was a conscientious letter writer, and his frequent epistles to his
sister began with the crossing and did not stop until Maggie and her
husband came to Manitoba in 1904. Carefully preserved by Maggie, the
letters throw wide a clear, reflective window on a pioneer community and
experience.

The editors have chosen to publish the first segment of letters, from the
crossing to the beginning of 1886.It is this segment that captures the critical
point of frontier settlement experience, turning unbroken land and a
disparate collection of people into a community. William's letters capture
this transformation as his feeling of belonging grows. Words like pemmi
can and moccasin creep into everyday use. It is not long until he is scoffing
at the ways of "newcomers," being now a seasoned Canadian of some
months. He soon gets caughtup in discussions of railway lines, steamboats,
and the inadequacies of Canadian government policy.

William's letters contain many elements common to settlers' writings: a
recounting of the exhausting trip behind slow-moving oxen from the
jumping-off point to the homestead, the violence of thunderstorms, the
pain of frozen extremities, and the destruction caused by prairie fires. They
are also full of the fine details of life not usually found in such abundance
in pioneer narratives, details made vivid by William's observant eye and
lyrical writing style. He carefully describes the "extraordinary beautiful
character of the snow crystals." He tells of mosquitoes (he even encloses
one in a letter), of a "splendid beard of young grain" on an early summer
field, and of the voracious appetites of bachelor homesteaders for good
food and a glimpse of young ladies at a Dominion Day picnic.

A tireless observer, William appreciated landscape and understood its
meaning to new settlers - how desperately they needed it to seem wel
coming, even beautiful. His descriptions of what he saw from his front door
or while down by the creek remained full of the joy of discovery and the
wonder of new things while moving very quickly to a comfortable accep
tance of his Manitoba surroundings. William manages to embroider the
small triumphs of everyday life, such as making "nice, crisp biscuits,"
("plenty of butter and sugar among the flour, well-kneaded and well
thumped is the secret"), with a rich tapestry of the relationshipbetweenone
homesteader and his land. This is a considerable achievement when it is
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remembered his letter writing usually took place in those few moments
stolen by sheer force of will from much-needed sleep.

The men's relationship with Maggie revealed through William's letters
is intriguing. It is truly unfortunate, and telling, they did not think her
letters worth saving. William is constantly urging Maggie to write longer,
more detailed letters. The lifeline they created was made painfully clear. In
one dated 4 February 1884,after admitting it was not uncommon to wear
four socks at a time in his moccasins, William declared he would rather she
senta letter than a pairof socks any day. While they do seem to miss her and
sincerely want her to come to Manitoba, their entreaties to do so are often
coloured by a description of what she could do for them. They wanted a
woman to relieve themselves of the housework, and that was that. William
frequently asks Maggie to send newspapers, music books, violin strings,
and many other sundries. When received, they were often met with reluc
tant appreciation, and Maggie was reproached for being a few pennies
short on the postage or for picking music not quite to his tastes. Perhaps
these letters, which Maggie obviously gleefully shared with her female
friends, give an indication of why there was a paucity of single young
women on the settlement frontier. Maggie, a teacher, quite enjoyed her
independent life. She had no desire to be a housemaid. William's descrip
tive letters, containingas they did numerous accounts of the fierceweather,
nearby bears and howling wolves, includinga tale of one old brute trapped
by a neighbour whose fangs William noted were longer than his forefinger,
would not have tipped the balance in immigration's favour.

The letters are thoughtfully and unobtrusively annotated using foot
notes. Would you have guessed, for example, that the wild turkeys William
refers to at one point were probably Sandhill cranes? The introduction
provided by the editors puts the letters in their historical context, and
draws comparisons with the wide body of published pioneer narratives.
My Dear Maggie ... is an informative addition to that literature that goes
beyond a relating of daily triumphs and defeats. William Wallace takes us
on his personal journey from immigrant to citizen, a journey awakened by
his growing attachment to his new landscape.

Patricia Myers
Historic Sites and Archives Service
Alberta Community Development

Manitoba's Metis Settlement Scheme of 1870, by Paul L.A.H. Chartrand.
Saskatoon: Native Law Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 1991.Pp. 233.

In the late 1970s the Manitoba Metis Federation began a program of
historical and legal research focussed on the experience of the Metis in that
province. Tangible results of this program became apparent a decade later
and include D.N. Sprague's Canada andthe Metis I 1869-1885and the Dumont
case. The former, based largely on research conducted for the Manitoba
Metis Federation, provides a moving account of the often sad history of the
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Metis during Canada's early years and constitutes little short of an indict
ment of official Canadian policy - and of Sir John A. Macdonald, in
particular - held to be directly responsible for virtually every misfortune
the Metis suffered. The latter, the result to some extentof the same historical
research, is a case brought by the Manitoba Metis Federation against the
federal government, seeking to see a land base established for the Metis.

The Dumont case - likely to be renamed soon since Mr. Dumont was
recently named the Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba - has raised a
number of extraordinarily complex legal issues and so seems likely to
remain before the courts for the foreseeable future. By its nature it has
required the federal government to engage in its own program of research.
One result of this is T. Flanagan'sMetis Lands inManitoba (based on research
commissioned by the federal Department of Justice). Flanagan is highly
critical of Sprague's conclusions, presenting the federal government as
diligent, fair-minded and inclined to be overly-generous, and the free
market (that is, land speculators) as having had an altogether beneficial
effect on the recipients of land grants in Manitoba. This on-going historical
debate (and others besides Sprague and Flanagan have been participants)
and the associated legal dispute are the environment in which Paul Char
trand's Manitoba's Metis Settlement Scheme of1870 must be situated.

Chartrand's study, primarily, and more successfully, a study of law, is a
reworking of the master's thesis he submitted to the Law School at the
University of Saskatchewan. It explores the meaning and implementation
of section 31 of the Manitoba Act, 1870. It acknowledges Sprague's work as
its historical base (Flanagan's book was published in 1991 so it is unlikely
that Chartrand could have had access to it) and is founded on the law as it
was in 1988. It will be of value to those interested in the legal history of
aboriginal rights in Canada generally, and in the history of the Manitoba
Metis in particular.

The starting point is section 31 of the Manitoba Act, 1870, which Char
trand says embodied a "fast-track" version of existing practices to extin
guish Indian title. Adjusted "to accord with the unique circumstances" of
the Metis, the section provided for 1.4 million acres of land to be set aside
"for the benefit of the families of the half-breed residents." Having identi
fied the purpose of the section Chartrand proceeds, in the second chapter,
to identify the beneficiaries of this plan, and, relying on the purpose of the
section to interpret its terms, he suggests a much larger number of benefici
aries than has often been proposed. This "purposive" approach to interpre
tation also characterizes the third chapter, which examines the selection of
lands to be distributed, and the fourth, which argues that the purpose of the
section could only have been accomplished by a "gradual, regulated land
settlement scheme": in effect, by the federal government administering
Metis lands very much as it has lands given to Canada's Indians by treaty.
Chapter five explores some of the implications of constitutional status of
section 31 and touches briefly on the question of group rights. Chapter six

~-----------------
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recapitulates the government's many faults and suggests the route which
ought to be followed in rectifying these long-standing grievances.

Readers who lack legal experience may be a bit disturbed by the general
tone of the work - itstrongly and knowingly advocates the Metis position
at law - and the sometimes seemingly esoteric legal arguments, but this
should not prevent them from taking advantage of the author's careful
presentation of those arguments. It should, however, alert them to the need
to read critically the evidence and reasoning presented.

For example, there are certainly elements in the historical sections of
Chartrand's work which will not meet with the approval of all readers.
There are those who will not be persuaded that Parliament intended "as
one of its larger constitutional objects, the cultural survival of the Metis
people, notwithstanding its policy of providing lands for all to whom the
racial term "Half-Breed" might apply" (p. 31). Such an assertion would
seem to depend largely on one view of the working of the Manitoba Act,
1870, and would appeal to few who are not lawyers. And the statement,
made after referring to the Quebec Conference of 1864 which preceded
Confederation, that "No lesser status can be accorded to the negotiations
between the convention's delegates and the Canadian ministers for the
interpretation of the Manitoba Act" (p.131) is equally unlikely to be univer
sally accepted. If nothing else, the contexts of these two debates were
fundamentally different. But these and like criticisms do not go to the heart
of Chartrand's work or to its value, which is its analysis of the legal
dimension. His meticulous consideration of every phase - and nearly
every word - in the relevant sections of the Manitoba Act provides an
excellent introduction to their interpretation. And even if the interpreta
tions presented are not persuasive in every case - and are in many cases
subject to eventual adjudication by the courts - the perspective offered is
always interesting and accessible to the careful reader.

The reviewer regrets, however, that the discussion has notbeen carried
further on at least two points. First, inherited group rights inevitably
conflict with individual rights, and, though this is acknowledged in chapter
five, the author largely fails to explore the practical problems raised. It is
unfortunate that he did not take the opportunity to add more fully to his
.analysis in the present work. And second, after listing the government's
numerous breaches of legal obligation - they are listed under fourteen (!)
headings - Chartrand concludes by suggesting that negotiations between
the government and the Metis will provide the most satisfactory remedy.
This rather abrupt ending, holding that constitutional rights are in some
fashion negotiable, certainly merits further explanation, and it is to be
hoped that the author will address this issue in the future.

Ken Leyton-Brown
Department of History
University of Regina
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Toward a Humanist Political Economy, by Harold Chorney and Phillip
Hansen. Montreal: Black Rose Books, 1992. Pp. 214.

Though most of the nine essays in this collection have appeared earlier,
their publication in one volume is a welcome addition to both the Canadian
political economy literature and the literature on western Canada. On the
surface however it is a disparate collection, ranging from discussions of
political theorists such as Hannah Arendt and Theodor Adorno through
historical events such as the Winnipeg General Strike to contemporary
issues like the Canadian national debt and the behaviour of prairie social
democrats in the face of a neoconservative ideological onslaught. Yet there
is an underlying framework in this work of two renaissance scholars who
happily ignore both disciplinary and ideological boundaries. As Chorney
puts it, those who seek at once to understand the world and to change it,
however modestly, must seek to unite the different essences of social
theory and practical politics. Social theory, he notes, is an "art form whose
aesthetic inevitably privileges utopian thought over pragmatic reason"
while practical politics requires the "application of pragmatic reason in the
service of human need" (p, 2(0). Chorney and Hansen attempt both to
describe and prescribe in the area of practical politics in the light of their
reading of a variety of theorists ranging from Keynes to Orwell to Robert
Lynd and Walter Benjamin.

The paper that perhaps best links the concerns of this volume is entitled
"The Falling Rate of Legitimation." Written jointly by Chorney and
Hansen, its title makes an.ironic reference to Marx's theory of the tendency
of profits to fall during the course of capitalist development. These authors
suggest that the economic contradictions of the capitalist system, which in
classical Marxist theory would lead to the system's inevitable overthrow by
its working-class victims, are in themselves of less importance than the
cultural characteristics of developed capitalism that block revolutionary
change. Neo-Marxists tend also to recognize the cultural component in
their explanations of how the capitalist system maintains itself, usually
with reference to Gramsci's theory of ideological hegemony. But Chorney
and Hansen argue that the problem for reformists goes deeper than the
mere creation of false consciousness about how the social system works.
The problem lies in the social system that industrial capitalism has created,
one in which community in the traditional sense has been negated, making
once natural solidarities among groups of citizens difficult to maintain. The
state, which claims to be democratically controlled by the citizenry, is
instead in the grip of bureaucracies over which most citizens feel little sense
of control. While those who reap the most benefit from this system once felt
sufficient pressure from below to make welfare-state concessions to legiti
mize the status quo, the weak bonds among the majority of citizens have
weakened such pressures over time. The result has been that the political
and economic elites have been emboldened in their willingness to argue
that social programs are too rich and a drag on capital accumulation. The
fetishism about government deficits, and accompanying revival of eco
nomic ideas thought to have been thoroughly discredited during the Great
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Depression, demonstrate the lack of an historical sense within the popula
tion: a majority can be fooled to accept "new" ideas that are simply
yesterday's rejects. Chorney develops this notion further in an essay enti
tled "Amnesia, Integration and Repression: The Roots of Canadian Urban
Political Culture." Observing, perhaps somewhat romantically, the bonds
among Winnipeg working people evident during the Winnipeg General
Strike, he notes that the city's working people nowadays are immersed in
the alienating culture of North American capitalism and evince little of the
solidarity of 1919.Groups fight for their perceived interests but notions of
broader societal justice have little purchase. The General Strike itself, while
it shaped political polarities in the city that remain in an attenuated form,
has been largely forgotten by Winnipegers. "It is this power of social
amnesia and the cultural homogenization of capitalist society at the urban
level in North America which must be understood, if we are to make sense
of the nature of urban political culture in Canada and the social reproduc
tion of capitalism which it entails." (p.32)

While several of the theorists that the authors draw upon in their
analysis of the alienated character of both social organization and social
thought in capitalist society are critical Marxists, more attention is paid to
such non-Marxist critics as Hannah Arendt, George Orwell and Robert
Lynd. Particularly interesting in this regard are Hansen's two essays on the
theorist he has studied most closely, Hannah Arendt. Arendt's notions
about a debasement of speech in modem industrial societies and a replace
ment of public debate with inner subjectivity underscore the difficulties of
creating a meaningful public life. How can there be a democratic vision of
society if its citizens are bound together not by notions of a common
humanity but instead only by an exalting of individual property? Even
religion, for the new Right, notes Hansen, becomes a means of sanctifying
an insubstantial notion of community: "it defends possessive individual
ism as community and attacks community as 'secular humanism'" (p.181).

Against such notions, Chorney and Hansen embrace a perspective that
they note is premodern - "a concern that what is immoral must be
irrational and mediocre in logic" (p. 7). In an essay on Keynes, Chorney,
drawing on the writings of the economist himself and of his more left-wing
students, stresses that such notions motivated this century's most brilliant
practitioner of the dismal science. While the legacy of Keynes for many is
the technical adjustments in monetary and fiscalpolicy that helped capital
ism to create the longest period of economic growth and relatively full
employment in its history, Chorney emphasizes that Keynes's ideas cannot
be reduced to formulae. Keynes was himself pessimistic about the long
term ability of markets to correct themselves with only minor intervention
by the state and was emphatic that an economic system had to be judged by
moral criteria such as whether it could eliminate unemployment and
poverty. The system had to be changed or rejected if it could not.

Chorney's debt to Keynesianism is evident in the paper, "The Deficit:
Hysteria and the Current Crisis," first published in 1984but still relevant
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today in its critique not only of the economic fallacies but also the moral
bankruptcy of those who argue that government deficits are crushing the
economy and must be eliminated quickly even if it means placing more
Canadians on the scrap heap. Chorney calls for stimulative budgets and a
commitment to full employment partly as an economist but more impor
tantly as a citizen who wishes to affirm the sense of community with other
Canadians that industrial capitalist culture and its academic and business
community acolytes attempt to snuff out.

That sense of community once seemed to have suffered less erosion on
the Canadian Prairies than elsewhere in North America. The cooperative
movement, the One Big Union, the Co-Operative Commonwealth Federa
tion, the labour churches, and like phenomena suggested that on the
western frontier, the cultural values and practices of industrial capitalism
would meet with organized resistance. It is perhaps for this reason that the
authors, both products of Winnipeg's ethnicly diverse North End with its
longstanding (if increasingly folkloric) political dissonance, decry tenden
cies within contemporary social democracy to shed radical traditions.
Analyzing the reasons for the fall of the Schreyer government in Manitoba
in 1977and its replacement by the Sterling Lyon Conservatives, "the first
neo-conservative government in the English-speaking world" (p. 40),
Chorney and Hansen observe:

The position of social democracy in a liberal democratic polity is always precari
ous. This state of affairs exists because of the inherent weakness of social
democratic consciousness in all capitalist societies...This is because the vast
majority of ordinary people accept more or less uncritically capitalist principles
of social and economic organization. Yet, paradoxically, a successful social
democratic strategy must sensitize the population to issues of wealth and
power, and therefore to issues of social and economic class. However much
social democrats may obscure them, questions of social class are decisive in
shaping the political fortunes of social democracy: a social democratic party is
more likely to be successful when class issues are salient than when they are
deemphasized. (p. 42)

Though the authors note that they are now more skeptical of Marxist
formulations than when they wrote many of these articles, the emphasis on
the need for social democrats to explode the mythology that everyone
benefits when the corporate agenda is followed remains salient. Their own
analysis of industrial capitalist society however contains all the clues
needed to explain why social democratic parties are tempted to appropri
ate the rhetoric of neoconservatives: the solidaristic message that once
informed social democracy is harder to sell as the resonances of community
get fainter. Yet, as they note, social democrats' partial embrace of the
philosophies of their opponents tends simply to reinforce the perspective
of neoconservatives rather than to create a greater credibility for social
democracy.

Collectively then these essays offer a great deal of food for thought.
While some readers will find the analysis of Canadian society over-stated
and too gloomy and others will find the prescriptions for change too
optimistic and unrealistic in the face of the social analysis that precedes
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them, we need far more efforts of this kind to integrate social theory,
economic and political analysis and prescription. The dogmas of Left and
Right, and the narrow and often obscurantist disciplinary discourses
(worsening in the era of post-modernism) have all but made universities
irrelevant in social debate. One hopes that there will be more and more
attempts of this kind by academics, at once to explore issues of concern to
ordinary citizens, at the same time integrating discussion of these concerns
with theoretical concerns mainly of interest to the academy.

Alvin Finkel
Department of Humanities
Athabasca University

Passion and Conviction: The Letters of Graham Spry, edited by Rose Potvin.
Regina: Canadian Plains Research Center, 1992. Pp. 278.

The remarkable subject of this volume, Graham Spry, was a proud
Canadian, intensely devoted to his country's national existence and well
being, but nevertheless forced by hard circumstance to spend most of his
working life outside Canada. Taking into account his immense gifts, eager
ness to serve, and dedication to causes he believed in, we are left with the
mystery of why Canada found it so hard to offer him a position suitable for
the exercise of his talents.

Born in 1900,a Rhodes scholar from Manitoba in 1922,Spry conscien
tiously prepared himself for a career, gaining journalisticand editorial
experience along the way, and after Oxford taking a position temporarily
in Geneva with the International Labor Organization. But he could hardly
wait to get home, andin 1926he accepted a position in Ottawa as national
secretary of the Association of Canadian Clubs.

Through his connections in Winnipeg, Oxford, and Ottawa, Spry-devel
oped a large number of friendships, many with prominent politicians and
other leading figures in Canadian life.The evidence is that he enjoyed their
affection, warm regard and respect. In the years that followed, during long
absences from the country of his birth, these friendships were preserved,
enabling his influence to be felt in Canada even whenhe was physically
absent.

The result was that he outdistanced most of these other prominent
Canadians in achieving results that can be directly linked to him in aspects
of Canadian development that most interested him. The best-known exam
ple is that of broadcasting, on which Graham Spry and his immediate
associates in the Canadian Radio League made an indelible stamp in 1932
and 1936,as champions of public-service radio (and later, television). Spry
also made a signal contribution to the development of medicare, when in
1962his office in London helped the Saskatchewan government meet the
challenge of the "doctors' strike."

His "exile" from Canada - for this is how Spry regarded it - came as
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the result of a brief fling in party politics when he associated himself with
the newly formed CCF, running as a candidate in a by-election and in the
1935general election. It was not only electoral defeat that bruised him, but
lack of enough support, organizational and financial, to sustain his at
tempts to build a new party in the province of Ontario. With this failure he
lost the taste for direct party involvement, and the credentials for posts in
nonpartisan organizations such as the one he had previously worked for.
(The most positive result of his CCF years was his meeting the woman he
would marry in 1938- Irene Biss, of the University of Toronto, Depart
ment of Political Economy.)

Despite his experience as a journalist, organizer, and idea man, Spry was
told by friends and potential employers (such as Joseph Atkinson, publish
er of the Toronto Star, and John W. Dafoe, editor of the Winnipeg Free Press)
that his CCFidentification made him virtually unemployable in Canada. A
fruitless round of job interviews seemed to confirm this. As a result, the
only recourse was to take employment in 1937with an American company,
California Standard Oil, working out of an office in London, England.
During the war, seconded by his employer, he engaged in rather more
congenial work for the British government and also did some freelance
journalism. This allowed him the opportunity not only to cover some of the
fighting in Italy and on the Western front, but also to accompany Sir
Stafford Cripps on his mission to India to begin negotiations over that
country's independence.

After the war, Spry unsuccessfully sought repatriation in Canada, but
again employment eluded him, and by this time he had a young family to
support. Eventually he accepted the post in London of Agent-General for
the province of Saskatchewan. He and his wife Irene, an economist and
economic historian, returned to Canada permanently after Graham's re
tirement, spending an active fifteen years in Ottawa until his death in
November 1983.

Rose Potvin's book allows us to hear in his own words Spry's descrip
tion and analysis of events he helped shape during his lifetime. Spry was a
great letter writer, and sometimes set down in journals and reminiscences
accounts of his emotions and experiences. At least two-thirds of this book
are direct quotations from letters sent and letters received - especially to
his mother in the earlier part of the book, and in the middle and later
sections to his wife Irene, to whom he was most devoted. Other correspon
dents include that remarkable gallery of friends and associates previously
mentioned - including Lester Pearson, Eugene Forsey, Frank Scott,
Brooke Claxton, Marius Barbeau, Tommy Douglas, George Ferguson, King
Gordon, Arthur Lower, and the novelist and poet Elizabeth Smart, who
had been one of his earlier romantic interests. Anyone who lived through
those times will recognize the names, and if they do not, the information
Rose Potvin supplies Will put the reader at ease.

The book, then, is particularly valuable to those who wish to have the
full expression of Graham Spry's views and interpretations of events, from
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a Canadian vantage point, in the first two or three decades of this century
and from his vantage point in England in later years - an interpretation
strengthened and supplemented through returning visits to Canada, and a
continuous flow of correspondence with Canadian friends.

RosePotvin'snarrativesurrounding the edited material is indispensable
both clear and reliable. (Theonly factual error I detected is a reference on page
257 to Vincent Massey having been present at a ceremony awarding Spry an
honorary degree in 1976.In fact,Massey had died some nine years earlier.)

So in sum, this is a very valuable record of Spry's feelings, ideas,
personal associations, and endeavours, whether the subject is politics,
broadcasting, understanding the history or the realization of social ideals.
It is a personal document too, allowing the reader to appreciate Spry's
doubts and periodic feelings of inadequacy, but also his strong conviction
and determination, leavened by a self-deprecating humour.

As early as 1927,Spry cast his ambition and the role he desired to play in
these terms:

I hate the thought of utterly losing liberty, indeed, my highest ambition is a small
assured income, time to study some particular question and ability to raise hell
about it.... An independent, disinterested student and agitator. That is my
ambition. (p. 63)

His writing style rises occasionally almost to the lyrical, and he was very
often able to tum a phrase. For example, in describing a former president of
the Canadian Association of Broadcasters, Finlay MacDonald, as a poten
tial ally, Spry writes that MacDonald "has been the lingering coal of
Conservatism in Nova Scotia for years; and now that it has burst into flame,
he is very powerful in the party" (page 196). In many letters, especially to
his wife and to his mother, he could show a remarkable sensitivity and
gentleness of spirit that is entirely captivating.

It is good, therefore, to have in this book Spry's convictions, Spry's perspec
tive, Spry's warnings and admonitions, undiluted. But now we need. a full
fledged biography, one in which the writer can build on the present volume,
mixing in alternative views and the experience of those who engaged most
closelywithSpry, and arrivingat a reasonable assessmentofSpry the man and
the public activist. For Spry's legacy - including the system of public broad
casting thathe helped found - is importantenough to deserve a fuller account
of his lifeand work in all of its complexity.

Frank W. Peers
Department of Political Science
University of Toronto

Eighteenth-Century Western Cree and Their Neighbours, by Dale R. Russell.
Archaeological Survey of Canada, Mercury Series Paper 143.Hull, Quebec:
Canadian Museum of Civilization, 1991.Pp. 248.

Reconstructions and interpretations based on historical sources -
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which we call histories - have created an evolving historiography. Russell
examines historiographically the interpretations of the twentieth-century
ethnographer David G. Mandelbaum and early nineteenth-century ex
plorer Sir Alexander MacKenzie, and cursorily what Russell characterizes
as the "post-Mandelbaum writers." All of these writers have previously
contributed their own reconstructions about the Cree and their culture
history.

In this work Russell focusses particularly on the question of whether
Crees migrated to the northern plains from the eastern woodlands or
whether Plains Cree occupations had anything to do with the westward
push of the European fur trade. The answer to these questions depends on
the degrees ofaccuracy attributed to written observations by which histori
cal groups of Indians can be identified and traced.

The implicationsof this migration question are more interesting than the
question itself because they focus upon the nature of sources and the tests
for reliable information. The oral traditions of Plains Cree, as interpreted by
Russell, do not substantiate the idea of a known migration; rather there is a
suggestion of a long-term occupation of the Prairies and Plains since time
immemorial. While asserting this on behalf of Cree oral tradition, Russell
offers no detailed discussion or even minimal examination of specific
sources for this perspective. Russell indicates that his examination of the
historical sources for the Cree and their neighbours reveals a picture quite
different from that of the migrationists and quite similar to that of the Cree
oral traditions. He suggests that as Europeans travelled west they per
ceived the Cree to be moving with them. Russell's interpretative approach
supports a nonmigrationist view, especially when European biases are
filtered out from the extant sources for particular time periods and regions.
What is missing is his documentation of Cree sources that corroborate his
historical discussions.

Russell's reconstruction is just as monolithic and stiff, however, as the
ones he wishes to dismantle. In the late 1930s,for example, when ethnolo
gist David Mandelbaum did his fieldwork in Saskatchewan and consulted
a range of historical sources for his important baseline Boasian (via Clark
Wissler) ethnography (synthesized from his extensive field notes of oral
interviews), a number of historical sources were unknown or unavailable
to him. There is little evidence that Mandelbaum did any archival research
other than consulting published sources. Russell shows how this affected
Mandelbaum's basic interpretations, and thus his view of developing Cree
culture and society.

Revisionists must be careful not to judge by standards of comprehen
siveness unless they also are willing to be judged by these. Russell does not
cite any use of the collection of Mandelbaum's field notes in the Saskatche
wan Provincial Archives or Mandelbaum's retrospective discussion of his
own methods (1979). Russell attributes motives and interpretations, but far
from proves them.
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Russell suggests that the diffusion ofguns and resulting warfare was not
as powerful a factor upon migration as was the western movement of fur
traders and explorers. He criticizes in detail Alexander MacKenzie's sec
ond-hand accounts of the Prairies that he never visited, and suggests
unqualified reliance by twentieth-eentury scholars upon what MacKenzie
only meant to be generalizations. Russell calls this method of attribution
the "fallacy of displaced observation" (p. 47).What is particularly disturb
ing about Russell's perspective is that he accepts one oral tradition over
another, for example, the informants to MacKenzie, many of whom were
known to have been Indians or Inuit. Oral traditions must be weighed in
relationship to other sources; their power as sources is found in both
collaboration or new perspectives.

Russell's descriptions taken from historical sources for the specific
geography of the woodlands, prairies and plains continuum are truly
impressive. From this base of local knowledge, which includes locations of
historical sites, Russell criticizes the limitations of other scholars, especially
those of the migrationists. He marches through the early journals and
accounts, correlating locations with his localized understandings. His
descriptions of the lands of the "periphery," which he knows intimately
from experience, are particularly powerful. While this geographic accuracy
makes aspects of his discussions appear clear-cut, the comprehensiveness
of his historiographic critique remains flawed in several ways. Nowhere
does Russell acknowledge the relativity of historically emerging geo
graphical knowledge as it was being invented cartographically through
acceptance, rejection and modification during the seventeenth, eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries (Ruggles 1958, 1991). Rather, he discusses geo
graphical space in absolute terms, assuming the locations of action
throughout the periods under examination had the same conscious reality
for all actors. Russell unfortunately also limits his discussion by not using
or referring to recent scholarship done on similar issues or on interactions
with the Cree for the same time periods and important adjacent regions for
the Eastern Dakota (Sioux), southwestern and western Ojibwa, the Gros
Ventre/Hidatsa, the Cheyenne and the central and western Great Lakes
region.

Particularly odd is the publishing of this volume of broad-based ethno
historical cum geographical analysis in the Mercury Series publications of
the Archaeological Survey of Canada. Nowhere in the volume does Russell
attempt to discuss his interpretations relative to the archaeological record
in the regions considered in this book. The utility of this volume is en
hanced by two folded reference maps ("The Canadian Northwest" and
'Western Interior of Canada"), which facilitate the tracing of Russell's
descriptions of specific locations.

The successful proof of the nonmigration perspective finally is left to the
reader. The discussion of localized geography and descriptions of early fur
trade interactions make this volume a useful reference. It reasserts one
perspective in a long-standing debate, bu t does not resolve it.
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IIA spectre is haunting Alberta; the spectre of the quasi-party system."
The six-term Conservative dynasty, begat by King Peter and apparently
squandered by Prince Don, has been granted a new lease on life under the
Right-populist leadership of Ralph Klein.

The phrase "quasi-partysystem" was coined by the firstCanadianpolitical
scientist to attempt a structural explanation of the fact of Alberta's political
exceptionalism. C.B. Macpherson, in the 1953 classic Democracy in Alberta,
portrayed a party system that after 1921 had featured relentlessly anticentral
Canadian governing parties ruling with weak partisan opposition except
during two election campaigns in which suigeneris parties buried their prede
cessors. His account of these phenomena relied on a neo-Innisian analysis of
Alberta's colonial relation to the federal state and party system, a compelling
portrayal of how this spawned strong nonpartisan feelings in Alberta, and a
creative but controversial Marxist explanation of political behaviour by
Alberta's numerically and politically predominant petit-bourgeoisie.
Macpherson claimed that members of this internally diverse, but uniformly
insecure class were attracted to political parties which rhetorically opposed
entrenched metropolitain economic elites,but stopped short of attempting or
even clearly conceiving a fundamental challenge to the system of property
relations on which such elite power was founded.

When the Social Credit regime finally ran out of gas in 1971 after nine
terms, veteran University of Alberta political scientist Fred Englemann
reminded Albertans of Macpherson's quasi-party theory. The details of
Macpherson's Marxist political sociology were less important to Engle
mann than the overall pattern of one-party dominance. After all, in other
provinces, parties might rule for two to four terms, but were normally
replaced by long-time political opponents, not by parties that still were yet
to be fully born, like the United Farmers of Alberta in 1921,the Social Credit
League in 1935, and perhaps even Peter Lougheed's freshly revived 1971
Conservatives.

Canadian political scientists have tended to either revere or despise
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Macpherson's Democracy in Alberta. Most now agree that his account of the
hegemony of the governing parties from 1921-52was exaggerated, relying
as it did more on seat counts in legislatures than popular vote totals, and on
an inflated picture of class-based political and ideological homogeneity in
the province. Edward Bell's "Reconsidering Democracy in Alberta" in this
volume takes these criticisms a step further. He contests Macpherson's
deduction of a necessary ideological and political stance from the fact of
class position, and argues that Macpherson's explanatory model relied on
a combination of utopian visions of post-capitalist democratic politics, and
a seriously flawed assessment of the degree to which a diverse petit-bour
geoisie dominated numerically or eliminated meaningful political compe
tition. Much of Bell's case is an extension and synthesis of earlier critiques
of Macpherson by Alvin Finkel, Peter McCormick, Larry Pratt and even
S.M. Lipset. It is, nonetheless, clearly argued and occasionally innovative.

But now that the dust of the 1993 Alberta election has settled, and "the
Ralphs" (as Alberta Report's editor called the Klein-led Conservatives of
1993) have risen from the. ashes of an incompetent and unpopular Getty
government, perhaps we should ask whether Professor Englemann was
right to maintain that the idea of "quasi-party system" has some analytical
staying power.

Like most Albertans in the 1950sand 196Os, Fred Englemann saw a rather
monochrome political landscape. Of course there were Liberal, Conservative
and even CCF opposition MLAs in the legislature, and of course the media
occasionally pierced the armour of twenty-five year premier Ernest the Good
or his increasingly technocratic cabinet colleagues. But to anyone with an
experience of competitive political life and contested political discourse,
Alberta was a weird place. To promote the inclusion of fluoride in municipal
water systems was to court public villification as a communist as late as the
mid-1960s. One of the reasons Lougheed's victory came as such a shock to
many Albertans was that competitive politics had long ceased appearing as a
realistic option provincially.

Political life in Alberta since 1935 has often seemed like, and possessed
characteristics of, a one-party state. Most striking was the general feeling,
well captured in Englemann's contribution to this volume, that is was not
necessary, legitimate or worth bothering to unashamedly demand what in
the Westminister parliamentary model are minimum levels of government
accountability to the legislative opposition, the press, or the public. To reply
that the Conservatives lasted forty-three years in Ontario is insufficient,
given the qualitatively different effects of one-party dominance on public
discourse and policy discussion in Alberta and Ontario. To retort that life
inside Alberta's dominant party was at least democratic would be gilding
the authoritarian lily of Manning's Social Credit League and missing the
extraordinary control Lougheed exercised over his party, caucus, cabinet
and public agenda.

So, did quasi-partyism as domination of the political agenda and dy
namics of party competition end in 1971 when Albertans dumped Social
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Credit for the messiah of economic and cultural modernization, Peter
Lougheed? Or did Lougheed's Conservatives merely discover how to hitch
modern fed-bashing, province-building, and resource exploitation horses
to the quasi-party system cart, this time building on an urbanized and
affluent working and middle-class majority?

One important part of the answer to this question emerges when one
determines whether the new Conservative regime brought substantive im
provement in several areas. Were provisions made for legislative account
ability of the ruling party? Did the government show an increased willingness
to grant political legitimacy to serious political debate inside or outside the
legislature? Did Albertans experience an increased openness and democratic
procedural quality in public policydevelopment? A depressing "no" on all of
these counts emerges from two of this volume's chapters.

In the excellent contribution by Allan Tupper, Larry Pratt and Ian
Urquhart, we get a portrait of secretive, unaccountable and arrogant govern
ing practices in the Lougheed/Gettyyears. Fred Englemann'scomplementary
account of the intentional handicapping of the accountability of the legisla
ture'sagenciesand processes (abetted through maintenance ofegregious rural
electoral overrepresentation, a clear factor in Klein's margin of victory) comes
in his pithy portrayal of Alberta's "quasi-party" parliamentary institutions
and processes. Albertans would be well advised to review both "The Role of
Government" and ''The Legislature" for cautionary tales and criteria with
which to judge the reign of King Ralph.

Klein's demagogic Right-populist appeal before the election was un
comfortably reminiscent of what Macpherson first identified as William
Aberhart's plebiscitarian leadership style. Leslie Pal allows readers to put
this performance in historical context with his insightful thematic overview
of the patterns of leadership exercised by Alberta's premiers. Pal argues
that all successful premiers built on foundations of strong constituency
organization and effective articulation of the political culture of "non
partisanship" that Pal sees as the distinguishing feature in Alberta politics.

In the volume's strongest chapter, Tupper, Pratt and Urquhart reveal
the dependency of the provincial political economy on resource exploita
tion, and the difficulties encountered seeking the holy grail of provincial
economic diversification. They also cogently identify the close ties between
local financial-economic elites and the ruling Conservatives, the increasing
politicization of fiscal and tax policy in an era of deficits and program
elimination, and the unavoidably practical and political significance of the
Alberta government's abysmal record of legislative, fiscal or policy
development accountability. Like most of their co-authors, these three
suggest that the public seemed eager to exact a major political price for their
governors behaviour. But the political penalty paid by the ruling Conser
vatives in June 1993 was reduced to a second consecutive shutout in
Edmonton area ridings. As Englemann suggests, it appears that the prac
tices and expectations of democratic accountability in Alberta politics have
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been stunted by decades of experience with a quasi-party system and
legislature.

This observation calls into question the contention by David Taras and
Denise Hughes, in "Media and Politics in Alberta," that Alberta's premiers
"havebeen confronted by a critical press." The problemis not thatevidence
of antagonism between press and ruling party is not available in Alberta's
modern history; it is easily recognized in events from the daily papers'
response to Aberhart's 1937 Accurate News and Information Act, to the
press's hounding of a hapless Don Getty following revelations of his
conflicts of interest and seemingly habitual verbal contradictions. The
question that remains, however, is how a truly critical press could prove so
frequently indifferent to and more often ineffectual at generating conse
quential publicdebate over the secretive, unaccountable, and manipulative
information-control tactics of the ruling Conservatives.

For those interested in Alberta's place in national and constitutional
politics, Roger Gibbins and J. Peter Meekison, respectively, argue the
negative and positive case for seeingAlberta as a major player in recent and
future constitutional politics. Much in each case turns on their assessments
of the past significance and future of strategic alliances with Quebec, and
on their sense of the future direction and dynamics of post-Meech Lake
constitutional reform. In light of the victory of the "no" forces in the
October 1993referendum, Gibbins' case regarding Alberta's gradual mar
ginalization in setting agendas for constitutional politics is more persua
sive. While Premier Getty put a bold face on inclusion of provisions for an
elected Senate in the Charlottetown Accord, the necessity of accepting
other parliamentary reform quid pro quos reduced the proposed Senate's
power to block federal legislation or initiate regionally favourable national
policy.

In his chapter on voting behaviour and political dominance in Alberta
during the Conservative regime, Keith Archer combines a portrait of
declining vote and seat totals for the Conservatives through the 1980swith
the "stable dealignment" model of voter behaviour, and projects an
emerging competitive party system in Alberta. He guardedly predicts a
further decline in Conservative dominance, in both popular vote shares
and seats. While the Klein Conservatives lost eight seats in the 1993
election, they retained the same 44.3 percent of the popular vote. With the
NDP eliminated from the legislature, the Liberal opposition should be a
credible alternative in the next election. This would be an unusal develop
ment in Alberta's party competition, and could be seen as an important, if
only partial, indicator of an emerging competitive party system.

Building on her work of the past several years, Linda Trimbleexplores the
emergence of "the politics of gender." Trimble notes that feminist organiza
tions in the province have multiplied rapidly but received only grudging and
vague institutional recognition and policyacknowledgementof their political
appearance, hampered until Peter Lougheed's departure by his successful
application of a demonology of federal oppression. The strongly antifeminist
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majoritywithin the Conservative caucus she portrays is even stronger follow
ing the 1993 election.

The remaining chapter dealing with policy is Tom Flanagan's analyti
cally innovative yet disturbingly one-sided account of negotiations over
the Lubicon Lake band's claim for aboriginal title, compensation and land
base. Flanagan portrays the Lubicon chief and their legal counsel as Ma
chiavelliansplaying cynical poker with well-intentioned federal and pro
vincial governments. Notably absent in this account is any context which
might contribute to justifying reparations for past government Indian
policy, and unaccountable refusal to acknowledge that government objec
tives throughout these negotiations might be anything but noble. Readers
are advised to consume this with a grain of salt while still appreciating the
rational choice modelling exercise and thorough familiarity with judicial
and policy complexities Professor Flanagan applies to this negotiating
process.

While this volume effectively addresses many of the themes Canadian
social scientists have come to associate with Alberta politics, it fills only a
modest corner of the large hole in provincial public policy analysis that
Alberta's political scientists have watched grow with surprising equanim
ity over the years. One hopes that this collective endeavour by Alberta's
political scientists portends a multidisciplinary collection devoted exclu
sively to policy issues.

David Laycock
Department of Political Science
Simon Fraser University
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